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LSCA STAFF RESPONSIBILITIES 
Name and Title 
Estellene Po Walker 
State Librarian 
Betty Eo Callaham 
Deputy Librarian 
Betty Q. Onley 
Business Manager 
Annette So Stuck 
Bookkeeper 
LSCA Project Officers* 
Margie Eo Herron 
Director of Field Services 
Alice .I. Nolte 
Field Service Librarian 
Aileen P. Law 
Field Service Librarian 
Anna Eo Horn 
Field Service Librarian 
Ronald Eo Anderson 
Field Service Librarian for 
Audio-Visual Programs 
Marjorie Ao Mazur 
Technical Services Librarian 
Theresa Mills 
Institutional Library Consultant 
James Bo Johnson, Jro 
Director, Division for the Blind 
and Physically Handicapped 
Responsibility 
Planning and administration: LSCA 
Title II, Title III; Library 
Interpretation 
Planning, budgeting, administration; 
preparation of long range program, 
annual program, annual reports, 
LSCA Title I 
Budgeting, financial administration 
and reporting 






IIIBo Career Education: Workshops 
VD. Periodicals 






Service to Older Americans 
Service to Persons of Limited 
English-Speaking Ability 
Film Program 
IIBo Strengthening the State 
Library Agency 
VlAo Institutional Library Services 
VlBo Service to the Blind and 
Physically Handicapped 
*Plans, coordinates, and reports project at State level; supervises implementation, 
evaluation; and reporting at local level. 
T 
y 
LSCA Project Officers 
John Landrum 
Director of Reader Services 
Margie E. Herron 
Director of Field Services 
Betty Eo Callaham 
Deputy Librarian 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title III 
. I o Interlibrary Network 
III. Area Reference Resource Center 
rvo White House Conference 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
OFFICE OF THE STATE AUDITOR 
P. 0. BOX 11333 
EDGAR A. VAUGHN. JR .. CPA COLUMBIA 
29211 STATE AUDITOR 
December 1, 1978 
Miss Estellene P. Walker 
South Carolina State Ubrary 
P. 0. Box 11468 
Columbia, s. c. 29211 
Dear Miss Walker: 
The 1978-1979 Annual Plan for the Ubrary Services and 
Contruction Act has been reviewed in accordance with the procedure 
of Cl1B Circular A-95, and I endorse the submission of the Plan 
with the recOIIIIEildation that it be approved. 
I have recently been involved in a Statewide Hypertension 
Task Force and participated in the developne1t of a Resource 
Inventory. One of the resources liBltioned for the Pee Dee Area 
was a County Ubrary. The Ubrary had developed special info:rmation 
and periodicals on hypertension, and had evidently had this 
infonna.tion displayed in a special area .. This is an excellent method 
for making available infonna.tion on topics of special interests and 
needs of South Carolinians . 
ECWjr:cs 
Please contact me if I can be of any assistance. 
Sincerely, 
~~(l~ 
Ellrer C. Whitten, Jr. 
State Clearinghouse 












PROPOSFD FY '79 BUDGET - TifLF I 
WORKSHEET 
CONSOLIDATED LISTING OF PROJECTS INCLUDED IN ANNUAL PROGRAM FOR TITLES I AND Ill 
THE AMOUNTS REPORTED BELOW ARE: STATE FOR FISCAL YEAR DATE OF SUB· 
~ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY PROJECT, 8Y LSCA TITLE ENDING MISSION . 
NOV 1 1978 0 ACTUAL EXPENDITURES I!IY PROJECT, 8Y LSC:A TITLE South Carolina Sept. 30, 197C 
INSTRUCTIONS fOR COMPLETING THIS LISTING FOLLOW: THE PROJECTS.LISTED BELOW ARE AUTHORIZED UNDER PROVI· 
1. Use a separate sh .. t for each LSCA Title I Program: Public Library, Institutional, ond Handicapped; SIONS OF LSCA (cloec:lr one) 
arid for Tit:e Ill. [R)TtTLE I, PUBLIC LIBRARY 
2. Transcribe the Information from Section B of each Pro!ect Report (OE Form 3114.1) to one of the lines OnTLE 1, INSTITUTIONAL 
below. OTITLE I, HANDICAPPED 
3. For each LSCA Title, show total of expenditures by category (columns t.7) and source (columns 8-11). 
0TITLE Ill 
BY CATEGORY (columns J.7) BY SOURCE (columns 8-11) . 
PROJECT AUDIO. TOTAL SALARIES AND 8001CS VISUAL EQUIP. CONTRACT• OTHER TOTAL FOR FEDERAL STATE LOCAL NUMBER WAGES MATER!- MENT UAL SERVICES EXPENSES PROJECT FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS (muel equel 
ALS col.,..,. 7) 
l 2 J 4 ! 6 7. ' !I 10 II 
I-A 31,116 11' 00( 42,116 11,000 31,116 42,116 
I-B 7,800 4, 20( 12,000 2,000 10,000 12,000 
II-A 291,851 21,000 134 '561 447,412 53,358 394,054 447,412 
II-B 101,64 101,643 60,000 41,643 101,643 
III-A 5,314,020 1,786,75 54,662 51,673 12,000 ,459,905 8,679,015 10~000 1,389,015 7,280,000 8,679,015 
III-B 3,00( 3,000 3,000 3,000 
III-C 44, 00( 6,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 
I 
i 
III-D 220,000 111,00( 26,000. 49,0ll 406, Oll 185,000 22l,Oll 406,0ll 
II I-E 19, 674• 4,00( 3,500 4,892 32,066 18,928 13,138 32,066 
II I-F 16,500 2,000 1,500 15,000 35,000 35,000 35,000 
IV-A 311,714 374,44 18,958 16,000 3,006 27,995 752,114 267,114 485,000 752,114 
v.:.n 39,000 39,000 39,000 39,000 
VII 17,493 ,40,000 12,000 . 3,000 72,493 55,000 17,493 72,493 
~<"'"I.,.A, C' ! : ! I 
PROPOSED FY'79 BUDGET - TITLF I 
WORKSHEET 
CONSOLIDATED LISTING OF PROJECTS INCLUDED IN ANNUAL PROGRAM FOR TITLES I AND ill 
THE AMOUNTS REPORTED BELOW ARE: STATE FOR FISCAL YEAR 
ENDING 
DATE OF SUB· 
MISSION ~ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY PROJECT, BY LSCA TITLE 
0 ACTUAL EXPENDITURES BY PROJECT, BY LSCA TITLE South Carolina Sept. 30, 1~79 Nov 1 1978 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THIS LISTING FOLLOW, THE PROJECTS,LISTED BELOW ARE AUTHORIZED UNDER PROVI· 
1. U1e a separate ah-t for each LSCA Title I Program: Public Library, ln1titutional, and Handicapped; SIONS OF LSCA (choclr ex1o) 
arid far Title Ill. [il TITLE I, PU:"'LIC LIBRARY 
2. Transcribe the information from Section 8 of each Project Report (0!: Form 3114-1) to one of the linea 0TITLE I, NSTITUTIONAL 
below. 
0TITLE I, HANDICAPPED 
3. For each LSCA Title, shaw total of expenditures by category (columns 1·7) and source (columna 8-11). 
0TITLE Ill 
BY CATEGORY (column• 1.7) BY SOURCE (columna 8·11) 
PROJECT SALARIES AND 
AUDIO. 
BOOKS VISUAL .!QUIP.. CONTRACT· OTHER TOTAL FOR FEDERAL STATE LOCAL TOTAL NUMBER WAGES MATER!- MENT UAL SERVICES EXPENSES PROJECT FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS (mu•t ,..,..., 
AL!: coluiJIII 1) 
I 2 3 4 J IS 7 ' 
, 10 II 
VIII 7,00C 2,000 1,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 
' 
T,TA 1 t., 6,222,368 t2,467,83'153,120 90,173, 34,806 1,713,568 ' . 10,681,870 799,400 1,883,321 7,999,149 110,681,870 
PROPOSED FY '79 BUDGET - TITLE I 
WORKSHEET 
CONSOLIDATED LISTING OF PROJECTS INCLUDED IN ANNUAL PROGRAM FOR TITLES I AND Ill 
THE AMOUNTS REPORTED BELOW ARE: STATE FOR FISCAL YEAR 
[Kj ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY PROJECT, BY LSCA TITLE ENDING -
0 ACTUAL EXPENDITURES BY PROJECT, BY LSCA TITLE South Carolina Sept. 30, !979 
DATE OF SUB· 
MISSION 
NOV 1 1978 
INSTRUCTIONS FOi< COMPLETING THIS LISTING FOLLOW: THE PROJECTS LISTED BELOW ARE AUTHORIZED UNDER PROVI· 
1. Use a separate sheet for each LSCA Title I Program: Public Library, Institutional, and Handicapped, SIONS OF LSCA fcllec:lt one) 
and for Title Ill. CTITLE I, PUBLIC LIBRARY 
2. Transcribe the Information from Section 8 of each Project Report (OE Form 311 ... 1) to one of the lines [iJ TITLE I, INSTITUTIONAL 
below, 
0TIT!..E I, HANDICAPPED 
3. For each LSCA Title, shaw total of expenditures by category (columns 1-7) and source (colurms 8-11). 
QTITL.E Ill 
BY CAT!::GORY (eolumns 1-7) BY SOURCE (columns B-11) 
PROJECT AUDio- TOTAL SALARIES AND BOOKS VISUAL EQUIP. CONTRACT• OTHER TOTAL FOR FEDERAL STATE LOCAL NUMBER WAGES MATER!- MENT UAL SERVICES EXPENSES PROJf::C"T FUN OS FUNDS FUN OS (DIIIet equal 
AL!. column 7) 
l 2 ~ .. $ 6 7 • ' 10 II 
VI-A 289,432 62,462 16,001 4,186 12,903 384,984 45,000 339,984 384,984 
•'.i' 




PROPOSED FY '79 BUDGET - TITLE I 
WORKSHEET 
CONSOLIDATED LISTING OF PROJECTS INCLUDED IN ANNUAL PROGRAM FOR TITLES I AND Ill 
THE AMOUNTS REPORTED BELOW ARE: STATE FOR FISCAL YEAR 
(]i ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY PROJECT, BY LSCA TITLE ENDING -
0 ACTUAL EXPENDITURES BY PROJECT, BY LSCA TITLE South Carolina Sept. 30, 197 
DATE OF SUB· 
MISSION 
NOV 1 1971 "8 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THIS LISTING FOLLOW: THE PROJECTS.LISTED BELOW ARE AUTHORIZED UNDER PROVI· 
1. Uso a separate shHt for each LSCA Title I Progra•: Public Library, Institutional, and Handicapped; SIONS OF LSCA (claeclr -J 
and for Title Ill. 0TITLE I, PUBLIC LIBRARY 
2. Transcribe tho lnfon~~ation from S.ctlon B of ooch Project Report (OE Form 3114-1) to one of tho lines 0TITLE I, INSTITUTIONAL 
below. (IDTITLE I, HANDICAPPED 
3. For ooch LSCA Title, show total of oxpondituroa by category (columns 1-7) and source (columns 8-11). 
0TITLE Ill 
BY CATEGORY (colu-• 1.7) BY SOURCE (col-• 8-11) 
PROJECT SALARIES AND 
AUDIC>o 
TOTAL BOOKS VISUAL EQUIP.. CONTRACT• OTHER TOTAL FOR - FEDERAL STATE LOCAL NUMBER WAGES MATERI- liE NT UAL SERVICES EXPENSES PROJECT FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS c-·'~' ALS column7) 
I . , 3 4 $ 6 7 • , 10 II 
VI-B 92:t716 47_,963 140,679 32 000 108 679 140.679 
. 
6 47,963 140,679 32,000 108,679 
""""""" .. , ~ 
140,679 
[_ 
WORKSHEET PROPOSED FY '79 BUDGET - TITLE III 
CONSOLIDATED LISTING OF PROJECTS INCLUDED IN ANNUAL PROGRAM FOR TITLES I AND Ill 
THE AMOUNTS REPORTED BELOW ARE: STATE FOR FISCAL YEAR DATE OF SUB-
fKj ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY PROJECT, BY LSCA TITLE ENDING MISSION 
0 ACTUAL EXPENDITURES BY PROJECT, BY LSCA TITLE South Carolina Sept. 30, 1'979 NOV 1 1978 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THIS LISTING FOLLOW: THE PROJECTS LiSTED BELOW ARE AUTHORIZED UNDER PROVI-
1. Use a separate sheet for each LSCA Title I Program: Public Library, Institutional, and Handicapped; SIONS OF LSCA (checll: """) 
and far Title Ill. 0TITLE I, PUBLIC LIBRARY 
2. -Transcribe the information from Section B of 4toch Project Report (OE Form 3114.1) to one of the lines QTITLE I, INSTITUTIONAL 
below. 0TITLE I, HANDICAPPED 
3. For each LSCA Title, shaw total of expenditures by category (columns 1-7) and source (columns 8-11 ). 
IK) TITLE Ill 
BY CATEGORY (columns 1.7) BY SOURCE (columns B-11) 
PROJECT AUDIO.. TOTAL SALARIES AND BOOKS VISUAL EQUIP- CONTRACT· OTHER TOTAL FOR FEDERAL STATE LOCAL NUMBER WAGES MATERI• MENT UAL SERVICES EXPENSES PROJECT FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS (muel pqual 
ALS col"""' 7) 
I . 2 J 4 s 6 7 • ' 10 u 
I 47,532 6,000 18,_804 - 72,336 27 804 44 532 72 336 
35,000 2,000 17,600 54,600 44,600 
10,000 54,600 
III 
IV 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 
TOTALS 82,532 8,000 41,404 131,936 77,404 44,532 10,000 131,936 
-- '---·--·~- ---~----~ --- --- ----··--
J 
FISCAL 1978-79 
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE LIBRARY 
Library Services and Construction Act 
Project 
1979 FUNDS 
TITLE I - LIBRARY SERVICES: 
PROJECT I-A. General Administration 
PROJECT I-B. Library Interpretation 
PROJECT II-A. General Operation 
PROJECT II-B. Strengthening the State Agency 
PROJECT III-A. Field Services 
PROJECT III-B. Workshops 
PROJECT III-C. Metropolitan Libraries 
PROJECT III-D. Service to the Disadvantaged 
PROJECT III-E. Service to Older Americans 
PROJECT III-F. Service to Children 
PROJECT IV-A. Library Development 
PROJECT V-D. Periodicals 
PROJECT VI-A. Institutional Services 
PROJECT VI-B. Blind and Physically Handicapped 
PROJECT VII. Film Program 
PROJECT VIII. Limited English Speaking 
TOTAL TITLE I 
TITLE III - INTERLIBRARY COOPERATION: 
PROJECT I. Interlibrary Network 
PROJECT III. Area Reference Resource Centers 
PROJECT IV. White House Conference 
TOTAL TITLE III 





















5 2 000~00 


















































$ 35 2000.00 
~285 2 928.00 
.• -----.-... •.•• ~ .. -··--·~- w•• --·--,. ••- •-·-----~----·------1- -
~ 
i\n <HI >wee is rcqu11t:•l · 
f~r e~:h !ll:'m on t!us fonn. 
1 1 HI~ RO::I'ORl IS FOH I TilLE 
PROJECT REPORT I 
For Titlu I ond Ill of the Library Services and Construction Act, <;1< amended P.L. 91·600 
1'Rcad the Instructions before complctin~ this report) I
. IVJ A PROPOSED 0 AN ACTUAL 
. 
~~JECT PROJECT 
FISCAL YEAR EHDlNG 
September 30, 1979 
STATE 












1. NAME {ldentJiy il at•te DQency, reQional ot locallibtoty, or~sni~alion. ot Jn.'llilution th"t willtJdmini~ter the project) TELEPHON(. (At~• codf!, Numbet, Eatens1on} 
South Carolina State Librar 801) 758-3181; 758-3182 
ADDRESS (Number, •treet, ell)' and State) COUNTY ZIP CODE CONGRE~SIONAL DISTRICTISI (1/lr•• tl•on rnf,,.~ 
Stnrr, ll•t b)' numbe~l 
P. 0. Box 11469, Columbia, S.C. Richland 29211 All 
2. NAME OF PROJECT 
Title I. Project IA. General Administration ---·----
3. PROJECT DATES INITIAL PROJECT ~J CONTINUING PROJECT IF CONTINUING PROJECT, GIVE PREVIOUS PROJECT NUMBER IA 
... ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME SPAN ·cr~uroJ Indefinite h. PRoJe:c T a EGAN 1956 I c. PRoPoSED TERMINATION DATE Non-Terminal 
~~~~-~AND POPUL4TION DATA (Complel" B,ll ol lhCP aub·il.,ma upp/icDblo ta lhia proj.,cl) 
(1) Number of Persons Served by Project 
5. FOR TITLE 111. INOIC,\TE TYPE OF PROJECT 
(/)Ll BIDLIOGRAPIIIC SERVICES I(J>D REFERENCE SERVICE 
a. Proposed 2,590,516 b. Actual 
(2) Population and Predominant Characteristics of Area 
(Give best est~mate of the number and distribution 
a. Urban 1,232,195 b. Suburban 
(Z) QCOMMUNICATION$ NETWORK I (JJ'' TFCI1NICAL PFIOCLS51NG 
'--1 SE:HVICE 
Served j m [_]oTHER cspecity) 
of persons in the area served~t~h-e __ p_r_oJect 
c. Rural: 1,385,321 d. TOTAL 2,590,516 
~~----------~--~ 16. TYPE OF_ GROUP(C/iec!' fh• boJt ovhidt bur descril>~• the population served by tho pro/oct) dufrilmhf)fl of 7. AGE GROUP SERVED (Give be•r e6timDie ol ll•• 





{1) 1-=:J Economically Disadvantaged (2) !..- .. J Institutionalized 
(3) l' 1 Physically Handicapped; Give number that is blind-
(4) t=1 Limited English-speaking (5) IJC.I General Public 
(6) L_l Other {Specify) 
8. ETHNIC OR RACIAL GROUP SERVED (Give best estimate of number 
persons served by race or ethnic group) 
a. Native Americans 2,241 e. Spanish-spealUng 
b. Orientars 2,569 (Specify) 
of, 
'NORI< .. IG AGF.-,~-----
(J GRADUATE (•C<'1~-<14J1 2 092,764 
(2) YOUTH (ot' 15·14) (41 AGF.0(Aie6S ~ondov•d 190,960 
9. NUMBER OF PARTICIPATING LIBRARIES AND AGENCIES 
(I) TO TAL ($um ol olems (2) thru (II) ·-----:------(6) OTHER ACADEMIC 2 
74 {7) SPECIAL 3 
PUBLIC 39 (8) 110SPo T ALS 4 
(.1) SCHOOL 0 (9) CORRt.C TIO>~AL 16 
1111 vnr A TlnN A. I n :(IO) ~,.~.~~~;l~TtAL c. B.LacKs 789,041 T~her- 2,-2-35 .. , -- u. . .. 5 
(~J~No t...U\..\.f-Vt:. u (Itt) OTHER 5 d. Whites 1 794 430 TOTAL~~-£) 2 590 516 I ... - --· · ··-·· -_, ................. -- -··----~-----~- ' ' 
O>UMM"'"" f vr- t.At"t:.NUII UKt.~ (l"ilf in Lm..- I lnr "l'fl01'0SF:lJ'' nnd Lin,. "J lot' •'Ac·llml"' ~xp~ndilutf".V Uourrd 1111 llnU•tmt ... to nt>tJff•st <lull.tt) 
"' 
BY CATEGORY (Columna 1·7) BY SOURCE (Columr•• 8·11) 
,w
COg; PROJECT SALARIES BOOKS AUDIQ-VISUAL EQ p E T CONTRACTUAL TOTAL FOR 
TOTAL 
FEDERAL STATE LOCAL (ltfu,.r f"qual 
FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS zt-1- AND WAGES MATERIALS Ul M .N SERVICES PROJECT 
~ Q g (1) (2) (J) {4) (5) (7) I 'J I 
t-:Z:a. 
I  Col. 7) ... •Ao ( 10) (I I) 
uWw 
~~X 1. Proposed 31 ' 116 
UJ 





I CERTIFY that all of the infonnation 
contained herein is correct to the best 
of my knowledge. 
11,000 I 31,116 42,116 
·- DATE 
~~ !.November 1, 1978 
(S..-c revers..- ol thr:< lotl?l) 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina . 2920~ 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project IA. General Administration 
SEO!'ION . C. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
The purpose of the project is to administer the Library Services 
and Construction Act in South Carolina efficiently, economically, and 
effectively in order to :f'ulfillthe. goals and objectives of the long-
range and annual progr~. As the chief instrument for the planning 
and implementation of the total LSCA program, the General Administ.ration 
project is directed toward the realization of the ba.Sic continuing goal 
of the program: 
To provide comprehensive library services and 
resources to the people of South Caro~ina,. giving 
every individual access to the informational 
resources of the State. · (South. Carolin~ :rrc>gram. 
!2!, !.ibra;ry · I>ev¢lo:PttLent; •197e-;.1982, :p.· 4) 
The project provides for the statewide planning and evaluation of 
library services and for administrative activities required for compliance 
with the provisions of the Library Services Act and Regulations. Major 
activities include, but are not limited to: 
.1. preparation and publication of: 
. a. the Basic State Plan 
b. the long-range State Program for Library Development 
. c. the Annual Program 
. 2. evaluation and reporting of LSCA programs 
.3. activities of the LSCA Advisory Council 
. 4. management of budget and records 
. 5. dissemination of information concerning LSCA programs 
6. studies and surveys as needed to provide direction and/or 
evaluation of both the statewide and specific local programs 
,7. the services of consultants required for such activities 
. 8. staff participation in LSCA traini~g programs convened by 
the Office of Education, DHEW 
. 9. negotiation of indirect cost rate 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project IA. General Administration 
State funds will cover most staff' costs, including salaries of' pro-
fessional, bookkeeping, and secretarial personnel attributable to the 
activities of' the projecto LSCA will be used to cover costs of' one 
bookkeeper, equipment, supplies, printing, travel, communication, and 
contractual services attributable to the project. Indirect costs 
claimed by the State are also attributable to General Administrationo 
Estimated expenditures f'or FY 79 include: 
.1. Salaries and Wages $31,116 
Position ·% of' Time.· •Amount 
Librarian 15 $ 4,077 
Deputy Librarian 40 9,688 
Business Manager 33-1/3 . 5,519 
Accountant I 33-1/3 4,271 
Clerk/Typist 100* 7,561 
*1/4 of' time of' four FTE' s 
2. Travel 1,000 
Staff $500. 
Advisory Council 500 
.3. Indirect costs 8,000 
4. other (supplies, printing, postage, communication, etc~) 2,000 
Total $42,116 
The source of funding f'or the project in FY 79 will be: 
Federal State Total 
$11,000* $31,116 $42,116 
*$3,000 (est.) of this amount will be carried forward 
f'or use in FY 8oo 
Activities of' the General Administration Project will be monitored 
constantly by the State Librarian, Deputy Librarian, and/or Business 
Manager, assisted when needed by individual program supervisors. Mbnthly 
reports will be made on expenditures, and quarterly reviews will evaluate 
activities and progress in implementation. 
-
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina . 29201 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project lAo General Administration 
The success of the project will be measured by: 
1. approval of the State Library Board and LSCA Advisory Council 
. 2o acceptance of the Basic State Plan, Annual Program, State 
Plan for Library Development , and annual reports by the 
LSCA Library Program Officer 
. 3. the extent to which LSCA funds are allocated, obl.igated, 
and expended for approved purposes within the established 
time frame, and 
, 4. the successful implementation of individual projects set 
up under the Annual Progr~o 
~---~------~--~--~·--~--- l 
-·- -~ .. -- -~--~~---------------·.-- ... -·-~·-....... -... --.---·"···----------- -
PROJECT REPORT 
An an:.;·,vcr is rcquu\!J 
~r ench itc-m on t!1is form. 
HilS l;cPOI!l IS FOI~ TITLE 
I 
For Titl"s I ond Ill of the Library Services ond Construction Act, c;~s amended P.L. 91·600 
,'Read lite Instructions before complctin~ this report) 
lXJ ~.io~~~~SE D 0 ~~tJ~1:1{-AL 
-~YEAR ENDING 
September 30, 1979 
STATE 




















1. NAME (ldentily it atat~ ,.,~ncy, teQiOtlal or locallibtrlJty, ot~aniz•IJon, or lnaiJtution th.;~t will Ddmini&t•r the ptoject) TELEPUONE (Aree codr, Number. Eaten•ion) 
South Carolina State Library 
AOORESS (NumluJr, •lreet, city and Stat•) 
P. 0. Box 11469, Columbia, S.C. 
2, NAME OF PROJECT 
1 COUNTY Richland TZIP CODE 29211 
(803) 758-3181; 758-3182 
C-ONGRESSIONAL OISTRiCfiSI (/1/uo than rnt•',.• 
Stair, /lot by number) All 
Title I. Project IB. Library Interpretation (State Wide Program) 
l. PROJECT DATES~ ~---- INITIAL PROJECT (i) CONTINUING PROJECT IF CONTINUING PROJECT, GIVE PREVIOUS PROJECT NUMB~-Ir-
"'ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME SPAN'(yearo) Indefinite b, PROJECT BEGAN 1962 c. PROPOSED-TERMIN4TION 04TE Indefinite 
o\ t;EOGRAPHtCAL AND POPULATION DATA (Comp/elr qll of the oub·ilema opp/icoblo to thio proj,cl) 5. FOR TITLE Ill, INDICATE TYPE OF PROJECT 
COCl BtDLt0GHAP111C SERVICES 1o>O ~!(FERENCE SERVICE (1) Nu;ber ~f Persons Served-by Project . 
a. Proposed 2,590,516 b. Actual (Z) 0COMMUNICATIQNS NETWORKl(.l)r-1 TI'CHNICAt.. PROCLSSt"'G L-.f C:C'UVI,-S: 
(2) Population and Predominant Characteristics of Area 
(Give best est~mate of the number and distribution 
a. Urban 1,232,195 b. Suburban 
Served (5) 0 OTHER tSpecilrJ 
of persons n t e area serve y e proJect 
c. Rural 1,358,321 d. TOTAL 2,590,516 
6, TYPE OF_ GROUP(Cii•c~ lhe-bo• whlclo but describ~s lhf! populblion serv"d by the proJect) 7. AGE GROUP SERVED (Give b"•' utimDir. ol the 
pt!rt:ons ~.:f'tvcd in the projt>cl by Dll~ Qroup~ (s~f' Jtrm .f C I)) 
di51ri1JIIItr)ft of 
(1) ~~ Economically Disadvantaged (2) i-· --' Inst:i,tutionalizea 
(3) [ 1 Physically Handicapped; Give number that is blind 
(4) t=1 Limited English-speaking (5) [x-1 General Public 
'NO"kiNG AGI;_/ ____ _ 
11 CHILDREN (IIQ<' 0-14J789 70 (J GRADUATE (•t:r 2<-64)1 t 092,764 
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,w TOTAL 
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I CERTIFY that all of the infom1ation 
contained herein is correct to the best 
of my knowledge. 
_, j 
DATE 
"'"' 0' R<'D, HM<'cos-.R• •••• ,. <T~-: -w 
Es tellene P. \oJ'alker, I.ibraria 1-~ · ~ INo~mber 1, 1978. 
(S<'C rCVCfS(' of thr.• (om;) 
South Carolina State Librar,y 
1500 Senate street 
Columbia, South Carolina 2920~ 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I . ' 
Project lB. Librar,y Interpretation 
SECTION.C. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
I. ObjectiYes · 
The purpose o:f the Librar,y Interpretation Project is to interpret 
librar,y service to the government and the· public and to promote a cli-
mate o:f public opinion· :favorable to librar,y developme11.t. It attempts 
to increase public understanding o:f librar,y programs and awareness o:f 
services provided, thus building up the librar,y by individuals and 






The project prospectus sets :forth seven objectives: 
To encourage greater use of the State Library's facilities and 
resources by state government personne~. 
To oore fully inform the general public about existing public 
and state institutional librar,y services and to encourage 
greater use of these librar,y services by more and more people. 
To stimulate public interest and create support for the constant 
improvement of public, college, special and state institutional 
library services and facilities. 
To reach the non-librar,y user plus specific groups such as 
visually and physically handicapped, urban and rural disadvan-
taged, and non-English speaking peoples with information about 
available library service. 
To support programs of other state agencies and other groups 
which will strengthen "the reading ·experience" and off'er the 
state 1 s citizens continuing educational opportunities through 
librar,y resources. 
To support a program of interlibrary cooperation which will 
assure a more efficient utilization o:f all library resources 
in the state. 
To create awareness in and offer guidance toward sound public 
relations programs :for librarians , their staffs and their board 
membe:r:-s. (The South Carolina State Libra:r:-y. · Libr~rt Inte1]2re-
tation ·Program:· PROSPECTUS., July 1, 1978-June 30, l979, :p. l.) 
South Carolina State Library 
1500. Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 2920~ 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project lBo Library Interpretation 
~Io Relation!Ship to Long.Range·Progr~ 
The. project supports Goal VC of the Long-Range Program: To 
interpret library service to the government and the public and to 
promote a climate of opinion favorable to library development. 
I~Io What ~ :ProJect • @ects •. to AccoWJ>lish 
The Library Interpretation Project is aimed at strengthening 
the State Library and the public and institutional libraries of 
South Carolina. It supports both the state and LSCA prograJ!IS. 
It is hoped through increasing the understanding of the role of 
the library in the life of todey to make the library and its ser-
vices an integral part of every community activity whether it be 
professional, business, educational, or recreationalo 
rvo NeedS Assessment 
In a population of two and one-half million, only about 30% of 
South Carolinians are regular library users. Many non-users are 
unaware either of library services generally or of potential bene-
fits for them personally. At the same time, financial support for 
all South Carolina libraries is low. Limited resources do not 
permit them to reach out to all the unserved or to adequately 
serve present use~s. Both the public and officials responsible 
for funding need to be informed about the value of library services. 
v. !lli2. Is To Be Served 
The entire population of the state will benefit to the degree 
that the project assists in the development of adequate library 
services to meet the needS of the people. By making state legis-
lators and local officials aware of the educational., infomational, 
and recreational value of libraries, a better level o:f support lllB.Y 
be obtainedo By making more people aware of library services, a 
greater proportion of the public is likely to avail themselves o:f 
those services. 
VIo Activities To ·Be ·Us eO.· To ·Meet · Objectives •. and·· Needs · 
The Library Intrepretation Program is conducted by a fixm. of 
public relations specialists. An ·annual prospectus sets forth 
general objectives and projected activities, but the program is 
kept flexible in order to. support current needs and changing 
emphasis. Complete plans for publicity and public relations are 
deve~oped for aJ.l major State Library programs, for each LSCA 
project, and for appropriate public and institutional activitieso 
-
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project IB. Library Interpretation 
From 1977 through 1979, the state conference and White House Conference 
on Library and Information Services will be the focus for publicity. 
Specific activities include: (1) news releases, (2) feature articles, 
( 3) broadcast announcements, ( 4) interviews, ( 5) folders, brochures, 
and booklists, ( 6) exhibits, signs, posters, displa¥s, and presenta-
tions, and ( 7) special printed materials. Media utilized include 
(1) newspapers, (2) radio, (J) television, (4) professional and 
corporate house organ publications, (5) national and regional media, 
and ( 6) statewide and regional meetings. 
VIIo When and Where Project. Will Be Implemented 
The Library Interpretation Project will be implemented in FY 79 
at the South Carolina State Library. 
VIII. Key Libraries and other Libraries Involved 
The South Carolina State Library and all public and institutional 
libraries in South Caroli:Q.a. 
IX. Estimated Cost of and Sources of Fu.D.ding 
The project is funded primarily from State Appropriations. 
Federal State Total 
$2,000 $10,000 $12,000 
Xo Method of Administering Project 
The Library Interpretation Project is administered by the State 
Library under supervision of the State Librarian. Services are pro-
vided by a public relations firm employed by the State Library. 
XIo Method of Evaluation 
The Library Interpretation Project is monitored continuously 
by the State Librarian, assisted by professional staff members 
responsible for individual programs and projects. At the beginning 
of the fiscal year, a projection of the program for the coming year 
is prepared by the public relations representative. Biweekly confer-
ences are held with him to review all news releases, publicity :ma-
terials, exhibits, or other items produced for the programo The 
representative prepares a biweekly report on activities. This is 
reviewed by all concerned staff members, and the program is revised 
or amended whenever new concerns or activities develop. 
The Library Interpretation Project will be evaluated by the 
State Library staff in terms of the extent to which the 1979 prospectus 
has been carried out and the degree to which state and LSCA programs 
have been supported by the project. 
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t. NAME (ld~ntily it at•l~ o'~ncy, '~'ions/ or local libuuy, or,jsnizatJon, 01 lntJiitution that will sdminisl•r thft project) TELEPHONE (Area cod•, Number, Extetuion) 
(803) 758-3181; 758-3182 South Carolina State Library 
ADDRESS (Number, •treat, city and Sial•) 
P. 0. Box 11469, Columbia, S.C. 
2. NAME OF PROJECT 
Title I. Project IIA. General Operations 
T COUNTY Richland TZIP CODE 29211 
CONGRESSIONALOISTRICTISJ (llluo than rnf,',.• 
Stair, llal by numbuJ All 
3. PROJECT OATES INITIAL PROJECT X CONTINUING PROJECT IF CONTINUING PROJECT, GIVE PREVIOUS PROJECT NUMB'ER""·r-u-
"'ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME SPAN'(yeura) Indefinite b. PROJECT DEGAN 1956 e. PROPOSED-TERMIN4TION DATE Non-Terminal 
~~~~~~AND POPULATION OATA (Complet" qll of the aub·ilemo ufoplicaiJie to this proj,ct) 
(1) Number of Persons Servea oy rroJec~ 
a. Proposed 2,590,516 b. Actual 
Served 
5. FOR TITLE Ill, INDICATE TYPE OF PROJECT 
(JJ[] BIOLIOGRAPiiiC SEnVICES !CJJO REFERENCE SERVICE 
(Z) QCOMMUNICATION~ NETWORK I (J),, TFCHNICAL PHOClS~Ifo;G 
L-..1 !liFRVtt"F 
(2) Population and Predominant Characteristics of Area 
(Give best est~mate of the number and distribution 
a. Urban 1,232,195 b. Suburban 
of persons 
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(1) 1-:::l Economically Disadvantaged (2) C ·J Insti,tutionalized 
(3) [ 1 Physically Handicapped; Give number that is blind 
(4) t::1 Limited English-speaking (5) (J[I General Public 
(6) L:.l Other (Specify) 
7. AGE GROUP SERVED (Give bt'al ••timlllr of the dosrributmn of 
pr.r~eons •~rv~d in thf! fltOjrt:t by Btlf! Qroups (sri! itrm of C 1J} 
(J ~~~~~~GT~GF./(ecr 7~-44}1, 092,764 
(7) YOUTH (ut" 15•14} 190,960 
9. NUMBER OF PARTICIPATING LIBRARIES AND AGENCIES 
8. ETHNIC OR RACIAL GROUP SERVED (Give best estimate of number of 1-m-T- _.. . . .. . . . .. _ . . . . . . _ _ 
2 
persons served by race or ethnic group) 
74 (7) SPECIAL 
PUBLIC 39 (II) HOSPITALS 
(J) SCHOOL 0 (9} CORRECTIONAL 
a. Native Americans 2,241 e. Spanish-speaking 




(4} VOCATIONAL 0 
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d. Whites 1,794,430 TOTAL (a-f) 2,590,516 ---It--:-: .. :-.-::--,--
5 
5 
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. Io Objectives 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project IIA. General Operations 
SECTION . C. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
The purpose of this project is to provide for the on~going 
operations of the State Lib~. Specific objectives are: 
A. To administer the State program, with a State budget of 
some $2,100,000, including: . 
l. Statewide planning and development 
2. Services to State government 
3o Services to public libraries 
4. Services to institutions 
5. Services to the blind and physicallY handicapped 
B. To provide the personnel, space, and supporting services 
required to implement the Federal program. 
c. To fUlfill State regulations governing personnel administration 
and fiscal management, including budgeting, accounting, re-
porting, and auditing. 
IIo Relationship to Long Range Program 
The General Operations Project supports Goal I (and its sub-
sidiary parts): 
To strengthen the State Library Agency for the 
purpose of providing library leadership and 
services. 
III. What the Project Expects to Accomplish 
The General Operations Project will provide the personnel, 
equipment, space, supplies, maintenance, and supporting services 
required to carry on all fUnctions of the State Library under both 
State and Federal progr~. It makes possible a statewide program 
of library development and cooperation and thus contributes to i~ 
proved library services for all South Carolinians. 
IV. Needs Assessment 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project IIA. General Operations 
The total library resources of South Carolina fall short of 
both State and national standards of adequacy, and no individual 
library system has achieved the minimum goals for library service 
set forth in the State Program for Libra;t Development. Without 
the leadership, service, and financial assistance provided by 
the State Library, the quality of library service for all South 
Carolinians would be significantly lower and services for special 
groups - the disadvantaged, the institutionalized, the blind and 
physically handicapped - would be reduced to minimal levels. 
V o Who Is To Be Served 
The entire population of the State will benefit by having a 
strong, efficiently operated State Library which serves as the 
central resource for information, materials, and services. 
VI. Activities To Be~ To Meet Objectives and Needs 
Activities will include, but not be limited to: 
Ao Fiscal operations - budgeting, accounting, reporting, auditing 
B. Personnel administration - recruiting, training, supervision, 
evaluation 
c. Maintenance and operation of buildings and equipment 
Do Operation of State and Federal programs 
1. Technical Processes (See Title I, Project IIB) 
2o Reference and Interlibrary Loan {See Title III, 
Project I) 
3. Field Services (See Title I, Projects IIIA, IIIB, 
IIIC, IIID, IIIE, IVA, VB, VII, and VIII) 
4. Institutional Services (See Title I, Project VIA) 
5. Blind and Physically Handicapped {See Title I, 
Project VIB) 
6. Interlibrary Cooperation (See Title III Program) 
VIIo When and Where Project Will Be Implemented 
The General Operations Project will be implemented in FY 79 
in the headquarters of the South Carolina State Library. 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project I~. General Operations 
VIIIo Key Libraries and other Libraries Involved 
South Carolina State Library 
:oc. Estimated· Cost of and· Sources !2:!. FUnding 
The project will be funded primarily by State appropriations 
which covers personnel, housing, maintenance, and the majority of 
all other operating costso 
Federal funds IllB\V be. used to cover a pro-rated share of 
travel, communications, equipment, supplies, contractual services, 
and miscellaneous expenses directly attributable to the implementation 
and supervision of Library Services and Construction Act programs at 
the state and/or local levels. Because of the increasing volume and 
complexity of accounting and reporting for both State and Federal 
programs, LSCA funds will also be used in FY 79 to continue a 
second bookkeepero Under the supervision of the Business Manager 
and Chief Bookkeeper, the new employee is primarily responsible 
for bookkeeping and records involved in the LSCA progr&m. 
Because State expenditures cover the cost of services to 
State government, the amounts expended for this purpose are 
deducted from the State appropriation to determine the amount of 
State money used to match LSCA funds. 
Funds budgeted for FY 79: 
Federal State Total --
$53,3581 $394,0542 $447,412 
1$15,000 (est. ) of this amount will be carried forward for use 
in FY BOo 
~oes not include cost of service to 
State government: $35,572 
X. Method of Administering Project 
The General Operations Project will be administered by the 
State Library under the supervision of the State Librarian, 
Deputy Librarian, and Business Manager. 
XIo Method of Evaluation 
The operations of the State Library are monitored continuously 
by the State Librarian, Deputy Librarian, and Business Manager. 
All professional staff members make monthly reports on activities. 
Regular reviews by department heads , made quarterly or more often 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project IIA. General Operations 
if needed, measure progress and evaluate activities. Monthly 
reports are made to the Library Board by the State Librarian, 
and the Advisory Council receives quarterly progress reportso 
The success of the General Operations Project is directly 
reflected by the success or failure of the individual programs 
conducted by the State Library, the cooperation of South Carolina 
libraries, and public response to library programs. Pragmatically, 
success will be indicated by: 
(1) approval by the State Library Board and LSCA Advisory Council 
( 2) approval. of budget requests by the Budget and Control Board 
and by the General Assembly 
(3) successful compliance with regulations and requirements of 
State Personnel, the State Treasurer, the Comptroller 
General, the Legislative Audit Council, and the State Auditor. 
(4) scheduled completion or approved continuation of individual 
State and Federal projects. 
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South Carolina State Library 
2500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29202 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project TIB. Strengthening the State 
Library Agency 
SECTION . Co DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
I. Objectives 
1. To strengthen the resources of the State Library, and 
2. To supplement and reenforce the resources of libraries 
throughout the state. 
II. Relationship to Long Range Program 
The Strengthening the State Library Agency project supports 
the following goals of the long range program: 
(I) To strengthen the State Library agency for the 
purpose of providing statewide leadership and 
services. 
(IB) To provide a comprehensive collection of infor-
mation and materials and in-depth reference 
services supplementing the resources of public 
and institutional libraries. 
( IBl) To expand existing book and periodical 
collections to meet increasing ref'erence 
and interlibrary loan needs. 
(IB2) To maintain a complete collection of State 
documents plus a strong collection of' local 
documents. 
III. What the Project Expects· to Accomplish 
This project attempts to build up the State Library's collection 
of books and materials to the point that it can adequately serve as 
a resource center for all libraries in the state. 
lV. Needs Assessment 
South Carolina 1 s public libraries have less than. 2. 5 books per 
capita. Institutional libraries, thoi.lgh having higher per capita 
holdings, are all small collections limited in depth and breadth of 
holdings. No South Carolina library has adequate resources to serve 
all the needs of its patrons , none can afford to acquire all the 
resources needed, and to do so would be uneconomical in any case. A 
central collection capable of supporting the program of libraries 
throughout the state is the only feasible solution for South Carolina. 
.v. Who Is To Be Served 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project IlBo Strengthening the State 
Library Agency 
The entire population of the state may be served by the project 
since the resources it provides are made available to the patrons of 
all South Carolina libraries by means of the Interlibrary Loan Network. 
VI. Activities To Be Used To Meet Objectives and Needs 
Activities will include, but not be limited to, the following: 
1. Select, acquire, process and catalog 8,000 books, 8,000 State 
and Federal documents, 1,500 periodical subscriptions, 500 
reels of microfilm, 20,000 microfiche, plus filmstrips, maps, 
cassettes, records, and miscellaneous materials. 
2. Maintain a collection of 142,000 books, 45,000 documents, 
133,000 microfiche, plus periodicals, microfilm, etc. 
3. Maintain the central catalog of aJ.l State Library holdings 
. 4. Prepare the annual supplement to the microfilm edition of 
the catalog to be distributed to public, institutional, and 
selected academic libraries to facilitate interlibrary loan 
useo 
VII. When and Where Project Will Be Implemented 
The project will be implemented in FY 79 at the South Carolina 
State Libraryo 
VIIIo Key Libraries ~ Other Libraries Involved 
The South Carolina State Library, directly 
All libraries of South Carolina, indirectly 
IXo Estimated Cost of and Sources of F1mding 
This project provides for the purchase of books, periodicals, 
microfilm and other library materials acquired by the State Library, 
plus the cost of cards, supplies, and equipment (but excluding 
personnel) used in processing these materials. The project will be 
partially f1mded by FY 78 LSCA funds carried forward into FY 79. 
Funds budgeted for FY 79: 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate .. Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 2920l 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project IIB. Stre;Ilgtheni.ng the State 
Library Agency 
Federal. ·State .. · TOtal --....,_· 
$60,000* $41.,643 $1.01.,643 
*$50,000. (e~to) of this amount will be carried forward 
into FY 6<h 
.x. Method of AdJ:ili~;i.stetine; froject 
The project wil.l. be administered by the State Library staff 
under the supervision of the Technical Services Librarian, assisted 
by the Director of Reader Services and the Interlibrary Loan 
Librarian. 
JQ:. Method of Evaluation 
The project will be monitored dai~ by the Technical. Services 
Librarian, with month~ progress reports on orders, acquisitions, 
and expenditureso The success. of the project wil.l be measured by 
the percentage of the budgeted funds that are expended for the 
purpose allocated within the fiscal year and by the number of 
items made available to the publ.ic as projected in item VI. The 
value of the project is demonstrated by the use made of the 
Interlibrary Loan col.lection (see Titl.e III, Project !). 
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I. Objectives 
South Carolina State Library 
1500.Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina . 29201 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project IIlAo Field Services 
SECTION C. . DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
The purpose of this project is to extend and improve public 
library service throughout the State and to implement the State 
Plan at the local level. Specific objectives of the project are: 
A. To improve existing library service in all counties and 
regions by means of advice and assistance to public li-
brarians and library boards. 
B. To encourage public libraries to work toward state and 
national standards for good library service by adapting 
efficient practices and procedures of organization and 
administration. 
c. To plan and develop improved public library service in areas 
having inadequate service through special projects such as 
pilot or demonstration projects. 
D. To promote the consolidation of inadequate library systems 
into larger units of serviGe. 
Eo To create an understanding of public library service and its 
objectives by educating trustees and citizens as to what 
good library service iso 
Fo To provide information concerning the work and objectives 
of the South Carolina State Library. 
Go To obtain strong public support for South Carolina's program 
of library service on a local and statewide basis in order to 
secure increased financial support from local and state 
sources • 
. Ho To promote implementation of the State Program for Library 
Developmento 
II. Relationship 12, Long Range Program 
The Field Services Project supports Goal II (and all its sub-
goals): 
To expand and improve public library service 
throughout the State, providing access for 
every resident, so as to further the edu-
cational, economic, and cultural enrichment 
of all citizens; and 
\ 
South Carolina State Libra!, 
1500. Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina ~ 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
' Project IIIA. Field Services, 
Goal ID: 
To provide consultant services for public, institutional, 
and other libraries of South Carolina. 
The Field Services Project will: 
.A.. Provide professional advice and assistance to the public li- ' 
braries of South Carolina·-- advice and assistance necessary ' 
to the improvement of public librar,y service throughout the 
State.. · 
.B.. Provide the direction and supems~on at the local level of 
State and FederallY funded library projects. 
IV.. Needs Assessment 
Although great strides have been made in recent years, South 
Carolina still falls short of both State and national standards of 
adequacy of library resources, personnel, service programs, and 
support. No individual library system has achieved the minimum 
goals for library service set forth in the ·south· Carolina Program 
1Qt Libra;t Development. The Field Services Project, carried out 
by a team of public library consultants, is needed as an incentive 
or catalyst for improvement and/or development of areas of weakness. 
The staff of field consultants can serve in many wa;ys as effective 
agents in ma.ldng librarians more aware of the library needs of the 
state and WS¥S to meet these needs: (a) by providing the necessary 
direction and evaluation of State and federal projects carried out at 
the local level; (b) by advising and guiding on a one-to-one basis, 
in meetings , and through state-wide workshops ; ( c) by constantly 
exploring solutions to local problems with library staffs and boards; 
(d) by providing ideas and information on such diverse topics as 
construction, staff development, and budget presentations. Avail-
ability at all times of a staff of trained librarians for consultation 
can give the state-wide library program a certain cohesiveness, 
continuity, and stability which it might not otherwise have.. The 
state and federal aid distributed through this project are a signifi-
cant factor in remedying deficiencies of service largely attributable 
to limited financial support at a time when the cost of materials is 
increasing by an average of lO% per year and salaries have increased by 
40% over the past seven years .. 
Who Is To Be Served ----;;;;..·,;;,.;;;;.,..;...;;..;;;; 
The entire population of the State will benefit from the 
consultant work which the Field Staff will do with the puh1 ~ 
brarians, trustees, and citizens to improve or r~--- -
regional library service throughout. +~ 
South Carolina state Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina . 29201 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project II!A. Field Services 
.tivities ~~~~~Objectives $.nd ~ 
.• Advising and assisting the public libraries of South Carolina. 
' in overcoming local probl~ • 
. l. ~·~professional librai"i$.ns: Act a.s liaison between 
the State Library and librarians; interpret the objectives 
and program of the State Library; and maintain good public 
relations • 
. 2. ~ ·~ ilieft!>erienee.d. !!!!··· untr$ineli ·librari~s: Provide 
in-serVice training and close superVision; explain the 
programs and objectives of the state Library; assist with 
preparation of the budget; assist in the planning and, if 
necessary, supervise major tasks, such as weeding, 
reclassifying, etc; encourage librarians to publicize 
services of the library and to devote more effort to 
public relations. 
3. ~ ~ libra.;ey boards: Represent the State Library 
at local board meetings; support librarians' budget 
requests ; explain State Aid requirements, special 
contracts and agreements and State Library projects; 
assist in developing plans for improved library service; 
encourage cooperation with neighboring library systems. 
4. ~~~public: Meet with local organizations to 
provide infor:ina.tion concerning public library service and 
its development through talks, exhibits, and distribution 
of publicity materials, talk with community leaders and 
key individuals about library service; interpret state 
and local library programs to patrons. 
5. Supervision 2f library pilot 2!:. · other ~ special library: 
;projects· designed i2_ d.evtHoP .2!:. reorganize countY .2!: ~ 
giona.J. ·library· sYstell!S. 
B. Planning, monitoring, and evaluating specific I.SCA Projects 
(See Title I, Projects IIIA, IIIB, IIIC, IIID, IIIE, IVA, VB, 
VII, and VIII.) involving grants estimated at $600,000. 
Co Assisting in the administration of per capita State Aid totaling 
$1,296,554 to county and regional libraries. 
D .. Conducting at least one statewide workshop and assisting with 
other workshops sponsored by the State Library. 
E. Administering "mini grants" whereby small items of equipment 
or material. are provided to a.ll public libraries (and some-
, --.. institutiona.l libraries) when it is more economical and 
..... .,.,..dl.e orders, distribution, and p~t from 
-v 7Q. the activity will provide 




South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project II~o Field Services 
Fo Assisting in the recruitment of qualified persons for public 
library positions in the Stateo 
G. Supporting the South Carolina Library Association and other 
professional organizations by encouraging trustees, librarians, 
and staff members to join associations and by stressing attend-
ance at meetings and participation in activities of the asso-
ciation. 
VIIo ~and Where Project Will.~ lm;plemented 
The project will be implemented in the 39 county and regional 
library systems of the state listed under VIIIo 
VIIIo Key Libraries and other Libraries Involved 
The key libraries involved in the project will be the South 
Carolina State Library and the followii1g county and regional library 
systems: 
Abbeville-Greenwood Regional Library 
Aiken-Bamberg-Barnwell-Edgefield Regional Library 
Allendale-Hampton-Jasper Regional Library 
Anderson County Library 
Beaufort County Library 
Berkeley County Library 
Calhoun County PUblic Library 
Charleston County Library 
Cherokee County Public Library 
Chester County Free Public Library 
Chesterfield County Library 
Clarendon County Library 
Colleton County Memorial Library 
Darlington County Library 
Dillon County Library 
Dorchester County Library 
Fairfield County Library 
Florence County Library 
Georgetown County Memorial Library 
Greenville County Library 
Horry County Memorial Library 
Kershaw County Library 
Lancaster County Library 
Laurens County Library 
Lee County Public Library 
Lexington County Circulating Library 
McCormick County Library 
Marion County Library 
Marlborough County Public Library 
Newberry-Saluda Regional Library 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project IIlA. Field Services 
Oconee County Library 
Orangeburg County Free Library 
Pickens County Library 
Richland County Public Library 
Spartanburg County Library 
Sumter County Library 
Union Carnegie Library 
Williamsburg County Library 
York County Library 
IX. Estimated. Cost·· of·~ Sources .• o:f- FUnding· 
Funds budgeted for FY 79: 
Federal State LOcal 
$10,000 $1,296,554 State Aid $7,280,000 
92?461 State Library 
$1,380,015 
X. Method of· .A.dministeri~ .Project 
·Total 
$8,679,015 
Under the general supervision of the State Librarian and the 
Deputy Librarian, the project is administered by the Director of 
Field Services, assisted by the Field Sta~f. State grants-in-aid 
are paid to counties upon submission of budget proposals and 
supporting documents. 
XI. Method of Evaluation 
The Field Service Librarians, who will be responsible for i~ 
plementing this project, will report to the Director of Field Ser-
vices on all activities in their assigned counties by means o~ 
(1) written field reports (2) monthly reports and .(3) annual LSCA 
project reports·-- and by con~erences as needed. On-site observa-
tion of projects will be made by Field Service Librarians as they 
make their round of field trips to their assigned counties during 
the yearo 
To a large extent, the success of the project will be determined 
by how successful local libraries are in achieving the goals and 
objectives spelled out in StandardS for South· Carolina· PUblic Libraries. 
To determine what degree of progress has been made toward reaching 
these Standards 3 the following areas will be examined closely: 
········-··- -·~-~h---~----------~ 
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I. Objectives 
South Carolina State Library 
1500. Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project IIIE. Service to Older 
.Americans 
SEaFION . C. DESCRIPI'ION OF PROJEaF 
The objectives of the Older Americans Project are: 
A. To make South Carolina librarians more aware of the needs 
of Older Americans and the responsibilities of the library 
in meeting those neeQ.s • 
. B. To expand, extend, and promote present library services 
and programs which are appropriate for Older Americans. 
c. To experiment with new techniques, materials, services, 
and programs for Older Americans, especially ones for 
Older Americans not being reached by the library's 
traditional service. 
l!o Relationship· to . Long . Range ·.Program 
The project will s-qpport Goal IIC3 of the long-range program: 
"to explore and test new methods of rea.Ching the aged 'and home-
bound." · · 
III. What the ·ProJect ·qects ··to .Accolil,plish 
Libraries have great potential for servi;Ilg the educational, 
informational, and recreational needs of Older Americans. The 
project expects to: 
.A. Raise the awareness of this potential among both 
librarians and Older Americans. 
B. Permit the demonstration libraries to.improve and 
extend their alreaqy existing services and programs 
for Older Americans. 
c. Make it possible for the demonstration libraries to 
experiment with new techniques, services, programs, 
and types of material to rea.Ch Older Americans who 
have not been touched by traditional library service. 
D. Help libraries to promote and publicize their Older 
American programs more effective],y. 
E. B,y demonstrating the importance of library service 
to Older Americans, (1) inspire other libraries to 
begin such service and ( 2) persuade the demonstration 
libraries to continue with their projects after the 
grant funds are exhausted. 
South Carolina State Librar,y 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project IIIE. Service to Older 
Americans 
IVo NeedS .Asses!S!AAt 
v. 
A 1976 publication prepared by .. the South Carolina Commission 
on Aging shoW's that 235,321 people (or 8 percent of the state's 
population) are 65 years of age or older. The number of those 65 
and older has increased an estimated 32o8 percent since 1970. In 
view of the declining birth rate the percentage is expected to 
continue to increase in the years ahead. 
In recent years under the stimulation of federal grants, a 
few South Carolina libraries have begun actively trying to serve 
Older Americans and to involve them in librar,y activities. For 
the most part, however, these efforts have been conducted on a 
limited scale and have reached only a small proportion of the 
elderly. There are still many librarians who are not yet 
conscious of the significant role the library can play in the 
lives of Older Americans; there are large numbers of elderly 
completely untouched by present library services. 
_Wh_o_· _I_s _To_ ~ .:.;S..;:;e;:.i:'v..:..e;:.d;:;· 
Older Americans (persons 60 and above) living in Laurens 
and Lexington counties will be served by the proj eGt. 
VI. Activities To Be Used To Meet Objectives and NeePf; 
Ao The State Library will: 
1. Offer grants to the same two libraries which 
received demonstration funds in FY 1978 to 
permit them to continue their projects • 
. 2. Through the Field Service Librarian assigned to 
the project, provide developmental and technical 
assistance to the demonstration libraries and 
make· available to them information on Older 
Americans and librar,y programs for Older 
Americans a 
.3. At the state level help the demonstration li-
braries publicize their projects and coordinate 
efforts with those of the State Commission on 
Aging and other agencies serving the aging • 
. 4o Monitor the two demonstration projects through 
field visits and other activities. 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina. 29201 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project ll!E. Service to Older 
.Americans 
B. Each of the two demonstration libraries will: 
.1. Continue to employ a qualified professional or pre-
professional librarian to develop and carry out its 
Older .Americans Project and provide any additional 
staff required to support the work of the Older 
.Americans librariQ.U • 
. 2. Develop a viable program of services for older 
citizens, including both in-house and outreach 
activities, using traditional and innovative 
materials and techniques, supported by a well-
planned publicity progr~ • 
. 3. Involve Older .Americans and such .agencies as the 
local council on aging in the planning, imple-
mentation, and promotion of the Older Americans 
Project • 
. 4. Consult regularly with the Field Service Librarian 
assigned to the project and provide the State 
Library with a budget and regular reports on the 
project. 
Vli. When . l!md ·• Where ·• ~: ProJect . Will :ae · !Iii.P~~t~d 
This is an ongoing project which will be continued in FY 79 
at the Laurens County Library and the Lexington County Circulating 
Library. 
VIII. Key Libte.P.es $.nd other Libraries Involved 
.•,\ 
"Key libraries" will be the two demonstration libraries: 
Laurens County Library, 32l:S. Harper Street, 
Laurens, South Carolina 29360 
Lexington County Circulating Library, 
Batesburg, South Carolina · 29006 
"other libraries" are the other 37 public library systems in 
the state. These will receive information about the services and 
programs of the demonstration libraries and be encouraged to 
improve and expand their own Older Americans programs. 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina . 2920l 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project IIIEo Service to Older 
Americans 
The sources of funding and costs are as follows : 
.Ao The original grants (Total - $35,000) made to the two 
demonstration libraries from FY 78 LSCA Title I funds 
will carry the Laurens County Library project and the 
Lexington County Circulating Library project through 
September 1979 o 
.B. FY 79 LSCA Title I funds allocated for this project 
for FY 80 will total $18,9Z8. Local funds used to 
match LSCA Title I funds during FY 1979 will total 
$13,138o 
FY .79 funds budgeted: 
Federal Local 
$18,928 $13,138 $32,066 
.Xo Method of Adlidnistering•the Project 
In each library system the day-to-day operation of the 
demonstration project will be the responsibility of the Older 
Americans librarian, who will work under the supervision of 
the head librarian or his deputy. From the state level the 
projects will be supervised by the Deputy State Librarian and 
the Field Service Librariano 
:JO:o Method of Evaluation 
The Older Americans librarians in the demonstration libraries 
will make regular reports to the head librarian or his deputy and 
will prepare a budget and written monthly and annual reports for 
the State Library. The reports to the State Library will include 
a description of accomplishments, failures, problems, and activities 
and will document the number and types of persons reached. On the 
state level the demonstration projects will be evaluated by the 
Deputy State Librarian and the Field Service Librarian. 
... ~···-······· - .. ····-·~·- - ... ·--------~- .. -·--- --
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I. Objectives 
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Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project IIlF. Service to Children 
SEOI'ION ~c. DESCRIPriON OF PROJECT 
The purpose of this project is to improve the quality, extent, 
and scope of library service to children throughout the state. 
Specific objectives of the project are: 
:A. To provide guidance and assistance to public libraries in the 
developmei?-t and provision of library service to childr~n • 
. Bo To promote cooperation among all types of libraries serving 
children and to coordinate activities with other agencies 
concerned with the child's welfare. 
c. To develop in library staff, governing bodies, and the 
cooun.unity an understanding of the scope of public library 
service to children and an appreciation of its potential 
role in the educational and social development of children. 
II. Relationship ~ Long Range Program 
The Service to Children Project supports: 
Goal lio To expand and improve public library service 
throughout the State" •• (and) 
Goal lD. To provide consultant services for public, 
institutional, and other libraries in South 
Carolina. 
Ilio What ~ Project Eltpects to Accom,plisll 
The Service to Children Project will: 
A. Provide professional advice and assistance to the public 
libraries of South Carolina in the improvement of library 
service to children. 
B. Provide state level planning and promotion for library 
service to children. 
IV. Needs ASsessment 
Although the provision of books and reading for children is a 
traditional activity of South Carolina public libraries, dis-
crepancies exist as to the quality, quantity, and type of service 
available and the extent to which this service is given. Some 
services are not available to all; other services are available to 
adults, but not to children. 
) 
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As libraries broaden their range of services and as personnel 
and administrative costs skyrocket, there has been a tendency to 
leave service to children to untrained or inexperienced staff. 
Only ten pUblic libraries in the state have full-time children's 
librarians or coordinato:r;"s. Only eight of these have professional 
librarians in these important posts. Under such circumstances 
library service to children tends to be reduced to a mininrum: 
circulation, an occasional sto:ey hour, and a routine summer 
reading progr~. 
There are 789,709 South Carolinians under age fourteen 
according to the 1970 cens~. 189 ,223 or 25% of these, are 
registered library borrowers. An experienced state consultant 
can provide the leadership, training, and enthusiasm which will 
stimulate better service to present users and extend it to many 
children now unserved. 
The consultant will work directly with library administrators, 
children's librarians, and system coordinators; but it will be the 
children of South Carolina who will benefit from improved service. 
The initial goal will be to reach 250,000 persons with that number 
growing when the program is well· established. 
The project will enable the State Library to employ a Field 
Service Librarian for Children's Services who will: 
.A. Work with library administrators in planning and upgrading 
children's programs , recruiting qualified staff, and 
developing effective techniques for measuring and evalu-
ating children's services. 
B. Work with children's librarians and coordinators by means 
of field visits, conferences, and correspondence to es-
tablish goals and objectives for children's services, to 
develop effective techniques of work with children, and to 
select and evaluate materials for children • 
. c. Develop a continuing education program for children' s 
services personnel including orientation for new 
children's librarians, workshops, conferences, scholar-
ships, study trips, and other activities. 
D. Plan and coordinate a program of publicity to be imple-
mented at state and local levels. 
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1500 Senate Street 
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Project IIIF. Service to Children 
.Eo Initiate demonstration programs or experimental projects at 
the. state or local lev~l •. 
. F. Establish liaison with all _agencies, both state and local, 
that are concerned with Children~ 
G. Encourage communication and cooperation between school, 
public, and other libraries serving children • 
. Ho Participate in the activities and programs of profession~ 
library and related organizations. · ' 
Vlio When· and Where ·Project Will Be· ImPleltlented 
The project will be implemented in FY 79 in the 39 county and 
regional library systems of the State listed under VIlio 
VIII. ~·Libraries · and Othet Libraries Involved 
The key libraries involved in the project will be the South 
Carolina State Library and the following county and regional 
library systems: 
Abbeville-Greenwood R.egional Library 
Aiken-Bamberg-Barnwell-Edgefield R.egional Library 
Allendale-Hampton-Jasper R.egional Library 
Anderson County Library 
Beaufort County Library 
Berkeley County Library 
Calhoun County Public Library 
Charleston County Library 
Cherokee County PUblic Library 
Chester County Free PUblic Library 
Chesterfield County Library 
Clarendon County Library 
Colleton County Memorial Library 
Darlington County Library 
Dillon County Library 
Dorchester County Library 
Fairfield County Library 
Florence County Library 
Georgetown County Memorial Library 
Greenville County Library 
Horry County Memori"al Library 
Kershaw County Library 
Lancaster County Library 
Laurens County Library 
Lee County Public Library 
Lexington County Circulating Library 
MCCorinick County Library · 
Marion County Library 
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Marlboro County PUblic Library 
Newberry-Saluda Regional Library 
Oconee County Library 
Orangeburg County Free Library 
Pickens County Library 
Richland County PUblic Librar,y 
Spartanburg County Library 
Sumter County Library 
Union Carnegie Library 
Williamsburg County Library 
York County Library 
IX. Esti)nated Cost of and Source$ ,2!.: :FUil(iing 
LSCA funds will be used for the salary and employee benefits 
of the Field Service Librarian for Children's Services as well as 
travelt supplies, publicity, printing, and related expenses 
necessary for implementation of the project. The State Library 
will absorb housing, equipment, administrative, and secretarial 
costs through the General Operations Project. 
Funds budgeted for FY 79: 
Federal State · •Total 
$35,000* 0 $35',000 
*$20,000 of this amount will be carried forward for use 
in FY Boo 
:X. Method of Administering Project 
n. 
Under the general supervision of the Director of Field 
Services, the project is carried out by the Field Service 
Librarian for Children1 s Services. 
=Me.;;;.;t=h=o~d _o_f Evaluation 
The Field Service Librarian for Children's Services will 
report to the Director of Field Services by means of (ll written 
field reports, (2) monthly reportst and (3) annual LSCA project 
reports -M and by conferences as needed. 
To a large extent, the success of the project will be 
determined by how successful local libraries are in meeting the 
goals and objectives spelled out in· StandardS· for· Children's 
Services in· PUblic ·Libraries· (ALA). --.;;;;..;:;,;;;.,;.==- . 
To determine what degree of progress has been made toward 
reaching these . Standards, the follOwing aspects of children 1 s 
services in local libraries will be examined closely: 
.lo Administration 
2. Personnel 
. 3. Services and Programs 
. 4. Materials 
.5. Physical Facilities 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
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Title I 
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The following statistics will be used to demonstrate activities 
at the state level: 
--Number of field trips made during the year 
--Number of library systems served 
--Number of projects and activities initiated 
·--Number of workshops and training programs planned and 
carried out 
-Number of instances in which recruiting and placement 
services are provided 
--Number of times the Field Service Librarian for Children's 
Services represented the State Library at local, state, and 
national conferences, conventions, workshops, professional 
associations, civic organizations, or other State and local 
agencies 
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I. Objectives. 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project IV A. Library Development 
SECTION ·C. . DESCRIPI'ION OF PROJECT 
The purpose of the Library Development Project is to strengthen 
and improve the State 1 s total public library program by enabling 
individual library systems to improve or extend services in areas of 
demonstrated need. Specific objectives are: 
A. To insure a good level of service throughout the entire service 
area through the improvement of headquarters , branch and book-
mobile service. 
B. To provide staff adequate in numbers and training to meet 
the varied and changing demands of service. 
c. To provide library collections (in number, quality, and 
diversity) and supportive equipment to meet the informational 
needs of the library publ:i,.c • 
. lo To strengthen basic book collections. 
2. To assist libraries in building essential non-print 
media collections. 
3o To strengthen print and microfilm collections of 
periodicaJ,.so 
.Do To provide the library equipment (such as copiers, micro-
film readers, AV, etc.) necessary for good library service. 
E. To extend library services of all kinds to groups or 
individuals presently unreached or inadequatelY served 
{aging, disadvantaged, handicapped, rural, etc.) 
:u. RelationshiP to . LOng Range Program 
The Library Development Project supports Goal II: 
To expand and improve public library service 
throughout the state, providing access for 
every resident, so as to further the edu-
cational, economic, and cultural enrichment 
of all citizens. 
IIIo What·. the Pr6,1ect · Ex,pects to Accomplish 
The Library Development Project will enable participating 
county and regional libraries to strengthen local services and 
programs judged to be in the greatest need of improvement. 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
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It will be necessary for local projects to be justified on the 
basis of need as spelled out in South Carolina's Long Range 
Program, which aims at helping local library systems achieve 
standards in the basic areas of materials, services, and 
personnel. 
In FY 79, each qualif'ying library will be requested to 
design a project which takes in to consideration the following 
priorities and emphases of the state PrograJn: 
lo Building adequate collections of basic library materials, 
with emphasis on: 
a. Two books per capita 
b o Periodicals having reference and information value 
2. Extending service to groups unserved or inadequately served 
with emphasis on: 
a. Bookmobiles and branches 
b. Outreach to the disadvantaged, aged, homebound, 
incarcerated, etc. 
3. Providing quality service (including qualified personnel, 
materials, and equipment) in basic areas with emphasis on: 
ao Extension and Outreach 
bo Reference 
Co Children's service 
d. Adult service 
Proposals which fall outside these parameters are unlikely to be 
approved unless the library has made substantial progress in each 
priority area. 
IVo Needs Assessment 
The total library resources of South Carolina fall short of 
both State and national standards of adequacy, and no individual 
library system has achieved the minimum goals for library service 
set forth in the State Program for Libra;t Developme~t. 
A. Public Library Resources 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
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Title I 
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1.. According to all standards~ public libraries should 
have at least 2 books per capita. Only 4 county and 
regional libraries have 2 books per capita~ and 5 
have less than 1 book per capita. 
2.. Only 11 of the 39 county and regional library systems 
have a book collection of 100~000 volumes~ the number 
regarded by library authorities as the minimum necessary 
for most reference purposes and for general reading and 
study. 
B. Library Personnel 
1. In 1979~ there are only 138 professionally trained 
librarians employed in South Carolina's public 
libraries. 
2. Fifteen libraries have only one professional librarian 
to plan and administer programs. 
3. At present 4 county and regional libraries have no 
professionally trained staff members. 
c. Library Service Programs 
.1. Only 10 libraries have a full-time reference librarian. 
2. Only 3 libraries have an organized program of service 
to business and industry. 
3. Only 10 libraries have a full-time children's librarian. 
4. Only 5 libraries have a full-time adult services librarian. 
5. Only 8 libraries have a full-time extension librarian. 
6. Few of South Carolina's libraries are able to provide 
sufficient audio-visual material collections~ circulating 
art collections, and adult education materials or to 
offer adult discussion programs~ special programs for 
young people~ and :many other services that should be 
available to South Carolinians. 
D. Public Library Support 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
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l. Per capita local support of $3.09 is still far below all 
standards. 
2. South Carolina provides 50¢ per capita state Aid to each 
county and regional library system. 
3. Only two library systems in South Carolina have achieved 
$4oOO per capita total support (all sources) projected 
by the State ·Program. for. Libre.rt Development (1972) as 
the minimum needed to provide quality library service. 
No libraries can approach national standards. 
The educational, econo.mic, and cultural enrichment of all 
citizens of the 34 participating county and regional libraries 
will be furthered by this project, which is intended to expand and 
improve public library service throughout the state and to improve 
access to libraries. 
VI. Activities To Be Used To Meet Objectives ~ Needs 
Activities will involve the planning, funding, and monitoring 
of the projects of the 34 participating libraries. Stibgrants of 
10¢, 12¢, 14¢, and 16¢ per capita, as shown in part VIII, will be 
made on the basis of population served and total ISCA funds 
previously received under Titles I, III, and IV from 1956-1978 --
irovided that no grant shall exceed $16~000 nor be less than 
3,ooo. The per capita allocation of funds by qualifYing county 
or regional library breaks down as follows: 
(l) Ten cents per capita to those libraries which have received 
over $2.75 per capita of LSCA funds. 
(2) Twelve cents per capita to those libraries which have received 
between $2.00 and $2o74 per capita of LSCA funds. 
( 3) Fourteen cents per capita to those libraries which have 
received between $1.25 and $1.99 per capita of ISCA funds. 
(4) Sixteen cents per capita to those libraries which have 
received between $oOO and $1.24 per capita of LSCA funds. 
Those local projects will include but not be limited to the 
following activities: 
Ao Strengthening existing library programs such as adult services, 
services to children, reference service, bookmobile and branch 
library services. 
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1. by adding trained personnel. 
2. by adding resources to support these programs. 
B. Extending service to new groups (aging, disadvantaged, handicapped, 
rural, or other unreached segments of the population) by a variety 
of outreach methods. 
1. Bookmobile programs. 
2. Deposit collections in agencies, organizations, institutions 
used by these groups. 
3. Innovative and/or experimental programs for the incarcerated, 
those in nursing homes, adult education groups, day care 
centers, those in business and industry, etc. 
C. Expanding, improving, or maintaining the resources of libraries 
1. Grants-in-aid for purchase of new books or rebinding of worn 
ones. 
2. Grants to assist libraries to buil~ or strengthen their 
collections of AV materials and other essential non-print 
media collections. 
3. Funds to buy library equipment. \ 
\ 
D. Encouraging planned programs of publicity to keep the public 
informed about the acquisition of materials and equipment, the 
employment of additional personnel, and the extension of 
services made possible by the project. 
E. Meetings and conferences with library boards, administrators, and 
staff to explain needs, plan programs, and monitor activities of 
the project. 
VII. When and Where Project Will Be Implemented 
The Library Development Project will be implemented during FY 79 
in the 34 county and regional libraries listed under VIII. 
VIII. Key Libraries and Other Libraries Involved 
The South Carolina State Library will make sub-grants to the 
following county and regional libraries: 
Participating 
Library 
Have received over 2.75 










2.00 to 2.74 per 
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1 70,798 $ 7,079.80 
2 139,841 13,984.10 
7 10,780 3,000.00* 
18 89,636 8,963.60 
20 240,546 16,000.00* 
21 69,992 6,999.20 
28 30,270 3,027.00 
39 85,216 8,521.60 
Subtotal 737,079 @ 10¢ $ 67,575.30 
per 
capita 
5 51,136 $ 6,136.32 
8 247,650 16,000.00* 
10 29,811 3,577.32 
13 27,622 3,314.64 
14 53,442 6,413.04 
17 19,999 3,000.00* 
24 49,713 5,965.56 
31 40,728 4,887.36 
34 233,868 16,000.00* 
Subtotal 753,969 @ 12¢ $ 65,294.24 
per 
capita 
4 105,474 $ 14,766.36 
9 36,791 5,150.74 
11 33,667 4,713.38 
15 28,838 4,037.32 
19 33,500 4,690.00 
22 34,727 4 ,861. 78 
23 43,328 6,065.92 
26 89,012 12,461.68 
30 43,801 6,132.14 
33 58,956 8,253.84 
35 173,724 16,000.00* 
36 792425 112112.50 
Subtotal 761,243 @ 14¢ $ 98,252.66 
per 
capita 
00 to 1. 24 per 
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Subtotal 224,949 @ 16¢ $ 35,991.84 
per 
capita 
GRAND TOTAL 2,477,240 $267,114.04 
*Counties with per capita amounts above maximum of $16,000 or below 
minimum of $3,000. 
IX. Estimated Cost of and Sources of Funding 
FY 79 funds budgeted for Library Development: 
Federal Local Total 
$267,114 $485,000 $752,114 
Since local projects are designed to operate on a calendar year 
(January-December), a portion of FY 79 funds will be carried forward 
to operate October-December (FY 80). 
Estimated LSCA funds to be expended FY 79: $227,114 
Estimated LSCA funds to be carried forward FY 80: $40,000 
X. Method of Administering Project 
On the state level the Library Development Project will be 
administered by the South Carolina State Library directly supervised 
by the Field Staff and on the local level by the staff of the local 
library. Financial reports and records will be maintained by the 
State Library. 
XI. Method of Evaluation 
Proposals for grants-in-aid under this project will be evaluated 
and approved on the basis of the following criteria: legality, goal-
relationship, feasibility, population served, replicability, local 
management capacity, and need. Local projects will be monitored very 
closely by the State Library Field Staff via frequent field trips, 
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consultations with local librarians, and periodic evaluations of the 
project programs. Grant recipients themselves will help evaluate 
the programs in which they participate by submitting regular reports 
on expenditures and annual self-evaluations. 
The success of the Library Development Project is directly 
reflected by how successful the local libraries are in implementing 
their individual projects and in reaching the objectives stated in 
each county's project proposal. The State Library Field Staff will 
evaluate each of the local projects in terms of the following: 
1. The individual objectives established by each library. 
2. The percentage of the target group reached. 
3. The number of disadvantaged reached. 
4. The method of publicizing the project. 
Statewide, the success or failure of the project will be 
determined by progress made toward achieving the minimum goals and 
objectives for library services set forth in the South Carolina 
Program for Library Development and in Standards for South Carolina 
Public Libraries. To determine the degree of progress made toward 
reaching the goals spelled out in these standards, the following 
areas will be examined and statistics given to support progress 
made in any of the areas: 
1. Public Library Resources. 
2. Library Personnel. 
3. Library Services Programs. 
4. Public Library Support. 
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1"Rcad the Instructions before complctinl) this report) - 's. c. 
t. NAME (ldentUy II •t•t• a't-ncy, reQi011al or local library, or,ani2.ttJon, ot Institution thiJt will Ddmlnicter the project) TELEPHONE (Area code, Number, E.renaion) 
(803) 758-3181; 758-3182 South Carolina State Library 
ADDRESS (NumfHit, olraat, city and State) I COUNTY I ZIP CODE CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT IS! tllle01 rhon .. n t ... ,.. 
P. o. Box 11469, Columbia, s. c. . Richland 29211 Stole, liar by number) All 
2. NAME OF PROJECT 
Title I. Project VD. Readers Services - Periodicals (State Wide Program) ---------3. PROJECT OATES ( J INITIAL. PROJECT {J9 CONTINUING PROJECT IF CONTINUING PROJECT, GIVE PREVIOUS PROJECT NUMBER V-C 
a. ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME SPAN"(yeara) Indefinite I b. PROJECT BEGAN 1964 I"· PROPOSED-TERMIN ... TION OATE Indefinite 
~~~~~~AND POPULATION DATA (Complotf! q/1 of the eub·il.,ma upplicobl., to thia project) S. FOR TITLE Ill, INDICATE TYPE OF PROJECT 
(1) Number of Persons Served by Project (I)C] DIDLIOGRAI'IIIC SERVICES (JJQ !'IF.: FERENCE SERVICE 
a. Proposed 2,502,844 b. Actual t2J OcoMMUNICATIONS NETWORK (JJC) ::':i:it::'iAI.. PROCESSING 
(2) Population and Predominant Characteristics of Area Served (5JQ OTHER (Specify) 
(Give best est~mate of the number and distribution of persons in the area servea oy tne proJect: 
Urban 1,215,370 b. Suburban Rura1.1,287,474 d. TOTAL 2,502,844 a • c. 
6. TYPE OF_ CROUP(Ciiee~ lhe.box whlclo but deacrib<'4 th,. popul.,lion served by thct project) 7. AGE GROUP SERVED (Give beat utimDtr. ol th• dislril:u11tutt o 
(1) 1-=t Economically Disadvantaged (2) ,: -.1 Insti,tutionalized ptu~eons ~;rrved in thct ptoj,.c:t by DQt! Qroups (s~r itt"m 4 C 1J} ' 
(3) l I Physically Handicapped: Give number that is blind _ 
(4) t:::t Limited English-speaking (5) [X:I General Public 
f11 CHILDREN (IIQ<' 0·14) 74 7 '69 < 
(2) YOUTH (nte 15-U) 497 ,58t 
(J) ~~~~~~Gr:GF.I(•tr1~"'4.i1,0~ ]0,053 
81,906 (41 AGF.OI.ofe 6.f Nld ov•rl H 
(6) t::l Other (Specify) 
9. NUMBER OF PARTICIPA"T:ING LIBRARIES AND AGENCIES 
(Give best estimate of number of 8. ETHNIC OR RACIAL GROUP SERVED (l) TOTAL (Sum ol items (1) thm (11) (6) OT11ER ACAIJEMIC 
persons served by race or ethnic group) No 34 (7) SPECIAL 
a. Native Americans 2,123 e. Spanish- speallng PUBLIC 34 (I) IIOSPI T "1..5 
b. Orientals 2,581 {Spec-ify) (J) SCHOOL (9) CORRI::C TIONA I. 
c • .tuacKs 724 725 t. Uttler 2 21? . (4) VOCATION"I.. . •( 10) ~,!'~~~~L"s I A L 
ct. WhiteS 1 745 594 TOTAL (a ·f 2 477 240 (5).JR. COLlEGE Ill) OTI1£R 
SUMMARY OF EXP(NOilUR(S (Fill in Lrn<' I lnr "l'ROI'OSTCD" nn<l Lin<' 2 tur "Ao·tunl" <'•pPnditur<'N* llo••ad 1111 am.-•unr~t lo nr-•lf••st d~)lldt) 
BY CATEGORY (Columna 1·7) BY SOURCE (Columns 8·1 I) 
TOTAL 
• PROJECT SAL"RIES BOOKS AUOIOoVISUAL EQUIPMENT 
CONTR4CTUAL OTHER TOTAL FOR FEDERAL STATE LOCAL (/tlu"' ,q,al 
"NO WAGES MATERIALS SERVICES EXPENSES PROJECT FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS Col. 1) 
( 1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (1) II) (PJ (10) (II J 
1. Proposed 39,000 A-~39,000 39,000 39,000 
2. Actual c. ..... 
I CERTIFY that all of the information NAME OF HEAD, STATE'LIBRARY AGENCY (TYP") ..... '".. -~ DATE 
contained herein is correct to the best ~L·',: --of my knowledge. Estellene P. \~alker, Librarian/ 'zr .Ji !2... ~ember 1, 'IT-1 1 '-\...... 197& - .'""""."""' -~ ....... "' .. 
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SEen' ION . C. . DESCRIP.riON OF PROJE<n' 
Io Objectives . 
. lo To improve public library reference service by strengthening 
the resources of South Carolina public libraries • 
. 2. To meet the standards established by the South Carolina 
Library Association for periodical holdings of public 
libraries. 
II o Relationship M, Long ·• Range ·Program 
The Periodicals Project supports the following goal of the 
long range program: 
(IIIB3) To strengthen print and microfilm 
periodical collections. 
I!Io What ~ Project EePects M, Accomelish 
This project will enable the local library both to maintain 
and strengthen its reference resourceso It makes possible a wider 
subject range of current periodicals and the building of back 
files of periodicals having reference value. 
IVo Need~ AsSe$sment 
Approximately 20% of South Carolina's public libraries do not 
meet the SCLA standards for periodical holdings. Those meeting 
the standards have been able to do so only with the assistance of 
this project. Continuation of the project is vital both to mainte-
nance and strengthening of collections. The maximum grant available 
is based on the population served • 
. V o !!!.!£ Is To ~ Served 
Patrons of the thirty-four county and regional public library 
systems participating in the project will be served. 
VIo Activities ~ ~ Used !2, ~ Objectives· and Needs 
Activities will include the following: 
.1. Grants will· be offered to 35 county and regional library 
syst~ o Grants will cover continuing subscriptions to 
periodicals and indexes purchased under the original 
project. In 1978-79, libraries will be permitted to 
revise and in some cases add to their subscription li~t. 
VIII. 
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. 2o Subscriptions will be placed for approximately 2,300 continuing 
and/or new subscriptious. Selection of titles will be made 
from standard periodical index~s. The type of index for 
approved sources will be used on population se~d. 
3. Invoices will be submitted to the State Library and peyment 
will· be· made on a reiiribursement bas:i.s. 
: 4o Participating libraries will submit publicity plans related to 
the. grant and will forward copies of publicity received to the 
State Libra:cy. 
The Periodical Project will be implemented in FY 79 through 
the thirty-four participating libraries. 
~Libraries and other, Lib:raries Involved 
Library Pop~ation Served Grant . Amount 
Abbeville-Greenwood Regional 
Library 70,798 $ 1,200 
Aiken-Bamberg-Barnwell-Edgefield 
Regional Library 139,841 1,650 
Allendale-Hampton-Jasper 
Regional Library 37,455 900 
Anderson County Library 105,474 1,650 
Beaufort County Library 51,136 1,200 
Berkeley County Library 56,199 1,200 
Calhoun County Library 10,780 900 
Charleston County Library 247,650 1,650 
Cherokee County Public Library 36,791 900 
Chester County Public Library 29,811 900 
Chesterfield County Library 33,667 900 
Clarendon County Library 25,604 900 
Colleton County Memorial Library 27,622 900 
Darlington County Library 53,442 900 
Dillon County Library 
Dorchester County.Library 
Fairfield County Library 
Florence County Library 
Georgetown County Library 
Greenville County Library 
Horry County Memorial Library 
Kershaw County Library 
Lancaster County Library 
Laurens County Library 
Lexington County Library 
Marion County Library 
Newberry-Saluda Regional Library 
Oconee County Library 
Orangeburg County Library 
Pickens County Library 
Richland County Public Library 
Spartanburg County Library 
Sumter County Library 
Union Carnegie Library 
York County Library 
Total 
South Carolina State Librar,y 
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,"Read t/1c Instructions before complctin~ this rcporf) - , s. c. 
1. NAME (Identity it atat~ Dlt>ncy, re~ional or locsllibtDry, or~sniz•tion, or lnslitution thiJI wiiJDdmini&ler th~ projt'ct) TELEPHONE (Are• codt', Number, E11ten••on) 
South Carolina State Library (803) 758-3181; 758-3182 
ADDRESS (Number, •treet, city end Stst•) I COUNTY I ZIP CODE CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT IS! (1/lu• tt>an rn 
P. 0. Box 11469, Columbia, s. c. Richland 29211 Stat~, 11•1 by number) All 
.,.. 
2. NAME OF PROJECT 
Title I. Project II!Ll. Service to the Disadvantaged (see also Project IV-A. Library Development) ·--------3, PROJECT OATES 0 INITIAL PROJECT (EJ CONTINUING PROJECT IF CONTINUING PROJECT, GIVE PREVIOUS PROJECT NUMBER 
a. ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME SPAN'(yeura) lb. PROJECT BEGAN lc. PRoPosEo.re:nMoN4TioN 04TE Non-Terminal 
~~~~~~-~AND POPULATION DATA (Complete ql/ ot tt>e eub·ilema applicable tD this proj,ct) 5. FOR TITLE Ill, INDICATE TYPE OF PROJECT 
(1) Number of Persons Served by Project (JJC) BIOLIOGRAI'tiiC SERVICES !o>D <IE FERENCE SERVICE 
a. Proposed 65,000 b. Actual (Z) D COMMUNI CATION~ N E TWORKj (J) CJ ~~~:::~~'iAL PFIOC ESSIN G 
(2) Population and Predominant Characteristics of Area Served (S)Q OTHER (Speci/y) 
(Give best est~mate of the number and distribution of persons 1n the area servea by the proJect 
Urban 331,238 b. Suburban Rural 718,015 d. TOTAL 1,049,253 a • c. 
6. TYPE 0~-GROUP(Ct;ec!' lh11 bo1r whiclo brat describra tt>e population served by 1/le proJect) 7. AGE GROUP SERVED (Give best utimat,. ot lhe distril,.,,;,.,. o r 
(1) 1-:i] Economical!~ Disadvantaged (2) C _] Institutionalized pr.r~ons ~l'rvcd in the proj#'Ct by DQr Qroups (s~r itcom .f 't1} 
(3) [ I Physically Handicapped; Give number that is blind. (JI CHILDREN (II~~ 0·14) 28,400 (]) ~~=~~~GT:GF.I(etr .7~-<14,20,: 
(4) t::t Limited English-sEeaking I {5~ Cl General Public (2) YOUTH (ate 15•.74) 9,600 (4J AGF.O (~led .1 ttnd ovrr) 
300 
00 1)' I 
(6) L:l Other (Specify) 
g, NUMBER OF PARTICIPA'I:ING LIBRARIES ANO AGENCIES 
8. (Give best estimate of number of ETHNIC OR RACIAL GROUP SERVED (I) TOTAL (Sum ol il"nll (.7) thru (II) (6) OT11E<l ACADEMIC 
persons served by race or ethnic group) 39 (1) SPECIAL 
a. Nat1ve Americans 100 e. -Span1sh-speaking PUBLIC 39 (I) H05PtTALS 
b. Orientals 100 (Specify) (J) SCHOOL (9) CORAlCliO"'AL 
C. tl.LBCKS 39.000 r. utner ~ • (4) VOCATION4L •(IO) ~·~~~~~~".; IAL 
d. Whites 25 7'l0 TOTAL (a-f) 65.000 (5) ~R. C:OL li:GE 1111) OTHER 
SUMMARY OF EXP(NOITURES (Fill in Lmc- I /()t "PUOI'OSF:lJ-. nnd Linr 1 lor "At·tutrl"' cxptmdilur,.s* lloa.ad nil bmr•tmt ... to ne~ttt•sf <loiiJt) 
BY CATEGORY (Columna 1·1) BY SOURCE (Columns B·ll) 
TOTAL 
PROJECT SALARIES AUOIQ-VISVAL CONTRACTUAL BOOKS OHlER TOTAL FOR FEOERAL STATE 
ANO WAGES MATERIALS EQUIPMENT SERVICES 
LOCAL (Muwt f"qual 
EXPENSES PROJECT FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS Co/, 1) 
(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (II) (9) (/0) (II) 
1. Proposed 220,000 111,000 26,000 49~ ~911 185,000 221,011 406,011 
2. Actual I( 
I CERTIFY that all of the information NAME OF HEAD, STATE'LIBRARY AGENCY (TYP") SIGNATURE DATE 
J-~ contained herein is correct to the best kt i .£-i--ff·· of my knowledge. Estellene P. Walker, Librarian No ber 1, """./ h· 197~ . ._. vv~· ..__, .... -~ - .. -....___ __ 
I. Objectives 
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SECTION ·.C. . DESCRIP:riON OF PROJECT 
The purpose of this project is to extend and improve library 
service to the disadvantaged segment of the population not hereto-
fore reached, or previously given very limited service. Specific 
objectives are: 
.A. To plan, develop, maintain or expand programs of service for 
the disadvantaged with emphasis upon innovative outreach 
activiti~s. 
B. To provide competent personnel having the special training 
and personal qualifications needed for outreach work by 
recruitment, salary supplements, and training programs. 
c. To develop collections of materials suitable in format, 
subject, interest, and reading level for use with the 
di sadvantag~d. 
D. To promote mutual cooperatio~ between libraries and other 
State and local agencies serving the disadvantaged • 
. E. To assist new or weak county library systems to develop 
minimum levels of service and financial support prerequi-
site for outreach services. 
F. To provide adequate access to library service in rural and 
other isolated areas by strengthening and expanding library 
extension programs. 
II. Relationship to Long Range.Program 
The Service to the Disadvantaged Project supports Goal IIC: 
To extend library service to groups and individuals 
unable to utilize conventional means of service for 
reasons of economic, educational, social, cultural, 
or geographical handicaps. 
III. What the ProJect E;Pects to Accomplish 
The Service to the Disadvantaged Project will: 
A. Extend library service to that segment of the urban and rural 
population which because of economic, cultural, social, and 
educational handicaps are not users of the public library. 
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Bo Make library trustees and staff sware of the service needs 
of the disadvantaged population. 
Co Make service to the disadvantaged an integral part of public 
library service. 
IVo Needs .Assessment 
It has been demonstrated that the geographically isolated, the 
educationally and culturally deprived, and the financially disad-
vantaged do not make full use of library service • 
. Ao Twenty-eight counties in South Carolina have over 20% of 
families with incomes below poverty levels. Nineteen of 
these counties have over 25% poverty level population. 
Bo There are 594,938 people in South Carolina with incomes 
below poverty level. (Over 22% of population below 
poverty level. ) 
c. 38ol% people 25 years and older in South Carolina have less 
than one year of high school. 
D. Since only 21% of all South Carolinians are regular users 
of public libraries, an even lower percentage of disad-
vantaged persons ID.a\V be assumed to be library patrons. 
Vo Who Is ~Be Served 
Persons who have educational, socioeconomic, cultural, or 
other disadvantages that prevent them from receiving the benefits 
of library services designed for persons without such disadvantages 
and who for that reason require specially designed library services 
will be served through grants made to libraries in areas serving a 
high percentage of disadvantaged population. 
VIo Activities To Be Used To Meet ObJectives and~ 
Activities will include: 
Ao Planning, funding, and mnitoring 26 on-going projects conducted 
by libraries in areas serving a high percentage of disadvantaged 
populationo 
These projects will include but not be limited to the following 
activities: 
14 bookmobile and branch library programs 
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nursing . homes 
21 staff employed to provide service 
2 in-service training programs 
10 deposit collections in agencies and areas used by disadvantaged 
8 special programming in library for disadvantaged groups 
25 cooperating with other agencies serving disadvantaged, i.e.: 
literacy associations, Adult Basic Education, Department of 
Social Services, etc • 
. Bo Planning, gaining support for, and implementing at least one 
new projecto 
. Co Providing a central collection o:f audio-visual materials needed 
in the programs serving the ~sadvantaged. 
D. Meetings and conferences with library boards, administrators, and 
staff to explain needs, plan programs, and monitor activities o 
.E. Conferences with representatives o:f other agencies serving the 
disadvantaged state and local, to exchange information and 
coordinate activities • 
. F. Collecting and disseminating pertinent information from state and 
national programs and organizations. 
Vlio When and Where Project Will Be· ;fliiplemented 
Counties meeting the following criteria will be eligible to 
receive grants during FY 79: 
1. Counties with creative and superior FY 78 projects 
which justif,y renewal. 
2o Counties with over 25% disadvantaged population • 
. 3o Counties with over 20,000. disadvantaged but under 25% 
disadvantaged population • 
. 4o Counties with over 20% disadvantaged population. 
VIIIo 
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~ Libraries and other Libraries Involved 
A. The following county and regional libraries are eligible to 
apply for renewal sub-grants from the South Carolina State 
Library: 
S'Ub. Total Disadvantaged 
Grant # ·po:Eulation · Po;Eulation 
Abbeville-Greenwood 1 70 '798 25,198 
Aiken-Bamberg-Barnwell 
Edgefield 2 139,841 85,353 
Allendale-Hampton-
Jasper 3 37,455 26,840 
Beaufort 5 51,136 17,536 
Berkeley 6 56,199 21,234 
Calhoun 7 10,780 8,739 
Charleston 8 247,650 82,801 
Chesterfield 11 33,667 19,682 
Clarendon 12 25,604 12,672 
Colleton 13 27,622 17,472 
Darlington 14 53,442 28,214 
Dillon 15 28,838 19,344 
Dorchester 16 32,276 13,354 
Florence 18 89,636 43,710 
Georgetown 19 33,500 20,614 
Greenville 20 240,546 6o,4o4 
Horry 21 69,992 34,916 
Marion 28 30,270 20,595 
Marlboro 29 27,151 18,390 
McCormick 27 7,955 5,270 
Newberry-Saluda 30 29,273 21,175 
Orangeburg 32 69,789 41,738 
Richland 34 233,868 63,282 
Spartanburg 35 173,724 56,052 
Union 37 29,230 11,905 
York 39 82 2216 30 2147 
Total 1,935,458 778,735* 
In addition to the regular grants, two county library systems 
will be eligible for county up-grade grants to assist county library 
systems develop minimum levels of service and financial support 
prerequisite for outreach services. The Clarendon County Library 
will be eligible for a renewal grant of $9,000. The project at the 
Williamsburg County Library is scheduled to begin during FY 1979 but 
the actual beginning date and amount of the grant will depend on 
action by the county government. 
*1971 Economic Opportunity Annual Report 
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If conditions permit and funds are available, the followi:ng 
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IX. Est~ted. Cost ..• of f3nd • Soutees ·· 2!. FUnding 
· .Ao Sub-grants 
Federal LOcal 
$161,000 $15l,Oll 
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Materials for the Disadvant.aged (central collection) 
Federal ··Local ·TotSJ. 
$1,000 0 $1,000 
Grand Totals - a11· p~ogra.ms 
·Federal ·LOcal. •· TOtal 
$185,000. $221,0~1 $406.,011 
In order for programs to continue without annual interruptions 
due to uncertainties regarding LSCA funding, local projects are 
designed to operate on a calendar year (January-December) and 
therefore a portion of' FY 78 funds will be carried forward for 
salaries and transportation expenses during . October-December ( 1979). 
Estimated LSCA f'unds expended FY 78: $145,000. 
Estimated LSCA funds carried forward FY 79: $40,000 
. x. Method of' ·Administering.· Project 
The project will be administered on the local level by the 
staff' of' the local library with supervision by the State Library 
Field Staff'. Financial records and reports will be maintained 
by the State Library. 
XI. Method of' ·EValuation 
Field Staff' will monitor this project by making frequent 
field visits, consulting with loc8J. libraries and with staff' 
engaged directly in working with the disadvantaged, and making 
periodic evaluations of' project progr8J11S. Local libraries will 
submit annual reports on expenditures and self-evaluations. 
The project will be evaluated by the State Library Field 
Staff' in terms of' the following criteria: 
1. The individual objectives established by each library. 
2. The number of' disadvantaged reach~d. 
3. The percentage of' the target group reach~d • 
. 4. The accessibility of' services to the disadva.ntag~d. 
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• 5o The :iDethod· for publiciz~g p~ograms and services for the 
disadvant_~d • 
. 6. The suitability of materials selected for the progr~. 
• 7. The staff involve:iDent in the program; including general 
knowledge of the program, attitude toward the program and 
special training and preparation • 
• a. The involvement of groups and _agencies. -within the community 
already working with the disadvantaged • 
. 9. Comparison of project with similar programs in other states. 
1. Local Library Support 
2. Materials 
3o Personnel 
4. Physical Facilities 
5. Organization 
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The following statistics will be used to demonstrate the overall 
success or failure of the project: 
--Number of field trips made by Field Staff during the year. 
--Number of library systems served. 
--Number of local library board meetings attended. 
--Number of LSCA projects supervised and total amount of those 
Federal library projects. 
--Total amount of local library budgets. 
--Total amount of State Grants-in-Aid administered to county and 
regional library systems. 
--Number of workshops actually planned and carried out by the 
Field Staff o 
--Number of times the Field Staff represented the State Library 
at local, State, and national conferences, conventions, workshops, 
professional associations, building dedications, civic organiza-
tions, and other State and local agencies. 
--Number of instances in which the Field Staff provided recruiting, 
placement, and training services for public libraries. 
.. -.. -- -~----------··- ---~----· 
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b. Orientals 2,569 (Specify) (J) SCHOOl.. (9) COilRECTIONAI.. 16 
C • .O.LaCKS 789.041 t. utner 2.235 (4) VOCA TIO~AI.. . •(lOJ t<I':~IOrN Tt41.. 5 
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~000 1. Proposed ~ 3,000 3,000 .~-"'' ' -z ..... 
2. Actual I 
J 
I CERTIFY that all or the inronnation "'"' o• "'"· mn·,,.,._, •«•<• """t ·~'""' ~ OATE contained herein is correct to the best  / or my knowled,e. Estellene P. Walker, Librarian . -- )/: ..t.k November 1' l t>"- 11 1-





South Carolina State Library-
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina . 29201 
Fiscal Year l979 
Title I 
Project IIIBo Career Education: 
Workshops 
SECTION . C. DESCRIPI'ION OF PROJECT 
: l. . To improve public library- service immediately thr~ugh training 
of public and institutional library personnel at all levels 
and to provide for better informed public library truste~so 
. 2. To provide for State Librar,. sponsored workshops to meet 
specific neeQ.s. 
!Io Relationf!;hip ~ Long: Range Pr66fa.nl 
The Career Education Project supports the followi_ng goal of 
the long range program: 
(IIAl) To provide adequately trained personnel for 
the varied and changing demands of librarianship. 
III. What the ·ProJect ·Expect iS • to · .A.ccom.elish 
This project will provide opportunities for continuing 
education through scholarship grants to attend academic courses 
in librarianship for non-professional personnel and workshops, 
travel grants, and in-service training for professional and non-
professional personnel as well as pUblic library trustees. 
IV. NeedS Assessment 
Four of South Carolina's . thirty-nine county and regional 
library systems are administered by non-professional personnel 
who are in continuouS need of up-grading their library skills 
and in meeting requirements for pre-professional certificationo 
All library systems include non-professional staff who will 
benefit both from academic courses in library science and from 
workshops designed to meet specific needs. The nationwide 
emphasis on continuing education for all professions demonstrates 
the need to provide for continuing education opportunities for 
professional library personnel at all levelso Well informed 
trustees are essential to the planning, development, and 
maintenance of sound library systeii).S o 
V. Who Is To Be Served 
All public and institutional library- personnel will be 
eligible under the project so that the total population will 
benef:Lto 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Coltmlbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project IIIB. Career Education: 
Workshops 
VI o ActiVities ·To ·Be ·~·To· Meet · Obj eeti ve$ .· and· Needs 
Activities will include the following: 
lo Information will be compiled and distributed to all public and 
institutional libraries on academic courses in library science 
offered during the summer session by the state's colleges and 
universities. Notification of continuation of scholarships 
for the full academic year will be sent to all public and 
institutional librarieso 
.2. Information on conferences and seminars will be distributed 
to professional personnel who can benefit from th~ • 
. 3. The State Library will plan and sponsor workshops, study 
tours, or other activities to meet specific needs when 
suitable workshops are not available from other sources. 
The Career Education: Workshops Project will be implemented 
in FY 79 by the State Library Field Staff throughout the state. 
VIlio Key Libra:de:;s ~Other Libraries Involved 
The South Carolina State Library and all public and insti-
tutional libraries in the state. 
IX. Estimated Cost ·of ·and ·Sources of Funding 
LSCA Title I funds will be used to cover the cost of all 
scholarship grants, workshops, and/or travel and conference 
grants as well as any workshops conducted by the State Libra.ry. 
FY 78 funds are also available for use in FY 79. 
FY 79 funds budgeted: 
Federal ··state ··Total 
$3,000* -o- $3,000 
*$2,000. (est.) of this amount will be carried forward 
for use in FY 8o • 
. Xo Method of Administering Project 
The project will be administered by the South Carolina State 
Library and supervised by the State Library Field Sta.f'f. 
XI o Method of Evaluation 
South Carolina State Library 
1500. Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project IIlBo Career Education: 
W~rkshops 
I 
The project will be monitored by the Field Staff'. Libraries 
receiving grants must meet a1l requirements for State ~d. Evalu-
ation reports will be submitted by all grant recipients and work-
shop or conference participantso The project will also be evaluated 
on: 
(1) The successful allocation, obligation, and expenditure of 
LSCA funds approved for th& project in FY 79; 
( 2) The successful implementation of the scholarship grant and 
workshop and/or travel grant program; 
( 3) The successful implementation of the workshops or seminars 
sponsored by the state Libraryo 
(4) The subsequent improvement in library service as measured 
by administrators' assessment of staff performance or by 
general observationo 
.. ····-~------· -An unswcr is wquir~tl 
for C':Jch it('m on this form. 
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(4) t=t Limited English-speaking , (5) [][I General Public (2) YOUTH (ogl! 15·74) 233,936 (4J AC';f=:O(Aft! 6.S 11ndov,.r) 6 
(6) t::.l Other (S~ecifx) 
9. NUMBER OF PARTICIPATING LIBRARIES AND AGENCIES 
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South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project IIIC. Metropolitan Libraries: 
Resource Centers 
SECTION . C. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
I. Objectives 
A. To improve in-depth reference resources of six metropolitan 
libraries which serve as resource libraries for surrounding 
areas and thuS to improve reference service to the people 
of the entire stateo 
Bo To meet the Standards for South Carolina PUblic Libraries, 
which recommend a network of area resource libraries, each 
one to serve an area not more than half a d.a\1 1 s round trip 
for its userso 
II o Relationship to Long RB.!ige Program 
The project supports the following goal of the long range 
program directly: 
Goal IID: To strengthen metropolitan libraries which 
serve as regional resource centerso 
and the following goal indirectly:· 
Goal VB: To establish and maintain a system of Area 
Reference Resource Centers which will provide an 
improved level of reference service for all residents. 
III. What ·the ·Project Expects to Accomplish 
This project will enable the six recipient libraries to 
purchase reference materials needed to. give depth to the 
reference collection in their headquarters libraries. 
Reference service to the entire state will be improved 
as the recipient libraries agree to allow their collections 
to be used on a referral basis by adults from neighboring 
countieso 
IV. Needs Assessment 
Although there has been progress in recent years, reference 
collections in the state are still uneven. Several libraries 
have token reference collections; others have only the basic 
reference works; a few have better-than-average collections but 
do not have the funds to purchase the most expensive, specialized 
tools, particularly those in the field of business and science. 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project IIIC. Metropolitan Libraries: 
Resource Centers 
It is an important function of today's library to serve the 
reference and information needs of its citizens. Since it is 
financially impossible to develop a strong reference collection 
in every library, the Standards for South Carolina Public Libraries 
recommend the development of a few resource libraries which could 
be utilized by citizens of the surrounding area. The Metropolitan 
Libraries Project provides grants for the development of these 
resource library collections. The evaluations of this project in 
past years proved that the funds allocated have enriched the col-
lections of the participating libraries and that those involved 
wish the project to be continued. 
V. Who Is To Be Served 
People of the entire state will be served by the project. 
The six libraries receiving grants will act as resource libraries 
for their surrounding areas and agree to open the use of their 
reference collection on a referral basis to serious adult library 
patrons in neighboring counties. 
VIo Activities To Be Used To Meet Objectives and Needs 
Activities will include the ~ollowing: 
A. Grants to libraries will be made in two categories: 
1. Three libraries, Charleston, Florence, and Greenville, 
will each receive a grant of $10,000; three other 
libraries, Aiken, Richland, and York, will each receive 
a grant of $5,000. Grants are to be earmarked for the 
purchase of reference materials needed to give depth 
to the central reference collection for the area. 
Materials are to be selected from standard reference 
selection tools. If requested, a portion of the 
grant may be used for microfilm runs of periodicals 
of reference value • 
. 2. Richland County Public Library will receive an 
additional $5,000 under provisions of the Urban 
Library Amendments to ISCA for the purchase of 
adult non-fiction materials to strengthen the 
library's collection so that it may better serve 
as a resource for the entire area. 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project IIIC. Metropolitan Libraries: 
Resource Centers 
Ba Libraries receiving the grant must satisfy the State Library 
that they: 
1. Meet all requirements for state and federal aid. 
2a Will not reduce their current budget for reference 
materials below the amount of local funds utilized 
for this purpose during the preceding yearo 
3. Will open the use of their reference collection on a 
referral basis to serious adult patrons from neighboring 
counties. 
c. The State Library will pay grants to the recipient libraries 
on a reimbursement basis upon the submission of acceptable 
records for expenditures of the funds. 
D. Both the State Library and the recipient libraries will 
publicize the project. The recipient libraries will submit 
publicity plans and will forward copies of publicity to the 
State Libraryo 
E. Each recipient library will host a meeting of the librarians 
in the area to review the project, discuss means of interlibrary 
cooperation, and exchange information on resources available. 
VII. When and Where Project Will Be Implemented 
The project will be implemented in Fiscal Year 1979 in the 
headquarters building of the six libraries. 
VIIIo Key Libraries and Other Libraries Involved 
"Key libraries" are the six libraries receiving grants: 
Aiken County Public Library, 224 Laurens Street, s.w., 
Aiken, South Carolina 29801 
Charleston County Library, 404 King Street, Charleston, 
South Carolina 29403 
Florence County Library, 301 South Irby Street, 
Florence, South Carolina 29501 
Greenville County Library, 300 College Street, 
Greenville, South Carolina 29601 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project IIlC. Metropolitan Libraries: 
Resource Centers 
Richland County Public Library, 1400 Sumter Street, 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
York County Library, 325 South Oakland Avenue, 
Rock Hill, South Carolina 29730 
"Other libraries" are those which refer their users to the 
collections of the recipient libraries and which in various w~s 
help to promote the project. These include all other libraries 
in the state, special and academic as well as public. 
IXo Estimated Cost of and Sources of Funding 
The estimated cost of the project is $50,000; the source of 
funding is LSCA Title I, Fiscal Year 1979o 
X. Method of Administering Project 
The project will be administered by the Field Services staff 
of the State Library, and financial records will be maintained by 
the State Libraryo 
XI. Method of Evaluation 
Ao The project will be monitored by the Field Services staff of 
the State Library through continual communication (telephone, 
mail, and field visits) with the libraries involved and 
through the checking of project invoiceso 
B. The final evaluation of the project will be done by the 
Field Services staff, using the records of the six libraries, 
observations made through field visits, and assessments by 
area librarians of benefits to library users. 
Co In the evaluation special attention will be paid to the 
following: 
lo Quality and quantity of materials ordered and the 
value of the materials for reference use. 
2. Evidence that the materials purchased were utilized 
by adults from neighboring counties as well as by 
the regular users of the recipient libraries. 
3. PUblicity received by the project. 
4o Any other evidence that the project is reaching its 
objective. 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Co1umbia, South Caro1ina 29201. 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Tit1e I 
Project VDo Periodica1 Project 
IXo Estimated Cost . of and· So'Urces. of Funding 
FY 78 carry-over IBCA Tit1e I funds will be used to cover the 
cost of all grants to participati.ng libraries during FY 79. To 
insure uninterrupted funding, FY 79 :funds will be carried forward 
into FY Bo to PS\V periodica1 invoices due in the fal1 just when 
the fisca1 year changes. 
FY .79 funds budgeted for .FY 80: 
State ··Total 
$39,000 -o- $39,000 
.Xo Method of Administering Project 
The project wi11 be administered by the South Carolina State 
Library and supervised by the State Library Fie1d Staff o 
XI o Method 2£.. Eva1mttion 
The project will be monitored by the Field Staff. Libraries 
receiving. grants must meet all requirements for State and Federal 
M,.do The success of the project will be measured through evaluation 
reports submitted by directors of county and regional librarieso 
The project will also be evaluated on: 
(1) the successful allocation, obligation, and expenditure of 
LSCA funds approved for the project in FY .79; 
(2) the number and variety of titles which libraries are enabled 
to purchase through the grant ; 
(3) accessibility and placement of the periodical collection; 
( 4) the publicity given the project ; and 
( 5) the value of the collection as a source of current as well 
as retrospective reference material. 
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South Carolina State Libr~ry 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project VlA. Institutional Librar.y 
Services 
SECTION·. C. DESCRIPI'ION OF PROJECT 
I. ObJectives 
The objectives of the Institutional Librar.y Services Project 
are: 
.A. To establish and administer eff'ecti ve State standards 
governing . personnel, materials, equipment, space, and 
physical facilities for institutional library service • 
. B. To stimulate recognition of library service as an integral 
part of education and rehabilitation by State institution 
administrators and personnel and to elicit institutional 
financial support for library service. 
c. To provide teChnical professional advice and assistance 
on a continuing, consistent bas:i,.s. 
Do To recruit and train qualified personn~l. 
E. To develop collections adequate to meet the needs of 
patients and residents • 
. 1. To provide incentive grants for improvement of 
collections to institutions meeting minimum require-
ments. 
2. To provide service programs, planned to meet specific 
needs to institutions too small to maintain a full 
program of library service. 
Fo To provide reference services and supplementary resources 
for professional personnel in health and rehabilitation 
institutions. 
G. To test and develop programs of bibliotherapy and service 
for emotionally and educationally handicapped individuals. 
:I:I. RelationSlU.p to ~Range. Program 
The Institutional Library Services Project supports Goal III 
of the long range program: 
To promote the establishment and development of 
institutional library service capable of supporting 
treatment, education, and rehab ill tat ion programs 
in State health and correctional institutions. 
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This project expects to build and enrich institutional library 
collections and services so that they lllq adequately serve the dey"-
to~ needS of residents as well as the long ter.m requirements of 
their treatment and rehabilitation in health care and correctional 
institution so 
All State supported residential institutions now have libraries. 
However, their collections and services range from mediocre to above 
average. Only one library has achieved an excellent ( ?) level of 
service when measured by appropriate standardS, but when considered 
against the enormous Changes presently taking place in almost all 
South Carolina institutions all are working against tremendous odds. 
In addition to improved service to residents, this project is needed 
as an incentive for continued institutional support of their libra-
ries, all but three of which were established as a result of this 
programo 
V. Who Is To· Be ·Served 
All residents of State institutions will benefit through improved 









VI. ActiVities To.· Be ·~·To • ~ Objectives • and· Needs 
Activities will include but not be limited to the following: 
lo Services of the Institutional Library Consultant who will: 
a. Plan, develop, and supervise programs for State 
institutional libraries 
.b. Visit 19 residential institutions 6 tillles per 
year (or as needed) to. advise and assist the 
librarian 
c. Train and orie~t new or untrained librarians 
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d. Confer at 1east twice a year with institutional 
administrators about library needs and objectives 
. e. Assist in the development of' bibliotherapy project's 
in at least 3 institutions 
f'. Assist in revising and updating book selection 
policies and pro.cedures in at least 4 institutional 
libraries 
. g. Monitor LSCA grant progrSJDS 
2. A workshop to provide training for institutional librarians in 
areas of' demonstrated need. · ( $1,000) 
3. Book Collection Improvement Grants totaling $41,400, awarded to 
24 institutional libraries on the basis of population, need, 
and institutional suppo~. 
4. Service to the South Carolina Convalescent Center for Crippled 
Children provided through contract with the Florence County 
Libra.:ey. ($2,600.00) · 
5. Paperback book collections provided to at least 4 institutions 
too small to maintain full library services. 
6. Assist in the overall development of' library service in one 
new mental health institution. 
VII. When $.D.d Where Project Will Be ImPlemented 
The project will be implemented in FY 79, tmder the supervision 
of' the State Library, at the individual institutions. 
VIli. Key Libraries ~Other Librarie$ Involved 
:A. The South Carolina State Library 
.B. Hospitals 
.1. Crafts-Farrow State Hospital 
(mental. health) 
.2. South Carolina State Hospital-
Horger Library (mental. heal.th) 
3. State Park Health Center 
(medical center) 
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. 4. Bryan Psychiatric Hospital (mental health) 
(Ma¥ quality for. grant in FY 79) 
.c. Correctional Institutions 
Through the South Carolina Department of Corrections Library Services 
Division: 
.1. Central Corrections Institution 
2. Kirkland Correctional Institution 
.3. Aiken Youth Correctional Center 
4. Givens Youth Correctional Center 
5. Goodman Correctional Institution (geriatric) 
6. MacDougal Youth Correctional Center 
7. Manning Correctional Institution 
8. MaxjnQlm Security Center 
9. North Sumter Correctional Institution 
lO. Reception and Evaluation Center 
ll. Walden Correctional Institution 
l2. Wateree River Correctional Institution 
13. Women's Correctional Institution 
l4. State Park Health Center - Farmer Building (prison unit) 
South Carolina Division of Youth Services: 
1. Willow Lane School (middle school, co-educational) 
. 2. Birchwood School {high school, co-educational) 
.3. Reception and Evaluation Center 
D. Residential Institutions 
1. Coastal Center (mental retardation) 
.2. Midlands Center (mental retardation) 
3. Whitten Village (mental retardation) 
.4. Pee Dee Regional Center 
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5. · s. C. Schools f'or the Deaf' and Blind 
6. John de la Howe School (juvenile care) 
E. Other 
.1. . Holmes View Center. (alcoholism) 
: 2. . Morris Village {alcoholism and drug . addictions) 
. 3. Palmetto Center { aJ.coholism) 
4. .S •. C. Crippled Children's Convalescent Center 
{by contractual arrangements with Florence 
County Library) · 
5. Vocational Rehabilitation Comprehensive Center 
{handicapped) 
:oc. · Esti:¢1.8.ted ·• Cost.·· of' • $.nd ·Sources··. of • FiUid.J.ug · 
Grants are provided to institutions on the basis of population, 
need, and institutional suppo:M;. Allocations have not yet been made, 
pending receipt of reports and applications from institutional li-
braries • 






·From :rnsti tutio:ns 
$319,872 (est.) 
State 
· From· State .·Library· 
Funds expended by the State Library: 
$20,112 
$20,112 
Grants and allocations for institutions:·· $45j000· 
Total $65,112 
{Additional f'unds ·are budgeted by institutions for their 
libraries through other ·grant sources) 
x. Metho9. of. EValuation 
Total 
$384,984 
A. Library service in individual institutions will be measured 
by the following standards as they appzy: 
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Accreditation Council for Facilities for the Mentally Retard~d. 
Standards for· residential facilities for .. the· menta.lly 
ret&rd~d~ Joint CCllllli1i.ssion on Accreditation of Hospitalso 
Revo ¢do 1973o 
American Correctional Association. Commission on Accreditation 
for Correctio:t;LS. · Manual of· Standards for Adult Correctional 
InstitutionS. Coll_ege Park, Maryland. The Commission, 1.977. 
American Correctional. Association - American Librar,y Association 
Health and Rehabilitative Library Services Joint Committee 
on Institutional. Servic~s. Library standards for juvenile 
correctional institutio~s. College Park Md. American 
Correctional. Association, 1975. 
Association of Hospital and Institutional Libraries. 
Hospital Library Standards Committ~e. Standards 
for library services in health care institutions. 
Chicagoo American Library Association, 1.970. 
South Carolina State Department of Education. Defined 
minimum program for South Carolina school. districts. 
(The Department, 1.975) 
U.S~ Office of Education. Standards for Library - Media 
Centers in Schools for the Deaf: a handbook for the 
development of library media prograli1.S. ·u.s~ Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1.967 • 
. Bo The following criteria will be used to measure the effectiveness 
of all institutional library programs: 
.1.. The collection meets the needs of residents of the 
institutiono 
2. Selection of materials is from appropriate sources • 
. 3o The collection is under continuous inspection for 
suitability, usefulness, attractiveness to resident 
clientele and/or staff. 
4. Library services are available to all residents on a 
reasonably regular schedule. This includes the scheduling 
and production of programs utilizing library materials 
for those residents who for whatever incapacity cannot 
use such materials independentlY. 
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. 5. Staff' rendering library services shall have qualifications 
appropriate to their responsibilities and duties. 
6. Continuing evidence of' institution support of' library 
services within the institution • 
. c. Monitori.ng and Evaluation will include the following: 
1. Statistical reports from institution librarians are 
checked by the Institutional Consult~t. 
2. Orders for materials and invoices for materials received 
are reviewed by the Institutional Consultant • 
. 3. Periodic (regularly scheduled) visits by Institutional 
Library Consultant to institution libraries shall include: 
a. General observations of' operations and activities. 
b. Inspection of' collections • 
. c. Conferences with library staff, administrator 
responsible for the library within the instit~ 
tion, other institution staff members • 
. d. Instruction and/or demonstration of' recommended 
practices and procedures • 
. 4. Continuing check on financial and other support given to 
the library by the institution will be made by the State 
Library. 
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SEar ION ·.Co . DESCRIP.riON OF PROJEar 
The objectives of the Service to the Blind and Physically 
Handicapped Project are: 
1. To encourage greater use of services for the handicapped 
by a continuing program of publicity, promotion, and 
education. 
2. To provide a full range of reading materials -- talking 
books, open reel tape, cassettes, large print, and 
braille -- for handicapped readers in South Carolina. 
3. To make library service accessible to handicapped indi-
viduals at the local level wherever possible. 
a. To develop browsing collections of talking books, 
tapes, and cassettes in major metropolitan libraries. 
b. To provide collections of large-type books for 
visually handicapped readers o 
. Co To encourage participation by handicapped readers 
in established library progra.l11S. 
4. To coordinate library services for the handicapped with 
programs of the South Carolina Commission for the Blind, 
the Vocational Rehabilitation Department, the State 
Department of Education, Comnission on the Aging, the 
Governor's Committee on Employment of the Handicapped, 
and other agencies and organizations serving the handi-
cappedo 
5. Specific objectives for FY 79 are: 
a. To have a net gain of 1,000 new readers, which will 
bring total as of September 30, 1979 to 6,535 • 
. b. To continue to record South Carolina titles • 
. c. To acquire from other regional libraries titles 
recorded by their volunteer groups. 
a. To duplicate extra copies of cassette titles as 
needed so there will be little or no waiting for 
materials. 
' 
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.e. To acquire open reel sub-master tapes of titles originally 
issued by LC on disc so they can be converted to cassette 
tape. 
:f. To acquire extra copies of needed disc material to meet 
needs of readers and to have a built-in cushion in event 
some discs beco~ worn or lost and the book ha.S to be 
discarded. 
g. To encourage. greater use of In-W.ATS telephone service to 
personalize·. serviGeo 
:ho To continue to provide one day service on circulation of 
materials. 
The project supports Goal IV of the long range program: 
To provide special programs of library service for 
visually and physically handicapped residents. 
III. What . the. Proj eet ·.·¥Peets .·to AccO!I!Plish 
This project proposes to meet the library needs of eligible 
handicapped citizens in South Carolina by: 
.1. Processing and maintaining a collection of: 
36,000 Talking Books 
27,000. Cassette Books 
2,500 Large Print :eooks 
2. Providing readers with current magazines by: 
:a. Registering them with any o:f 30 magazines mailed 
directly by publishe~so 
:b. Processing and maintaining a collection of multiple 
copies of 30 magazines circulated by the library. 
3. Circulating 110,000 books and magazines to more than 6, 500 
reade~so 
4. Stocking, financing, and supervising five browsing 
collections in county libraries available to handi-
capped use~s o 
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. 5. Promoting and publicizing services by distri buti~g brochures, 
airing TV and radio announcements. on all· TV stations and radio 
stations in the state in conjunction with a Librar,y of Congress 
pilot public education p~ogram., appearing on radio and tele-
vision talk shows, and meeting with as many state and local 
agencies as possib~e. 
6. Coordinating all activities with Library of Congress, National . . 
Library Service for the Blind and PhysicallY Handicapped. 
IV. Needs.ASsessment 
This project is necessary to meet the librar,r needs of 95,849 
South Carolinians who are i.mable to use conventional printed li-
brary materia1so Library services for this s.egm.ent of the 
population can only be met b,y this specialized service • 
. v. Who.ls To Be•Served 
.AJ.1. blind and physicallY handicapped citizens of South Carolina 
who are unable to read conventional print because of their handicap 
are eligible for this library serviceo The Library of Congress, 
National Library Service for the Blind and Physically Handicapped 
estimates that:3o7% of the population is eligible for this service. 
In South Carolina that means 95,849 people are potential patrons • 
.As of September 30, 1978, 5,535 were being served. 
VIo · ACtiVities. ~o.Be Used To ~,:Objectives and Needs 
lo The South Carolina State Librar,y, Division for the Blind and 
Physically Handicapped has been designated a regional librar,y 
for the blind and physically handicapped by the Librar,y of 
CongreE?s. .As such, the librar,y will: 
. a. Provide books and magazines on disc, cassette tape, 
open reel tape and in large print to registered 
readers mainly by mailo 
:bo Issue equipment necessary to pl~ recorded bookso 
:co Record books and magazines of local interest by 
volunteer narrato~. 
:d. Provide catalogs and special bibliographies of 
materials available . so readers can select books to 
re~do 
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.e. Provide advisory service for readers who are unable to 
select for themselves or. who would rather have the 
library select for· them. 
f. Provide assistance to students in the location of text-
books in special me~a • 
. g. Contract with North Carolina State Library for braille 
service • 
. 2. The South Carolina State Library, Division for the Blind and 
Physically Handicapped will continue contracts with five 
county libraries to provide browsing collections and to 
promote service to the blind and physically handicapped 
locally. These libraries are: 
a. Anderson County Library 
:b. Charleston County Library 
Co Greenville County Library 
.do Richland County Public Librar,y 
. e. Spartanburg County Library 
. 3. To reach potential readers, a public relations campaign is 
conducted year round, consisting of: 
. a. radio and TV public service spots and talk show 
appearances 
. b. newspaper articles 
.c. communication with public libraries 
d. communication with health groups 
e. communication with groups interested in the handicapped 
4. To maintain communication between the library and the reader, 
the following are used: 
.a. In-WATS telephone service 
.b. Quarterly Large Print newsletter 
.c. Individual correspondence 
This project is an on-going project and will be continued 
during FY 79 and beyond. It will be implemented at the South 
Carolina State Library, Division for the Blind and Physically 
Handicapped, 718 South Edisto Avenue, Columbia, South Carolina 
29205o 
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VIII. ~ U braries .· and •· other.· Libr~r:;i.e!S ·Involved 
South Carolina State Library, Division f'or the Blind and 
Physically Handicapped 
Library of' Congress, Division f'or the Blind and 
Physically Handicapped 
North Carolina State Library, Library for the Blind 
and Physically Handicapped 
South Carolina Commission for the Blind 
South Carolina Commission on Aging 
South Carolina Governor's Committee on Emplqyment of' the 
Handicapped 
Anderson County Library 
Charleston County Library 
Greenville County Library 
Richland County Public Library 
Spartanburg County Library 
Telephone Pioneers of' America 
University of' South Carolina, Department of' Theatre a.nd 
Speech a.nd Department of' Media ·Arts 
Various agencies, state and local, and other groups that 
work with the handicapped 
IX. Estimated . ~ of' and · Source!'3 of' . FUnding 
Basic funding will be from State appropriations which cover 
personnel, housing, a.nd general operations of' the Division. LSCA 
funds will be used to cover the cost of' one pre-professional 
position, one tape technician position, large type books, tape 
duplication, In-WATS telephone service, a.nd related expenses. 
FY 79 funds budgeted for the project include: 
Federal State •Total -
$32,000* $108.,679 $J.40,679 
*$10,000 (est.) of' this amount will be carried forward 
for use in FY 60o 
.X. Method .£!. Administering Project 
Under the. general supervision of' the State Librarian, the 
project will be administered by the Director, Library Services 
for the Blind and Physically Handicapped. 
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The South Carolina State Library has contracts with the 
following agencies for the provision of this service: 
A. Library of Congress, National Library Service for the 
Blind and Physically Handicapped 
.B. South Carolina Commission for the Blind 
. C. North Carolina State Library 
Do Anderson County Library 
.E. Charleston County Library 
. F. Greenville County Library 
Go Richland County Public Librar,y 
.H. Spartanburg County Library 
XI. Method of Evaluation 
lo Generl;!.lo This project will be monitored by the Director, 
Librar,y Services for the Blind and Physically Handicapped, 
the State Librarian, and consultants from Library of Congress, 
National Librar,y Service for the Blind and Physically Handi-
capped. The maJor thrust of this project is the operation of 
a regional library for the blind and physically handicapped. 
Therefore there will be an almost continuous activity in 
evaluating the project. 
Standards for this service are inadequate and outdated. 
Until such time as standards are adopted, the library will 
use the following as a guage for service: 
Guidelines for Regional Libraries. Library of Congress, 
Division for the Blind and Physically Handicapped, 1977. 
The following standards are expected to be adopted at the 
ALA Conference, 1979, at which time they will become the guide-
line for South Carolina 1 s services: 
Standards of Service for the Library of Congress 
· ·Network · of · Librsri es ·• for·. the·. Blind· and · Pbysi eal.1y 
Handicapped. Comr:id ttee to Review Standards for· the 
Blind and Physically Handicapped (ad hoc), ALA. 
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2. To judge effectiveness of publicity programs, the following 
will be used: 
. a. Number of new readers contacted 
b. Number of readers referred by public libraries 
c. Response from radio and newspaper coverage, such as: 
( i) Inquiries about service 
(ii) Requests for applications 
3. The collection will be constantly evaluated to provide 
materials sui table for South Carolina readers. To do this 
will involve: 
a. Selecting sufficient copies of Library o:f Congress 
produced books in areas that have proven to be 
popUlar, such as religion. 
:b. Weeding collection on a continuous basis to make 
room for more popular it~. 
c. Requesting searches from Library of Congress, National 
Library Service for the Blind and Physically Handicapped 
for location of titles possibly produced by other 
regional libraries that are requested by readers or that 
are needed to balance collection. 
d. Recording of local materials. 
e. Purchasing commercial material that would add balance 
to the collection • 
. 4. To receive input from readers as to quality of service, the 
quarterly newsletter will be used to seek responses on what 
the readers want from their library • 
. 5. Library and staff performance for FY 79 will be measured in 
terms of the specific objectives outlined in section I, 
item.5o 
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South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina. 2920~ 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project VII. Film ·Program 
SECTION :C. DESCRIPI'ION OF PROJECT 
I. Objectives 
.l. To provide an additional source of information for library 
users by building a collection of adult levell6:mm. motion 
picture films of cultural and entertainment vall.l.e • 
. 2. To supplement and to reinforce the resources of public and 
institutional libraries throughout the state, thereby 
enabling them to better meet the informational needs of 
their patrons o 
3o To aid public and institutional libraries in the utilization 
of this film collection. 
II. Relationship to LOng·Range Program 
The Film Program Project supports the following goals of' 
the Long Range Program: 
( IB) To provide a comprehensive collection of information 
and materials and in depth reference services supple-
menting the resources of public and institutional 
librarieso 
(IC) To centralize at state level programs and fUnctions 
which cannot be handled economica.lJy or effectively 
by individual librarieso 
III. What the Project ll!xpects to Accomplish 
This project provides public and state institutional libraries 
within the state with a collection of adult level l6mm motion picture 
films for library programs of educational and worthwhile entertain-
ment valueo 
IV. Needs Assessment 
No South Carolina public or institutional library can afford 
to acquire a collection of l6mm motion picture films which would 
adequately serve the needs of the patrons. A collection of' 16mm 
films at the state level therefore prevents costly duplication of' 
such resources and makes available to the public a far broader 
selection of films than any library could provide alone. 
VI . . 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina . 29201 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project Vlio Film Program 
Films in the South Carolina Film Program will be . available to 
public and institutional libraries which meet the requirements for 
participation in the program and which have signed an agreement with 
the State Library for film service. Libraries participating in the 
Film Program may borrow films for in-library activity and for library-
sponsored programs held elsewhe:r;-e. Films will not be a;vailable for 
use in elementary and secondary schools since materials purchased 
with federal funds supporting this program are specifically prohibited 
from being used by schools and other academic institutions serving a 
special clienteleo Library films will not be shown where any admis-
sion fee is charged or donation requested nor may they be used com-
mercially to attract tradeo The films will only be available in 
South Carolina. 
Activities will include, but not be limited to, the following: 
1. Select, acquire, process, house and maintain a collection of 
16mm motion picture films • 
. 2. Maintain and update a central catalog of all State Library 
16mm films. 
3. Prepare an annual supplement to the 16mm film catalog to be 
distributed to public and institutional libraries participating 
in the State Library Film Progr~. 
4. The State Library will sponsor film workshops or other training 
opportunities as needed for public and institutional libraries 
participating in the Film Progr~. 
5o The State Library contracts with the Instructional Services 
Center, University of South Carolina to maintain and distribute 
this collection of 16mm motion picture films in order to avoid 
duplication of costly audio-visual equipment • 
. 6. The Field Service Librarian for Audio-Visual Programs makes 
field trips throughout the state to help local public and 
state institutionB.l librarians plan programs utilizing 
State Library fi~. 
VII. When and Where Project Will Be Implemented 
The project will be implemented in FY 79 at the South Carolina 
State Library. 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina . 2920~ 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project VII. Film Program 
VIII. ~Libraries·~ othe~ Librari~s Involv~d 
The South Carolina State Library, directly 
All public and institutional libraries of South Carolina, 
indirectly 
IX. . . Esti.Jnat~d Cost • e!>f . and Sources.·.£!:. ;Flmflipg 
This project provides for the purchaSe of 16mmmotion picture 
fiJJns , the printing of a film catalog, and. contract~ cost to be 
paid to the University of South Carolina. 
Funds budgeted for .FY 79: 
Federal State - ~ 
$55,000* $17,493 $72,493 
*$20 ,000. ( e~:;~t. ) of this amount will be. carried forward 
into FY 80 • 
. x. Metliod. of · Adiiliriiste:tinS Project · 
The Film Program will be adlllinistered by the State Library 
through contract with the Instructional Services Center, University 
of South Carolina, under the supervision of the Field Service 
Librarian for Audio-Visual Programs of the state Library. The 
State Library will maintain fiscal records for the programs and 
provide overall supervision. 
XI. Method· of· Evaluation 
This program will be monitored continuously by the Deputy 
Librarian and the Field Service Librarian for Audio-Visual Progra.ms. 
Field visits throughout the state will be made by the Field Service 
Librarian for Audio-Visual Programs to aid individual pUblic and 
institutional libraries to plan use of the film collection. 
Quarterly reports will be submitted by public and state insti-
tutional libraries participating in the p~gram and will include 
statistics vital to the evaluation of the Film Program. The 
success of the Film Program will be reflected by the cooperation 
of South Carolina public and state institutional libraries partici-
pating in the program together with public response to their 
participation. 
South Carolina state Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina . 29201 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project VII. Film Program 
The project will be evaluated in terms of: 
(1) The number of libraries participating in the program.. 
(2) The number of films acquired and circulated. 
( 3) The number of libra:cy patrons reached. 
( 4) The critical evaluation of films in program by librarians 
and patrons. 
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I. ObJeetives 
South Carolinaatate Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project VIII. Service to Persons of 
Limited English-Speaking 
Ability 
SECTION . Co DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
.Ao To help libraries better serve persons who because of limited 
English-speaking ability cannot take advantage of the oppor-
tunities offered by the public library for recreation and 
education. 
Bo To carry out the LSCA priority mandated by the Education 
amendments of 1974, which call for service to be directed 
toward: 
lo Individuals who were not born in the United States or 
whose native language is a language other than English, 
or 
2o Individuals who come from environments where a language 
other than English is dominant and, who, by reason 
thereof, have difficulty reading and understanding the 
English language. 
II. Relationship to Long. Range Program 
This project supports Goal II-C-4 of the long range program: 
To plan, test, and develop means of extending 
public library service to persons of limited 
English-speaking ability who by reasons thereof 
have difficulty utilizing established library 
serviceso 
III. ~the Project Expects to Accomplish 
This project will enable South Carolina to begin building one 
substantial collection of materials for those of limited English-
speaking ability and, through interlibrary loan, make these 
materials available to persons throughout the stateo 
IV. Needs AssesSment 
A needs assessment conducted in early 1975 revealed no high 
concentrations of non-English speaking persons in South Carolina 
but only various small scattered groups with different levels of 
need for library service. The needs assessment quoted the 1970 
census, which showed the following figures: 14,364 persons who 
were foreign born, 35,436 persons of foreign or mixed parentage, 
and 10,999 persons of Spanish languageo Even these low figures 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project VIII. Service to Persons of 
Limited English-Speaking 
Ability 
. c. The Charleston County Library in accepting the grant will · 
agree: 
( 1) to make the materials acquired with project funds 
available to other public libraries through inter-
library loan 
(2) to begin actively promoting the project among other 
libraries no later than one year a.f'ter its project 
is approved 
Do As appropriate, the Charleston County Library will involve 
other local agencies in the planning and carrying out of 
the project. 
E. The State Library and the Charleston County Library together 
will develop and carry out a publicity plan for the project. 
This will be aimed at the other public libraries of the 
state as well as persons of limited English-speaking ability. 
F. After the receipt of the materials ordered for the project, 
the Charleston County Library will prepare and make available 
to the other public libraries a listing of the materials. 
This list may either be printed or microfilmed. 
VII. When ~Where Project Will Ee Implemented 
The project will be implemented during Fiscal Year 1979 at 
the Charleston County Library. 
VI!Io Key Libraries and other Libraries Involved 
The key library will be the Charleston County Library, the 
recipient of the granto The other public libraries of the state 
( 38 systems) will be eligible to borrow Charleston's materials 
for the limited English speaking through interlibrary lo~. 
DC. Estiiila.ted · ~ of and Sources ·of Ftmding 
The estimated cost of the project is $10,000. The project 
will be funded from Fiscal Year 1979 IBCA Title I funds. 
South Carolina State Librar,y 
1500. Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project VIII. Service to Persons o£ 
Limited English-Speaking 
Ability 
are misleading, however: many o£ the people listed speak English, 
including the 9,115· whose country o£ origin is the United Kingdom 
or Ireland; and some o£ the Spanish speaking have probably been 
counted more than once. 
South Carolina's experience with its pilot projects for those 
of limited English-speaking ability the past three years has confirmed 
the 1975 needs assessment: many public libraries in the state have a 
few users o£ limited English-speaking ability, but no library has a 
large numbero Because the number of potential users is small, the 
public libraries have been reluctant to make this type o£ librar,y 
service a high prioritY. They believe they could adequately serve 
the small number of non-English-speaking i£ there were available 
to them one central collection of materials which could be borrowed 
through interlibrary lo~. 
The Charleston County Library, which is willing to attempt to 
build such a collection, has one o£ the largest populations of 
limited English-speaking in the state. This library, which includes 
in its service area a port city with a sizable military population, 
has, according to the 1970 census, 6,430 persons of foreign stock. 
The Charleston County Library has reported that it regularly gets 
a few requests for foreign-language materiaJ.s. Charleston's pilot 
project for the limited English speaking has been one of the most 
successful in reaching users. 
v. Who Is To Be Served 
Persons of limited English-speaking ability throughout the 
state will be served by the project. Persons in Charleston County 
will be able to borrow materials directly; those in other counties 
can obtain materials through interlibrary loan. 
VI. Activities To Be~ To~ Objectives and Needs 
A. The State Librar,y will offer a grant of $10,000 to the 
Charleston County Library to expand its collection of 
materials for those of limited English speaking ability. 
Bo The Charleston County Library will submit a budget and 
description of its proposed projecto Grant funds ~ be 
used for materials, for shelving for the materials, for the 
costs involved in mailing the materials to other libraries, 
and £or producing some kind of list (print or micro£ilm) of 
the collection. 
Xo Method of•Adii:dniStering·Pro,lect· 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 2920l 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title I 
Project VIli. Service to Persons of 
Limited English-Speaking 
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The Director of the Charleston County Library or her Deputy 
will be responsible for the administration of the project, including 
the financial records and reports to the State Library. 
XIo ;;.;;M=et=h;.;;.o.;;.d _o_f EVal~tion 
Ao The project will be monitored by the State Library Field Services 
staff by means of field visits and conferences with the Charleston 
library staff o 
Bo At the end of the year the Charleston County Library will prepare 
a narrative and evaluative report on the project. Areas to be 
covered in the report will include but not be limited to the 
following: 
lo Number and types of materials added through the project. 
2o An estimate of the number and types (languages, nationalities, 
etco) of persons reached. 
3. Number and types of materials loaned to other libraries • 
. 4. T,ype and amount of cooperation with other libraries and 
with non-library agencies. 
5o Publicity given the project. 
6o Any other information indicating the proje.ct extended 
library service to the target group. 
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South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title III 
Project Io Interlibrary Network 
SECTION Co DESCRIPI'ION OF PROJECT 
The objectives of the Interlibrary Network Project are: 
.A. To provide better service to South Carolinians by improving 
access to library resources of the state, region, and nation • 
. B. To facilitate the sharing of South Carolina library resources 
by means of a rapid communication system for the location of 
infor.mation and materia1so 
C. To raise the level of reference and interlibrary loan service 
through in-service training for reference personnel. 
D. To strengthen the services of the State Library so that it 
may adequately serve as a resource center for all libraries 
in the state. 
E. To provide access to the Educational Resources Information 
Center (ERIC) dociD:n.ent collection • 
. F. To encourage cooperation among public , academic, and insti-
tutional libraries of South Carolina. 
II. Relationship to Long Range Program 
The project supports Goals V and IC of the Long Range Program: 
V. To facilitate optimum utilization of South 
Carolina's total library resources by means of 
cooperation and reciprocal activities among li-
braries of all types and at all levels. 
lC o To centralize at State level programs and 
functions which cannot be handled economically 
or effectively by individual libraries. 
IJ;I. ~ the ·Project Expects ~ AcCOmplish 
The project will provide rapid access to statewide resources, 
increase interlibrary cooperation, and result in more efficient 
use of all library resources. It provides the central organization, 
communications, and bibliographic access necessary for an effective 
interlibrary loan program. Requests for infoDmation and/or ma-
terials not available at one library may immediately be transmitted 
to another, with the State Library at the center of the South 
Carolina Interlibrary Network. 
rY. Needs Assessment 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina . 29201 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title III 
Project .Io Interlibrary Network 
Measured by either state or national standards , South Carolina's 
library resources are inadeqila.te to meet user needs, present or 
potentialo Public libraries have less than : 1. 5 books per capita. 
Institutional libraries are limited in depth and breadth of holdings. 
Academic libraries do not have adequate resources for burgeoning 
student bodies. The sharing of resources is the only economical 
and effective means of meeting the demands for service. This 
project provides the conduit for this resource shari.I}.go 
V o Who Is To Be Served ----
Rapid provision of information and materials not available at 
the local level is of potential benefit to all South Carolinians. 
The Interlibrary Network permits all library users to draw upon the 
resources of ( 1) the State Library, ( 2) other -public, academic, or 
institutional libraries, or ( 3) out-of-state libraries. 
VI. Activities To Be ~To Meet Objectiv~s and Needs 
The Interlibrary Network Project encompasses a variety of 
activities having common goalso These activities fall into five 
categories: 
A. Communications - to promote cooperation and to facilitate 
interlibrary loans 
.lo In-WATS telephone service - connecting all public 
and out-of-town institutional libraries with the 
State Library 
2o TWX - connecting the State Library with the three 
Area Reference Resource Centers, major state 
universities and out-of-state libraries 
.3. News for South Carolina Librarians - fostering 
communication among all public, college, 
university, institutional, and special libraries 
within the state 
.B. Bibliographic Access - to i.dentify and locate library 
resources 
1. Microfilm edition of State Library Catalog - reissued 
every three years with annual supplements; provided to 
county and regi anal libraries and to selected university 
and institutional libraries as a means of identifying 
materials for interlibrary loan. 
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2. SOLINET (Southeastern Library Network) - on-line bibli-
ographic information and location capabilities supplement 
the South Carolina Interlibrary Loan Network, functioning 
as an effective union catalog of major .s~c. library 
collections and providing access to materials anywhere 
in the SOLINET-OCLC netwo~k • 
. 3. Machine assisted reference service - the State Library 
will continue to investigate the feasibility of supple-
menting reference service through the use of on-line 
computerized bibliographic services. 
C. Interlibrary Loan - to supplement and coordinate library 
resources 
1. State Library staff gives direct interlibrary loan 
service to pUblic, institutional and special libraries 
.2. The State Library is the communications center through 
which loans between different types of libraries are 
transmitted. Requests from college and university 
libraries are channeled through and screened by the 
University of South Carolina. 
D. In-Service Training - to raise the level of reference and 
interlibrary loan service throughout the state 
1. Workshops - The State Library periodically sponsors 
statewide or regional workshops for reference personnel 
dealing with information resources, reference skills 
and techniques, interlibrary cooperation, and other 
matters pertaining to reference and interlibrary loan 
service. 
2. Field Work - The reference and interlibrary loan staff 
makes field trips, as needed, to South Carolina li-
braries for the purpose of identif,ying local needs and 
problems, providing instruction, and encouraging more 
effective use of reference and interlibrary loan service • 
. Eo Study and Planning - to encourage cooperative planning among 
all types of South Carolina libraries 
.1. Investigation - The State Library will initiate pre-
liminary conferences and planning meetings to allow 
South Carolina librarians to discuss and investigate 
potential means of cooperation including resource 
sharing, networking, and technological applications. 
If necessary, study trips may be made to observe 
successful multi-type library cooperation in other 
states and to determine the possibility of replication 
in South Carolina. 
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2o Consultation - When a need is indicated, the State 
Library will engage consultants to study the feasi-
bility of various cooperative activities and to advise 
on the development of a coordinated plan of action. 
A possible area of investigation in FY 79 is library 
automation applications in order to determine at what 
stage of development automation becomes practical and 
economical in acquisitions, cataloging, and circu-
lation; to what degree it can strengthen the inter-
library loan network; and how individual libraries or 
groups of libraries can best implement compatible 
automation ~st~. 
3. Demonstration - Where investigation and consultation 
indicate that a given activity or technology can 
substantially improve communications, streamline 
library procedures, or facilitate delivery of service, 
the State Library may offer a demonstration grant to 
aid in establishing a cooperative project that crosses 
type of library lines. The objective would be to find 
the best ways to fill the information and library needs 
in the State, to show clearly how each party benefits 
from cooperation, and to show ways of maximizing the 
expenditure of state and federal funds. 
In FY 79, the State Library will investigate the 
feasibility of establishing SOLINET clusters to serve 
multi-type libraries • Such clusters will increase the 
number of South Carolina libraries participating in 
SOLINET and will enable the State Library to extend 
the capabilities of the interlibrary network by drawing 
upon the holdings of these libraries which previously 
have been unavailable. 
VIIo ~ and Where Project Will Be· Implemented 
The project will be implemented in FY 79 at the South Carolina 
State Library. 
VIIIo Key Libraries ~ Other Libraries Involved 
The South Carolina State Library 
All libraries of South Carolina 
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IX. Estimated. Cost· of end:Sourees of ·Funding. 
State and LSCA Title I funds provide the materials used bY the 
State Library in the interlibrary loan program. (see Project IIB. 
Strengthening the State Library Agency) o State funds provide the 
profession&l and pre-professional personnel to operate the program. 
LSCA Title II funds are expended for communications (pestage, tele-
phone, 'IWX, and SOLlNEI'), some clerical personnel, equipment, 
supplies, microfilming of catalog, and travel attributable to the 
Interlibrary Network. 
FY 79 funds budgeted: 
Federal ··state 
$27,804 $44,532 




Estimated LSCA FY 79 funds carried forward to FY '80: $15,000 
X. Method ~ Administeripg Project 
The project is administered by the State Library. General 
supervision rests with the Director of Reader Services and d~-to­
~ operations are the responsibility of the Interlibrary Loan 
Librarian. SOLINET communications are provided through contract 
with the Southeastern Library Network and monitored by the 
Technical Services Librariano 
XI. Method of Evaluation 
The total project will be supervised by the Director of Reader 
Services, with participation of the State Librarian and Deputy 
Librarian in all planning activiti~s. Many of.the results of the 
project are "intangibles" - leading to improved communication and 
cooperation between all types of librarieso Specific accomplish-
ments will be measured in ter.ms of the number of libraries involved 
in planning and activities, the consensus reached concerning 
immediate and long-range goals, and the development of demonstration 
projects for prototype activities. 
The interlibrary loan phase of the project will be constantly 
monitored by the Interlibrary Loan Librarian, who supervises the 
filling of all reference and title requests, and by designated 
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members of the State Library sta~f. Interlibrary loan statistics 
will provide a maJor source for evaluation of this service. Success 
of the service Will be measured in terms of: 
(1} the number of interlibrary loan transactions 
( 2) the percentage of requests filled 
( 3) the time required for filling patron requests 
(4) critiques by librarians and patrons 
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I. Objectiv~s 
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S:IOC!TION :C. DESCRIPriON OF PROJECT 
The objectives of the Area Reference Resource Centers Project 
are: 
:1. To raise the level of reference service for residents of a 
multi-county area • 
. 2. To develop special reference services for business, industry, 
and government • 
. 3. To promote interlibrary cooperation. 
II. Relation~hip to Long Rang~ Program 
The ARRC project supports Goals VB and VBl of the Long-Range 
Program: 
VB. To establish and maintain a system of Area 
Reference Centers which will provide an improved 
level of reference service for all residents. 
~1. To develop and promote special reference 
services for business, industry, and government. 
III. What. the Project • Ex:P~cts to Accomplish 
The· Stano.&rd$ • tor· South Carolina: Publ;i.c • Librari~~. call for the 
establishment of five or six Area Reference Resource Centers having 
strong reference and research collections and located within one-
half day's round trip of any citizen of the state. The intent of 
the standard was to coordinate library services of an area and to 
permit the optimum utilization of all resources by any library user. 
This project is a step toward implementation of this standard and 
is carried out to test the feasibility of the concept and to demon-
strate methods by which it lDB\V be achieved. 
IV. Needs. Asses !'3Dlent 
No South Carolina library has adequate resources to meet all 
the needs of its patrons. This is especially true in the areas 
of information and reference service which require expensive 
publications and specialized tools. The on.cy means of providing 
a reasonable level of service is for libraries to share resources 
and to cooperate in planning, acquisitions, and prograJll!lli.ng. The 
.ARRC supplements the statewide Interlibrary Network by improving 
service at the local level and giving the user access to the total 
library resources of his area. 
VI . 0 
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The Greenville ARRC will serve the population of a seven-
county area in northwest South Caroli~a. 
The Florence .ARRC will serve the population of an eight-
county area in the Pee Dee (eastern) region of South Carolina. 
Acti rtti@s · To. ~· Used To. Meet · ObJ eetives. and Nee~ 
Activities for FY 79· will include the following: 
Ao The State Library will: 
.lo Make grants-in-aid to the Greenville County Library and 
the Florence County Library to operate Area Reference 
Resource Cente~so 
.2. Monitor .ARRC activities by: 
.a. Participation in ARRC Advisory Councils • 
. b. Regular field visits to assist and observe the work 
of the Regional Reference Librarians. 
B. The Greenville Area Reference Resource Center, in the sixth 
year of operations, will: 
.1. Hold quarterly meetings of the ARRC Advisory Council to 
advise and assist in the development of the progr~ • 
. 2. Provide a Regional Reference Librarian who will work to 
raise the level of library service throughout the area 
by assisting library administrators in collection 
development, staff training, and improving access to 
resources. 
:3o Provide reference materials ·and research assistance to 
adult patrons referred to it by libraries in the area • 
. 4. Promote service to business, industry and government by 
. advising librarians of resources and services needed, 
making direct contacts with representatives of business 
and industry, and publicizing services through the news 
media and publication of· Infoi'Jila.tion ·for Leaders. 
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5. Stimulate library use by a planned program of publicity 
and public relations. 
C. T.he Florence Area Reference Resource Center, in the third 
year of operation~ will: 
.l. Hold quarterly meeti_ngs of the ARRC Advisory Council to 
advise and assist in the development of the program. 
2. Provide a Regional Reference Librarian who will work to 
raise the level of library service throughout the area 
by assisting library administrators in collection develop-
ment, staff training, and improving access to resources. 
3. Provide reference materials and research assistance to 
adult patrons referred to it by libraries in the area. 
4. Implement such programs and activities as mey be justi-
fied by need and approved by the Advisory Council and 
State Libra.ey-. 
VII. When ~Where Project !!!1!:. ~Implemented 
T.he Area Reference Resource Center Project will be implemented 
in FY 79 by the Greenville County Library in the seven county area 
of northwestern (primarily Appalachian) South Carolina and by the 
Florence County Library in the eight county Pee Dee (eastern) area. 
VIII. Key Libraries ~other :J:,ibraries Involved 
A. T.he South Carolina State Library 
B. The Greenville County Library (grantee) 
-6 county library systems 
-8 college and university libraries 
-4 Technical Education Center libraries 
-12 special libraries 
c. T.he Florence County Library _(grantee) 
-7 county library systems 
-3 college libraries 
-2 Technical Education Center libraries 
-2 special libraries 
.Xo 
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· Flotenee:, ·The LSCA grant provides salaries of the Regional 
Reference· Librarian and ·fiilc;mte -~ec,retarial help, pro100tion and 
printi:r;lg, .travel and .<;OJDDIUilic~tion. cos-t;;~, and other expenses 
approved by tbe AQ.visoey;. Cquncil within LSCA guidelines for 
Title Ili. · 
GreenD.lle;, '·In FY 79, '{;he LSCA: grant will provide the salaries 
of the ~egiona.:L Reference Librarian and .a <Uerical assistant; but 
the funds for financing the. general operations and special projects 
of the Greenville program will be partially assumed by the participating 
county librarieso This support will consist of an annual contribution 
on a per capita basis set by the Advisory Council, the per capita 
assessment for each county library for .FY 79 being l¢o FY 78 will be 
the final year for LSCA support of the Greenville ARRC. 
The Florence and Greenville County Libraries will continue to pro-
vide space and equipment for the Regional Reference Librarians and 
supporting serviceso Both grantee libraries will also receive supple-
mentary grants for materials under the Metropolitan Libraries Project 
(Title I) o 
LSCA Title III funds budgeted for FY 79 include FY 78 carry-over, 
and FY 79. 
Federal. Local ·Total 
FY 78 $ 5,000 -o- $ 5,000 
FY 79 44,600 $10 ,ooo. 54j600 
Total $49,600 $10,000 $59,600 
Method·of.Adniinistering·Project 
The projects will be administered under contracts between the State 
Library and grantee libraries (see attached copy). From the state level 
they will be supervised by the Deputy Librarian and the Field Service 
Librarians assigned to the grantees. At the local level, they will be 
supervised by the librarians of the grantee libraries and by Advisory 
Councils made up of librarians representing the various types of libra-
ries in the areao 
XIo Method .2!, Eval'!l$.tion 
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The Regional Reference Librarians prepare an annual budget and 
plan of activities which is submitted for ~onsideration and approval 
by the ARRC Librarian, the State Library, and the Advisory Council. 
Field trip reports and monthly reports on activities are prepared. 
The Advisory Councils meet quarterly to review the program and to 
recomnend future goals and activities. The success of the project 
is evaluated by the Advisory Council on the basis of the assistance 
provided to the local county libraries and to other libraries in the 
area in improving reference services. 
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SECTION :C. . DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
I. Objectives 
The purpose of this project is to plan and hold the South Carolina 
Governor's Conference on Library and Information Serilices, scheduled 
for March 15 - lT, 1979, which h&S as its objectives: 
1.. To identify the extent to which library and information services 
in the state meet the current needs of South Carolina citizens • 
. 2o To determine what library and information services must be 
developed to meet future needs and to set goals for action • 
. 3. To encourage support of libraries by making state and local 
officials, 1~ leaders, and citizens, aware of the role 
libraries and information centers play in the educational, 
economic, and cultural development of the state. 
4. To prepare citizens for participation in the White House 
Conference on Library and Information Services. 
li. RelationshiP to Long Range l?rogra.m 
The project supports Goal VG o:f the Long Range Program: To plan 
and carryout a state conference on libraries and information services 
in order to inform citizens of the status and needs of libraries, to 
produce goals for library development in the state, to prepare for 
the White House Conference on Library and Information Services, 
and to enlist lay leadership in the state to plan for library 
development. 
Ili. What the Project Expects to Aceo:O:Wlish 
The Governor's Conference on Library and Information Services 
is intended to strengthen and broaden the total library progra;m of 
South Carolina by involving citizens and leaders in the assessment 
of needs and the development of plans for library and information 
serviceso It should focUs public attention on the role libraries 
play in meeting the informational needs of our citizens and in the 
educational and cultural development o:f the state. It is hoped 
that it will make the public as well as local and state officials 
aware of the value of libraries and of the necessity for providing 
legal and financial support to make those services possible. The 
conference should result in greater use of libraries and infor-
mation resources as people become more aware of the facilities 
and services available. 
.v. 
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The u.s. Congress has authorized a White .. House Conference on 
Library and Infor.iDation SerVices, to be held October 2~November 3, 
l979, for the purposes of examining the status of library and infor-
mation services tode\v and devel.opi~ plans to improve the capacity 
of libraries to serve the people. Each state and territory is 
mandated to hold its own conference in preparation for the 
national meeting. 
In a population of ~. million, only about 21 percent of' South 
Carolinians are regular library users. Many non-users are unaware 
either of library services generally or of potential benefits for 
them persona.ll,.y. At the same time, financial support for all South 
Carolina libraries is lqw. Limited resources do not permit them to 
reach out to all the unserved or to adequately serve present users. 
Both the public and officials responsible for funding need to be 
informed about the value of library services. 
Who Is To Be Served --------- . 
Some 450 citizens and librarians will be involved in the 
Governor's Conference directly as delegates or observers. Several 
thousand will participate in the planning process and in the ten 
regional conferences which will proceed the Governor's Conference. 
However, the entire population of the state will benef'it to the 
degree that the Conference assists in the development of' adequate 
library services to meet the needs of the people. By making state 
legislators and local officials aware of the educational, infor-
mational, and recreational value . of libraries, a better level of 
support mey be obtain~do By making more people aware of library 
services, a greater proportion of the public is likely to avail 
themselves of those servic~s. 
VI. Activities ';ro ~ Used To Meet Objectives and Needs 
The activities centered around the Governor's Conference on 
Library and Information Services will include, among others : 
.1. The work of an Advisory Committee, representative of' the 
state's population and the library profession, responsible 
for planning, coordinating, and evaluating the conference • 
. 2. The work of eight Resource Committees responsible for 
collecting information, developing materials, and planning 
the conference progr~. 
"' 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, . South Carolina . 29201. 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title III 
Project J;:V. Pre-White House Conference 
. 3. · A year long program of publicity and promotion designed to 
prepare for the conference specifically and to increase 
public awareness of libraries. generallY. 
4. Ten regional meetings preceding the Conference for the 
purpose of informing delegates about libraries and for 
allowing larger numbers of citizens to participate in the 
needs assessment and planni~g. 
5o A ~. d.a\v state conference in which 200. citizens, 100 li• 
brarians or trustees, and 150 observers review the status 
of libraries, determine the needs of the public, and plan 
actions necessary to meet those neeqs. 
6. Follow-up activities includi_ng the completion of recom-
mendations to state officials and to the White House 
Conference on fUture library developments, preparation 
and distribution of conference reports, and participation 
of nine South Carolina delegates in the White House 
Conference. 
7. Incorporation of the goals and plans developed by the 
conference into the State Library's Long Range program 
and into the legislative program of the State Li bra:cy 
and the South Carolina Library Association. 
VII. ~ and • Where ·Project ·Will··· Be · Impl$iJ.ented 
The preparations for the conference will be carried out through-
out 1978-79 with the conference itself to be held March 15;..17, 1979, 
at The Carolina Inn in Columbia, South Carolina. 
VIli. Key Libra:ties. and other Libtaries Involved 
The conference, including preparation and follow-up, will 
involve eve:cy library of South Carolina, public and private. 
IX. Estimated ~ of and Sources of ·Funding 
The Governor's Conference is funded primarily by a grant from 
NCLIS and by FY 78 LSCA appropriatio:ns. FY 79 LSCA fuilds are 
budgeted to cover unforseen contingencies and the expenses of 





x. Metllo4 of Adiilinisteting. :Project. 
South Carolina State Libr~ 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1979 
Title III 
Project IV. 'Pre-White House Conference 
The South Carolina State Library is responsible for planning and 
carrying out the Governor's Conference within the guidelines laid down 
by the National. Commission· on Libraries an:i Information Science. The 
Deputy Librarian will serve as Conference Coordinator, a member of the 
Field staff as Assistant Coordinator, and a member of the State Library 
staff serves on each of the eight committees responsible for developing 
the conference progr~. Financial and other records will be maintained 
by the State Library in accordance with usual practice. 
Metllo4 ·· .£!.·• EVa.J.uat:Lon. 
The Advisory Committee will be responsible for monitoring 
conference planning and for evaluating its results. The committee 
will meet quarterly to review progress to date and to revise plans 
and directives as needed. The results of the conference will be 
measured in terms of the number of citizens and professionals 
involved in planning, participation, or im.plem.entatic>n; in terms 
of the recommendations and findings developed by the conference; 
and especially in terms of the implementation of recommendations 
and the effects upon legislation, fUnding, and services. 
ANNUAL PROGRAM 
LIBRARY SERVICES AND CONSTRUCTION ACT 
1977-1978 
Supplement 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
P.O. Box 11469 
Columbia, South Carolina 
29211 
\:;;:~t:5i·:::~y FY '78 CARRYOVER - TITLE I 
CO~~SOLIDATED LISTING OF PROJECTS INCLUDED iN ANtWAL PROGRAM FOR TITLES I AND II! 
THE AMOUNTS REPORTED BELOW ARE: STATE FOR fiSCAL YEAR DATE OF SUS-
(!]ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY PROJECT, BY LSCA TITLE 
ENDING MISSION 
0 ACTUAL EXPENDITURES BY PROJECT, BY LSCA TITLE South Carolina Sept. 30, 1979 NOV 1 1978 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THIS LISTING FOLLOW: THE PROJECTS.LISTED BELOW ARE AUTHORIZED L'NDER PROVI· 
1. Use a separate sheet for each LSCA Title I Program: Public Library, Institutional, and Handicapped; 
SIONS OF LSCA (checll «~eJ 
and for Title Ill. ~TITLE I, PUBLIC LIBRARY 
2. Transcribe the Information from Section 8 of each Project Report to one of the lines 0TITLE I, INSTITUTIONAL. 
below. QTITLE I, HANDICAPPED 
3. For each LSCA Title, show total of expenditures by cote11ory (columns 1-7) and source (columns 8-11). 
QTITLE Ill 
BY CATEGORY (columns 1.7) BY SOURCE (columns 8-11) . -
PROJECT SALARIES AND 
AUDIO. 
TOTAL BOOKS VISUAL EQUIP. CONTRACT• OTHER TOTAL FOR FEDERAL. STATE LOCAL NUMBER WAGES MATERI- MENT UAL SERVICES EXPENSES PROJECT FUNDS FUNDS FUN OS (uruel equel 
ALS column 1) 
l . ' 3 4 s 6 7 ' 
, 10 l1 
"-, I-A 4,535 4,535 4,535 
4,535 
II-A 3,800 20,666 24,466 24,466 24,466 
li-B 82,811 82,811 82,811 82,811 
III-A 2,942 2,942 2,942 2,942 
III-B 3,044 3,044 3,.044 3,044 
III-D 21,414 8,423 2,908 851 2,086 35,682 35,682 35,682 
II I-E 20,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 5,354 37,354 37,354 37,354 
IV-A 25,731 8,580 34,311 34,311 34,311 
V-D 38,400 38,400 38,400 38,400 
VII 19,592 19,592 19,592 19,592 
. 
rOTA I.$ 70,9~5 133,634 26,500 4,851 47,207 283,137 283,137 283,137 
i. v, .. ,.: .. .::,~-.~~ y· FY '78 CARRY-OVER- TITLE I 
CONSOLIDATED LISTING OF PROJECTS INCLUDED IN ANtmAL PROGRAM FOR TITLES I AND Ill 
THE AMOUNTS REPORTED BELOW ARE: STATE FOR F,SCAL YEAR DATE Or SUS· 
[]!)ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY PROJECT, BY LSCA TITLE 
ENDING tfd\?N 11978 
0 ACTUAL EXPENDITURES BY PROJECT, BY LSCA TITLE South Carolina Sept. 30, 1979 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THIS LISTING FOLLOW: THE PROJECTS.LISTED BELOW ARE AUTHORIZED UNDER PROVI· 
1. Use a separate sheet fen each LSCA Title I Program: Public Library, Institutional, and Handicapped; SIONS OF LSCA (checlr one) 
and for Title Ill, QTITLE I, PUBLIC LIBRARY 
2. Transcribe the information from Section 8 of each Project Report to one of the lines 0TITLE I, INSTITUTIONAL 
below, [EITITLE I, HANDICAPPED 
3. For each LSCA Title, show total of expenditures by category (columna 1-7) and source (columna 8-11). 
0 TITLE Ill 
BY CATEGORY (columns 1-7) BY SOURCE (columns 8-11) 
PROJECT SALARIES AND 
AUOIOo 
BOOKS VISUAL EQUIP. CONTRACT• OTHER TOTAL FOR . FEDERAL STATE LOCAL TOTAL NUMBER WAGES MATER .. MENT UAL SERVICES EXPENSES PROJECT FUNDS FUNDS FUN OS (mu81 •'IWJI 
ALS column 1) 
J :1 3 .. 5 6 7 8 9 JO lJ 
" VI-B 6.988 
6,988 6,988 6,988 
. 
TOT AU 6,98~ 6,988 6,988 6,988 
. . ~ . . . . ~ 
..J ~. ,· .. ~; • .:..: ' FY '78 CARRY-OVER- TITLE III 
COt~SOLIDATED LISTING OF PROJECTS INCLUDED IN AN!WAL PROGRAM FOR TITLES I AND Ill 
.-HE AMOUNTS REPORTED BELOW ARE: STATE FCR FiSCAL YEAR DATE OF SUS· 
IK) ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY PROJECT, BY LSCA TITLE ENDING 
MISSION 
0 ACTUAL EXPENDITURES BY PROJECT, BY LSCA TITLE South Carolina Sept. 30, 1979 NOV 11978 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THIS LISTING FOLLOW: THE PROJECTS.LISTED BELOW ARE AUTHORIZED UNDER PROVI· 
1. Use a separate sheet for each LSCA Title I Program: Public Library, Institutional, and Handicapped; 
SIONS OF LSCA (chec:lr one) 
arid for Title Ill. 0TI'.'LE I, PUBLIC LIBRARY 
2. Tronscrlbe the Information from Section B of each Project Report to one of the lines 0TITLE I, INSTITUTIONAL 
below. 0TITLE I, HANDICAPPED 
3. For each LSCA Title, show total of expenditures by category (columns 1-7) and source (columna 8-1 1). (3 TITLE Ill 
BY CATEGORY (columna 1.7) BY SOURCE (columns &.11) . 
PROJECT SALARIES AND 
AUDIO. 
BOOKS VISUAL EQUIP. CONTRACT• OTHER TOTAL FOR . FEDERAL STATE LOCAL TOTAL NUM8ER WAGES MATER!- WENT UAL SERVICES EXPENSES PROJECT FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS (mu•l equal 
ALS colurr.n 7) 
l . a 3 4 s 6 7 ' 
, 10 l1 
I 2,000 6,000 8,078 16,078 16,078 16,078 
III 5,000 5,000 5,000 
""··~---= 
5,000 
IV 18,810 18,810 18,810 18,810 
. 
rorAl.S 7 ,ooo. 6,000 26,888 39,888 39,888 39,888 
FY 78 Carry-Over Funds 
'' ----. --_- - -- --~-----------[ _,-""'--
.-\n ,,;: .·::cr tS rc:qt:lfc'·l ( 
fo; e.:r.h 1!1':-:1 0n t:,is fcnn. ' 
"i'i'i'irR-~PORl IS fOfl I TilLE 
PROJECT REPORT [XJ ~.f;.;';~~'?:;Eo 0 ~~;J~l~AL I 
For Titlu I o"d Ill of the Library s.,uices ond Construction Act, o~ omenJ.,d P.!... ?1-60::> 
,'R,•.lcl the lnstructivns IJ,•forf! comp/ctinl! this r•:porO 
f ISC.I.L YEAR EH-D!NG 
Sept~m~er 30, 1978 
STATE 






















1. NAME (ld~rllily U atat' •l~ncy, r~tiot••l Ot loc•ll•btsty, or,aniz•tion, or Jnsl1tutiott IIJJI will 1Jd.T~ini$ter the prOJ~~t) TELEPHONE (Area cod~, Nurrober, Eorenuon) 
South Carolina State Library (803) 758-3181; 758-3182 
AOORESS (fi..,bat, alteat, city and Stale) 
P.O. Box 11469, Columbia, S.C. I COUNTY _Richland I ZIP CODE 29211 CONvRI:.SSTCN AL DISTRICT lSI (It I~•• "'"" ~nt:,.. Slnlr, lial by number) All 
.:!. ~AME OF PROJECT 
Title I. Project IA. General Administration 
3. PRoJtcT oATEs --- -- --~-0- INITIAL PROJEcT txJ coNT•NuiNc- F>Fio.J!:-cT- IF coNTINUING PRoJEcT. GIVE PnEvlous PRoJEcT uuMaERI:A __ _ 
.._ESTIMATED TOTAl. TIME SPAN'(yeera) Indefinite b. PROJECT BEGAN 1956 <!, PROPOSEO-TERMIIIoiATION OATE Non-Terminal 
~~CP~~ AND POPULATION DATA (Complet• 'Ill ol tf1e oub·il.,tr.a "f•pliral>/e 10 tf1ia ptoj.,cl) f5. FOR TITLE Ill, INDICATE TYPE OF PROJECT 
{1) number Ot PersonS ::>erved by l'rOJeCt COL} BIOLIOGRAPIUC SERVICES 
a. Proposed 2,590,516 b. Actual czJ OcoMMUNICATION!O NETY•ORI( 
(2) Population and Predominant Characteristics of Area Served I mO oTHER cspuilyJ 
(Give best est~mate of the number and distribution of persons in the area s~e~r~v~e~a~b~y~t~h~e~p~r~O~Jre~c~t~ 
1 
a. Urban 1,232,195 - b. Suburban c. Rural 1,358,321 d. TOTAL 2,590,516 
6. TYPE 0~- GROUP(Ciiec.t tt.. bo• whiclo IIPal de:tt:tiiH-• lh~ population setvPd twIll<> proJect) 1 ---7. AGE GROUP SERVED (GiYI! bul eolimDir ol lh• dtsfttlltlfH'tft ·' 
(1) r=-:1 Econo~ically Disadvantaged (2) ;_- .J Insti.tutionalized 
(3) L 1 Physically Handicapped; Give number that is blind __ 
(4) t=1 Limited English-speaking (51 OD General Public 
(6) D Other (Specify) 
8. ETHNIC OR RACI/~ GROUP SERVED (Give best estimate of number 
persons served by race or ethnic group) 
a. 'lrative-Americans ·· I
1
241 e. Spanish-speaking 
b. Orientals 2,569 {Specify) 
c. tr.racks 789,041 I. Uther 2.235 
,_cf. Whit~s 1. 794,430 TOTAL ~<)_:-f )____b590, 516 
pr.rlt.ons ,.~,v~d in th• rrojrc:t by .,'" croups (sr• ilf'm .f ',,} 
NQWkiNG AuF.! 
(J GRAOUATl. (atr 1~~4,1 092,764 
OlYOUTH(etr:S·UJ (4t,t.C.F.£1f.ote6f,...dovn) 190,960 
9. NUMDER OF PARTICIPATING LIBR ... RIES ANO AGEt~(IES 
of I (I) TOT,t.L (Sumo/ ilemc (1) lhw (II) !6) OThER &CAUI:.MIC 2 
74 (7) SPE Cl A L 3 
PUBLIC 39 (I) HOSPo T A L5 4 
(.J) SCHOOL 0 (9) CORRI:.CliO-.AL 16 
(4) VOCATIONAL 0 . •(10) ~,!'.:~~l·~ I 41. 5 
(j)JR. COLlEGE 0 1111} OHlER 5 
SUMMARY OF (XP(NOITURES (Filf in l.inr 1 lnr "l'nOI'•JS/CiJ" '"''' Lrnr J lur "A• tv10l" '"•prnd•lur~$- llot•ad all t~mr•tml~t lo tt~tllt· st •l••ll~tt 1 
BY CATEGORY (Columna 1·1) BY SOURCE (Columns II·IIJ 
1 W TOTAL 
COO: PROJECT SALARIES BOOKS AUOr~VISUAL EQUIPMENT CONTRACTUAl. OTHER FEDERAL STATE LOCAl. (/lfuol ~q.,•l i:t- AND WAGES MATERIALS SERVICES FUNDS FUNOS FUNDS Col. 7) z 
Ooa:l-----------~--~(~I~)----~--~(Z~)~--+-----~(=J)~--~----~(~4~)----4-----~(~5~)-----+--~~~~~~~----~--~(I~)----~----~(9~)----~--~(~IO~)----;-----~~~II~J--­j:z~ 
uo..Ww 1. Pronosed 535 w .l: •. 4,535 4,535 .,x 
1&.1 




I CERTIFY that ;oil of the information 
contaancd herein is correct to the best 
of my knowled~te· 
~ ~ I/ 
NAME OF HEAD, STATE"I..ISRARY AGEt~CY (TI!PI!) -~~-f 
117'-of:H-r-- - I 
Estellene P. Walker. Librari . - _ _ . rY/.Jl-~ November 1, 1978 
OAT£ 
~ 
(Sec te•·e,H.' ol th•·" romzJ 
FY 78 Carry-Over Funds 
.(~-... ... . -- -·. ·-. - ·-·---- -I nn ~j:1· .. ::er 1~ r:_·r~~:•r~.:- 1 
fo; c;,ch t'''lll or. t:11s fen~ .. 
1 i Him'Po~-:1 1s fOI{ . TilLE 
PROJECT REPORT I 
--
P~OJECT P~O;~~T I lXI A ""OPO"O D •• '"UAL 
For Titlu I and Ill of !1-oe Library Services o:HI Construction Act, o~ amended P.L. ?1·60:l FISCAL YEAR Et~DlNG 

































,Re.Jd the /ns:rucli<,ns l;dor(' complt•!m~ /.'lis rcpor!) 
- . S.C. 
I. 14AME (ld~nuly il •tal~ •l~ncy, '~'ioual o' lo~•ll,btDty, ot,;enizalion. ot Jnstitutron that wdltJd~inhter the ptOJ~o:t) TELEPHONE {Arc-• cod~, Nutrtb•t, E~~.trnston) 
South (803) 758-3181; 758-3182 Carolina State Library 
A.DORE:SS /N...,tu.r, olrcrol, rlly and Sl•l•) I COUNTY I L~;~~~E CONGRE~SION A.L DISTRICT ISJ //II~•• """' rn t;,. P.O. Box 11469, Columbia, S.C. Richland Ststc-, Ill r b)' 11umb~,.) All 
;:. NA.ME OF PROJECT 
Title I. Project IIA. General Operations 
l. PROJECT OA.TES 0 INITIAl. PROJECT ~)CONTINUING PF;O~ECT, IF CONTINUH~G PROJECT. GIVE PREVIOUS PROJECT NUWBER ____ f!A"'-
"'ESTIMATED TOTAl. TIME SPAN"(y.,,.ro) Indefinite T b. PRO.JECT BEGAN 1956 jc. PflOPOSED.TEfiMINATION CA.TE Non-Terminal 
~~~~P .. ICA_~ AND POPULA.TION DATA (Complolc "" ol lh<: aub·it<:ml uf>plicb~lc to thil proj<:cl) 5. FOR TITLE Ill, INDICATE TYPE OF PROJECT 
(1) Number of Persons Served by Project IJJO BIOLIOGRAPtiiC SERVICES ( Jj; I J<<:FERENCE S(RV:CE 
a. Proposed 2,590,516 b. Actual (Z) OcoMMvNICATICN'. NeTwORK (J} 0 ;;J;;,'r,'iAL P'f'OC l~<o .. :. 
(2) Population and Predominant Characteristics of Area Served (5) 0 OTt<ER (Spt'crly) 
(Give best estimate of the number and distribution of persons in the area served- by the proJect 
Urban b. Suburban Rural d. TOTAL a . 1 232 195 c. 1,358,321 2,590,516 - ----
6. TYPE OF GROUPICiieC'I<_!!>.!._bo• whiclr b,.ar d•ar.ribt'l '"."' popullllion suv~d !.v 11:,. rr:_•l,.cl) 7. AGE GROUP SERVED (Grvc bt'sl <:slimOJI~ ol thr d• s '"''"''on o 
(1) •-:=! Econo~icall~ DisaJvantaged (2) ·~~ .J Institutionalized pt':tiCOtlS Sf'IVCd in /JUt (JtOj~~f br DA:f" 'IOU;Jt (Sf"~ ifC"m .f C I'} ' 
-(3) l I Physically Handicapped; Give number tltat is blind 
{4) t=l Limited En£lish-speaking (5) nn General Public 
Ill CHILI)REN (lltP 0•14J]89 • 709 
(1) YOUTH ("t" H·U) 519.083 
I]) ~~~~~",_GT~GF./1•''" ]<-64}1.0~ 92,i64 
90,960 (41 •('it::O (AI~ 61 and OV4'"r) 1~ 
(6)0 Other (Spec if~) 
9. NUMBER OF PARTICIPATING LIBRARIES ANO AGEr~CIES 
8. ETHNIC OR RACIAL GROUP SERVED {Give best estimate of number of (l) TOTAL (Sum ol rfems (2) 1/ttu ( 1J J. (6) OThER ACAUI::"'IC 2 persons served by race or ethnic group) 74 7) SP'I::CIAL 3 
a. Nati\re Americans 2 2t.l e. Span1sh speaKing "UBLIC 39 ~') HOSP'I TAl.S 4 
b. Orjentals 2,569 (Specify) (.1) SCHOOL 0 (9) CORR!::CTIO•H•L 16 
c. tuack.s 182.041 r. Utller 2 235 (i) VOCATIONAL 0 . ·(I~~L 5 
TO"L\C"l'a·-t) 2.-S90:516 
';,..H")Ot.~ 
d. Hlntes 1 794.430 ($} .JU- (Oll F ~E 0 Ill/) UTt<i-.R 5 
SUMMARY OF (XP(NOtlURES (Fill in L1nr I In, .. I'R()f'tJSf:.!J'' tmtt L, .... ,..:! fur -'.1.·tv~tl'' r•P"ndllurr,'l,;., Uu••Jd #tit 61nl£•unt_.. lo ntttttr·st doJrl.rt} 
BY CATEGORY (Columno 1-l) BY SOURCE (Columns .~-11! 
TOTAL 
PROJECT SALAifiES AUQt()oVtSUAL 
BOOKS CONTRA.CTUAL OTHER TOTA.L FOR FEDERAL 
ANO WAGES M-"'TERIALS 
EQUIPMENT 
SERVICES EXPENSES 
STAT£ LOCAL (fttfu,.t ~q•••l 
PROJECT FUN OS I'" UN OS FUNDS Col. 7) 
(1) (2) (J} (#) (5) (6) v '(7) (J) (9) (10) ( 1/J 
!"' 
1. Proposed 
~~-~gp 20,666. 24,466" 24,466 24,466 . . ~ v lJ ·----2. Actual '-
/ ~ I 
I CERTIFY that all or the information NAME OF HEAD, STATE'LIBRARY AGE' C/i ;T~ "GHATURE ld f/ OATE 
contamcd herem is concct to the best 
'i,A o( my knowledge. Estellerie P. Walker, Librariar{j ~Jt- ~ 1 f/}cr~-1.- .. li..A-m .. J . .::.~..' L' November 1' ~ -\(~ -- / .. .....,(Sf!t! revctsc of 1h1.~ lormJ 
1978 
PROJECT REPORT 
FY 78 Carry-Over Funds 
- ------ -- ·---·-----,-:.n ,.,,, .n:r ts :--.-.1~:1 r·:·l 
fo: P;:r~ t!('m on t:1is form. 
j"'i"'H'iiT:'"{p;)';, 1 I~ F 0 I{ 




lllrl ' ,."0"0"0 0 '" "'"" 
For Tot!u I ond Ill of rl,e Librory Services ond Con~truction Act, <;1~ emended P.L. ?l-60:l 
































,R•'•ld /foe lnstrucli<•ns /,eforc- comr,lc-!ln~ this rcr:o:!) .. 'S.C. 
1. ~Atr.4E (/d~ntily it •t•l~ oft:ncy, t~c;ou•l ot locall•bnHy, or.anizelion. or inslituUon th.:~t w•ll ~Ad.ninister th~ proJ~ct) TELEPHONE (A••• codo, Numbc,, E•••nsron) 
South Carolina State Library (803.1 758-3HH; Z58-3l82 
AOOAESS (Numbe•, •treer. city •nd Stelf•) I COUNTY I ZIP COOE C.':JNGHE.~SIONAL OISTRICTISJ (l/lu1 llo;on .. n· Stntt', /ill b)' numbc•J 
P.O. Box 11469 Columbia, S.C. Richland 29211 All 
>P* 
~-NAME OF PROJECT 
Title I. Project liB. Strengthening_ the State Library Agency ·---·-----J. PROJECT OATES ( l INlTIAL PROJECT !XJ CONTINUING PROJECT IF CONTINUING PROJECT, GIVE PREVIOUS PROJECT tiUMBER liB 
a. ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME SPAN'(y<'..,l) Indefinite I b. PA?JE'CT DEGAN 1975 I c. PflOPOSEO-TE n~mu TION 04 TE Non-Terminal 
~~~~-P~!-~. ANO POPULATION DATA (Comp/et~ •II ol lh~t eub·il~m• "f>plr~hi>lo to tl•i• proj~cl) 5. FOR TITLE Ill, INDICATE TYPE OF PROJECT 
(1) ~umber of Persons Served by Project (JJ[_j BIOLIOGRAPIIIC SER\IICES (JJ0 llF:FEnENCE SEAIIICF. 
a. Proposed 2,590,516 b. Actual (Z) c:JCOMMUNICATION!; NETWORK (J) CJ ~ili~~i."'l.. PHOC l~SI>Hi 
(2) Population and Predominant Characteristics of Area Served (5)U OTHER (Sp~crly) 
(Give best est~mate of the number and distribution of persons in the area served by tne proJect: 
a . Urban 1,232,195 b. Suburban c. Rural . 1,358,321 d. TOTAL 2,590,516 ----
6, TYPE 0~ GAOU~k~bo• whiclr br1t de.•aibr~ '"" populsliun :>~ttv<'<f by th<> projr.cl) 7. AGE GROUP SC:R'-EO (Grv~ brsl eslrm.:JIP o/the d•slt~IJtlf~ttlt 0 ' (1) ;~ Econo~icnllv Disadvantaged (2) .~- --' Institutionalized p,.ti'ons ~f'rv~d ;n the projt'C, by a~~ l'oup• (s~• llf'm .f C •J} 
(3) r ' Physically HandicaEEed! Give number that is blind __ {II CHIJ..('IRFN (1t~r 0•/4)7_8__9 __ ]09 .lllf0RKIP.4G AGf../ (J) (',AA('IUA T( (et;r 1~-i54Jl oc 
(4) t=l Limited English-speaking (5) ~I General Public (:)YOUTH (t•/1~ IS·]~) 519 083 (4J Aftf'(l fAI~ 6 f And ov~,.) lS 
2,764 
0,960 
(6) L.:l Other (Seecif~) 
(Give best 
9. NUMOER OF PAR11CIPATING LIB!'lMIIES AND AGEt~(IES 
8. ETI-ir:IC OR RACIAL GROUP SERVED estimate of number of 
(I) TOTAl.. (Sum ol rl<n•s (1) thm (/IJ (6_, OThER ACAU["'IC 
persons served by race or ethnic groq)) 
(7) 5"ECIAL 
a. Native Americans 2,241 e. ~panl.sh· spealung PUBLIC (I) HOS,.ITA LS 
b. Orientals 2,569 (Specify) (J) SCHOOL (9} CORIH::C l!O,.,AL 
C • .!HaCKS 782 1 Q(il 1. Ut11er 22235 . (4) '10(~ TIONAL -(10) ;;,~~:.:~~ToAL 
d. W!nte!S 1,794,430 TOTAL (a n 2,590,516 (5).>R. CCllLGE i(//) OTHr:R 
~UMMARY OF EXP[NOilURES (Fill in 1.."'~ I tnr "I'TIOI'IJ~f:l)" nn•l L011P 1 '"'"A.-tun/" •~prnd''"'~'• Uoun1 ttl! tw:-•uniA to nt:llf'' st ;~,,lf.H} 
BY CA":'EvORY (Column• 1·7) BY SOURCE (Colvmn1 lf·IJJ 
TOTAL PROJECT SALA•IIES AuOro-v•SUAL ~-L FOR ltOOKS EQUIPMENT COtJTRACTUAL OTHC:A FEDERAL STATE LOCAL tMu .. r "q'"'' A"'O WAGES MATERIALS SERVICES EXPENSES JECT 
(I) 
FUN OS FUNDS FUN OS Col. 1} 
(2) (J) (4) (5) (6) /·· £ ,., {I) (9) (10) 11/J 
~ 12~11 1. Proposed 82.811 82,811 82,811 f':.:"" ?".'i '--- r--
2. At"tual j ( v '} _/-...... 
I CERTIFY that all or the inCormation NAME OF HEAO, STATE't..IBRARY AGENCY (Typo) i~!,URE ( -'\- ') 
-!/~L 
DATE 
contained herem is conet't to the be!:t /~ ~iu~~ of my knowledge. Estellene P. Walker, J. .. ibrariel{l ~\- ~ber 1 ' 1978 
'-. . ./ (S<'C te!VCt:Sf." o/ th1.~ /om1) 
PP.OJECT REPORT 
FY 78 Carry-Over Funds 
-.. . --------- ··- . ··---1 
.-\ n .. n ; :: <.' r 1 '• r c q ~: 11 ,• I 
f,Ji ('~:ch lff':n f)n Cu·; f.'"'r:n~ 
lf'iiiT~"P7jj.71 IS Full lliLf. 
I J~E;-~0·~~~~ __ p ~~~~c;_\~~-- _______ r__ _ ____ _ 
F r. 1 1 d 111 f h L.b s . d c . A J J pI ?I 60" I FISCAL Y[.;:( UH>!NG STAT[ I;>RO;t.::T NO or 1 t eos on o f e • rory er·,•ces .,n on~trucl•on ct, o~ om~r:u~'J ·-· · .J ... ~ ... ,... 19 7 
9 
. 

















l. NAME (ldrnti ly il •t•l~ Dl~ncy, rr,;•Ot••l or local t. br.Jt)', orfiltnizafiQn, or ltts/itul•on th.~t will hd:niru~ler 1/t,. pu.,Jr,: t) TEL EPHQtl E (An• codf', N ... mber. E atrns1on: 
1 
South Carolina State Library __ -i· (803) 758-3181; 758-3182 
AODRCSS (."'iumber, •lre•t, city end Stet•) I COUNTY ZIP CODE C\JflVHE.~:..IONAL OI!,THICTtSI Clllt>•• lh;.m ,,t,,..• 
SrJJit', li•t by n~.~mbtr) 
P.O. Box 11469, Columbia, S.C. Richland 29211 All 
Z. t.AIAE OF PROJECT 
Title I. Project III-A. Field Services (State Wide Program) 
l. PROJECT OATES Q INITIAL PROJECT (}{)CONTINUING PRO,ECT --,F-C_(l_N_T_t_N_U_I_N_G_P_R_O_J_E_C_T_,-G-I'JE f'FlEVIOU~ f'ROJECT t.UI.IBER ____ ttr=A 
... uru .. ArEo TOTAL TIME sPAN·r,-.-..,•J Continuing E-;-~;~:Ecr DEGAN 1957 ]~:~~~f::)-;.(;;;:;;;;~-r,o"'_ c-'~: Indefinite 
• t;EOGPAPWICAL AND POPULATION OATA (Cor.-:pl,_.t~ 1411 tJI r!l~ e1~ -it~tr.• us,pltca:,:c to llu• prOJ~ct) S, fOR TITLE Ill, INC'JC,\TE TYPE OF Pii::'JECT 
(i)-Nu;ber of Persons Served-byProject rJJC1 D•oL•oci!Ar>uc s•.r.-v•crsTcJI~I "-,-.,-E-n_E_~«_c_!::_s_E_~R-v-.-c-f.-: --
a. Proposed 2,590,516 b. Actual lmLJco..,..,v"'c"Tio••' ><(l .. oR"' !JJ0l_~;,'s:1i_"L Pr<Ocl~:""'" 
(2) Population and Predominant Ch'lrncteristics of Area Served (.SJ[_i or><ER (Sp.-cityJ 
(Give best estimate of the number and distribution of persons In the area servea-~b~y~t~h~e~prOJect 
t a. Urban 1,232,195 b. Suburban c. Rural. 1,--158,321 d. TOTAL 2,5~0,5~--------'--
[ 7. AGE GF"IQ':JP <;(r.\ £0 {Gt"'-t' b,.st r~>rim.,t,. of fh• d"'"'"''"m of 





SUMMARY OF f)(P[NOITURE:S 1F"f in l.m,. 1 t .. ,, .,PI?f"IT'O.<;f·:n•• !1n•l ( '·'~} t ,, ",1,·tutll .. rapf'nr!durf'!l~ 1\Q,,.,;.'! ,.llllfnt•tmt ... lo ,..,.IH,'l.' ,f,~rt.Jt.' 
J 9Y CAT.EGORV (Colut;we 1·7) ·- .. _ 8'1 SOURCE (Columns ,'4·11) 
I I AUOIC>-V•5UIAIS COtl;:CTUAL OT>1ER FI:OEAAI_ STATE 
Ma.T(R:ALS QUIPMENT SERVICES FU,..OS FUNDS 
f-------+------1--..:.·.:-:..'--+---...:(.:J~J- (4) (5) t!_! __ t- (?) ! 









U ~ UJ I 1. Propost"d J 
I 
W X• 
"'~ L - ---
2. Actu~l 
TOTAL 
LOCAL tMu,.t ,.qu•l 
FUNDS Col. ]) 




0 .. TE 
November 1, 1978 ... ---~ 
(:;t'C t<'\'<'t~(' of th1 < tom:) 
U I . . I NAMt. ()I' HF.AO, STATE'LtBRAHV AGENCY (Tt·pr) i SIGNATURE L/ 1 • ...,o I CERTIFY that all of the illl<>rm;:tton 1 
U z o con tamed here-m as coJTcct to the bc~t I 
~g~ of my knowlc-dce. Estellene P. Halker, . [..4. ;.r _ ~i]Jf_ 
\~ 
FY 78 Carry-Over Funds 
PROJECT REPORT 
.·. :· ,.; ... <.:; ~.~ .. r-~:.I~:-~r.;l-·--1· ( 
fq· ,..,fh 1 !l'm on t:,, '' ~cr.1:. 
I~ j:'Q;"":'ll:, FOil I_T_I_T_l_E-------------
I XI A nnor.)SE:J 0 AN I'CTUAL 
t l. ,...,PUH:.:T P:':iOJECT 
I 
For TIII<'S I OMd Ill of r11e library Ser·••<es and Construction Act, a~ aMended P.L. ?l-00J 
,·."?~.1rJ the ln.•:rucli<•CJS /,dot(' corn;.-l~:,r.~ tl:is r•.;;o,:) I
f !SCALY-.::.'R EN :l!NG ________ _ 
Scptt~m~'er 30, 1979· 

















1. NAME (ld~ntily it attal#' a1concy, u·,,o,•l 01 lot:alltbt.Jty. otJIIt•i~,,,~,.,,. or lnstif:Jtion tiJJt wJII 1..-f·ninrs!et tl·e pro;~ct_J TELEPHOt~( (At~• cod•, Nu,ber, £11tt:na1on) 
~03) 758-3181; 758-3182 
t))r~vHE~SIONAL DISfRICTISJ (// lr .. ltuon rnt;,.. 
South Carolina State Library 
~our•TY 
I Richland 1
' ZIP CODE 
29211 
AOOHE~~ tr.'um!J""'• ttte•t, city •nd St~tte) 
Stolt-. liat by numbc') 
P.O. Box 11469, Columbia, S.C. All 
~- "AlAE OF' PkCJECT 
Title I. Project III-B. Career Education: Workshops 
l. PHOJECT OATES Cl INITIA;. PROJECT txJ CONTINUING PRO~ECT IF' CONTtrWINC PROJECT :_~~~~--"~~EIIIOUS PROJECT t~UIA~E;II:.c;--II'"I-B 
... EHIMATeo TOTAL TIME SPAN'(, .... ,., Indefinite I"· PRo;c·:r oe:G .. ,.. l9)o I"· PllOP~_:E;J TEr>•••NATooN DATE Indefinite 
4 t;EOGAAPUICAL AND POPULATION DATA (Complet~ o// of tl>r aub•otrmo "I'J'Iorn:.l<: to IIHI proj,cl) S. F'Ofl TITLE Ill, "'OICATE TYPE OF PI>CJECT 
(i)-r-:ut;ber of Persons Served by Project <nLl CIOLIOvflAPt~IC Sl 'l\"ICES lo>c:J~ .. -.=-.. -E-fl_(_N_C_e:_S_l_R\IoCf. 
a. Proposed 2,590,516 b_. Actual (zJuco...,,..,u,..lc.u.o ... ~Nuv.·onKic~>O~~~vr'c'{AI..Pr<oc:-:L:-:~:-.:;~, ... :-:-::-::;-
(2) Population and Predominant Characteristics of Area Served mLJ or,..£R tSpwtyJ 
(Give best estimate of the number and distri.hution of persons 1n the area served by the proJect 
a. t:rb:m 1,232,195 b. Subarbilll c. Rural 1,358,321 d. TOTAL 2,590,516 
~·TYPE~~- CROUPtCit•c-.tr_ th*' bo• which b'"•' de~r,;l't,.~ ,, .. ,. populatiQn ~er••,.d t.v tho ptt~/t'!Cf) \7. AGE GROUP S(R'vEO (Gn·~ bf"st ~'''"'·Jl' ol fl•• 
(1) i l I:conor.'lically Disadvantaged (2) .~---J InstitutionalizEd ' P"·'""' >tn-NI"' ,~-..,,,;ret ty •Qr ltCu;>• (srr olrm 4~·-'_J ____ _ 
(3) L~1 Physically Handicapped; Give nmr~b~r that is hli~d --- ~· c><•LOREN <"~~ 0 • 141 787,70 n• ~~~~~· .. Gr:"F.'r•t• 1 ~.114_, 1 ,092, 7f-4 
~ Cl Limited English-speakillg (5) [LI General Publl.c 1---EJ ~OUTH (.,, .. r<-11) 519 083 141 '·GF('If.otdiN>dov") 190,960 
(6) Cl Other (Specify) 
d••"•J:ultun co( 
9. NUMIJE~ OF PARTI';.IPATING LIBRAqllS AND AGE,CIES 
8. ETHI~IC OR r.ACIAL GROUP SEIWED (Give best est:i.mate of nu!P.b.~r of ~TOT AI.. (Sum g/ ,, ..... (]) lhtu (I/) (6) OThfl<---.:cAu·l-.. --,-c-----





tENative Am:_ricans 2,241 - e. Spanish-speaking -~----~,ua1..•c 39 111 ttOSP•u1..s -4-
b. Orientals 2, 569 (Specify) rJJ scHooL ,,, coRnHTIO~AI.. 16 
c. Blacks 789 041 f. Uthl'r 2,235 u> vc.or•o••A'- ·c1o1 ~-E~~~~~N/'"'- 5 
bf:-w'il}._!.QS 1, 7 94, 430 TOTAL (a-f) _2....t220, 516 -----L-;. <; -:-;: c oc ,-;-0_ 1u1• o r .. c. R s 
SUMMA.J\Y OF (XP['N011UR£S 1Fitl in Lrnt> 1 f,., "P[(:"JI'tJSF.:J•· n"·' l.mr ') l=•r " .. ;, r. ·:i'• t"JCpt>udlf•ut"!'C~ llot~url 1tll ltf?'••••:•t.. lo f'lt'llt•·•t •/.di .. HJ I BY c-~H.GORY (CoiOJt",n. 1-~) ---
• I 
BY SOU ~CE (Columns ~·/I I 
....... 
ID ~ I P~OJECT _,_1-
... _c:: 
P~O. 




OTk!:R TO-.iAI.. FI)R 
















I~) (6) II'\ (7) {9) (/I} 
~ 044 ! 3,044 - . t------·-t· 3,044 
U I CERTIFY ll • I . ( . NAME OF HEAO. STATE.I..IBRARY AGENCY n·,·pr) I DATE • ""'0 th.-t ..1 01 t 1e an onnat1on · 
) I I ~ li 
U Z o cuntaoncd hetcon IS conect to the b<!Sl 
~g~ ot my knowtcd.:e. Estellene P. \.Jalker, Librarian _-NOvember 1, 19i8 
FY 78 Carry-Over Funds 
- -·· -- ----·-·-- - ---·---~--
PROJECT REPORT 
~
. .\n;,Ji·;.•:c:::r, .. l;:lr-c! 
i r.:r·ll itt·:~~ '"':-:: t:11 .. ~ fr\~l. 
~PORl IS f0t< TITLE 
PCJ ~,;:;w·~~SE!) CJ ~~o";'i~~AI. r 
For Titl.,s I ond Ill •,f ,~,., Librory S•rvices ""d Const•uction Act, o~ o,-,ende-i P.L. ?I-6•J:l 
, ."?1·dd the /nstruclivns fJt.~ivrc compl<"!ln/1 thi.~ n.:por~) 
fiS:: A L v E:. R -ru·o:~o~ G sr A t-=E:----------.
1 
p il o H.~ 


























I. NAME (IJrtlltly it •t•t~ o•~nC)', rrti011•l o' local l•t·rsty, or.;ani:r•tion. or lnsli!uliCJn t!1.JI w11l 11d:T1ini&t.er the pt.;JJ~Ct) TELEPHON£ (Arr• codr. Number. Eatrna•on) 
South Carolina State Ubrarv _1(803) 758-Jl8L; 758-3!82 
-- I CO~TY ZIP CO:::>E COri::;Ht::!.sw>;"ALC-sr'HtCTtSI(//1••• ''""' rnt•r• 
I Stntr. li•t by nurrb<erJ P. 0. Box 11469, Columbia, S. C. Richland 29211 All 
AOORESS (.'\'Uff1bet, erteer. Clf)' •na ~ror•J 
~- NAME OF PROJECT 
Title I. Project III-D. Service for the Disadvantaged (see also Project TV-A. Library Dev~~opment) ________ _ 
• _ ..... ,_,. I 
l. PrtOJEC 1 u~ • L~ 
8. ETH!UC 01{ RACIAL GROUP SERVED (Give best estimate of number of 
pen;ons senred by race or ethnic ::;roup) 
('"j)f'OTAL (SL~--;;J;";;:;;;;(]Jt.'Htl (JJJ (6/0~RAC,\-(~l'-AIC 
]() (7) 'IPlCIAl. -----
a, Nat:LVeAmerlcans- 100 e. Spanish-speaking -r----o-., ..n 
I b. Orientals 100 (Specify) f-l,.,JJ-::-5-::-c-,.-:-o-o"'-t.---"~-------+~-,-~-~-::c-::o-::R-,.-t.....,c:-:,:-,-:-o-·•-,.-~.------
-----· 
lJHLiC 
c. Blacks 39,000 r. Other so (4} VNATIOO<;AL (10) ~,t.~~~;.~TtAl. 
lrl. whites 25,750 TOTAL (a £)65 000 {5)JI<.COLli.Gt 11/l)UHHR 









BY \ATEGORV (Columns 1-7) BY SOURCE (Colt~mn• -•·Ill 
AUOto-V•SUAl. EO CO~TRACTUAI. OTHCP. TOTAl. FOR FFOCRAl. STATF: LOCAl. 1-"~·• rqu.ol =1 TOTAL MATERIALS uoP>4 SERvt.;:Es EXPEN>ES PROJECT FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS Col. 11 (11 (I) (5) (7J (II) (9) (10) ; 1/J 
21,4141 8,423 I 2,908 ' 851 T ,682 ' 35,682 I - 35,682 ,------------- ·---------1 -~------- r t------ --
L__ _l______ l I -- - J 
• ~0~1 CERTIFY that all of the in(onnalion 
~"Zo cont .. ,ncd her.·m is correct to the be,.t 
., 2% o( my knowl<:'cl~e-
t-< 
NAME OF liEAO, STATE'I.IOR ... RY "GENCY (Typr) - ( .,. 
~8tellene P. Walker, Librarian il1Jff-,_ _...__ ~Jh'< __ ..... dLA· 
OATE 
NQv~mber 1, 1978 
--~--
\.\..__ ~ (3cc revcr~c ol thl-'< /om;) 
FY 78 Carry-Over Funds 
PROJECT REPORT 
- . -- ---1 ·-----
:\:l ,.,: .·.':t:r 1.,; (L'4•!1(L~.{ 
l__!~r (',1fh lf(',n o~ ths:; fum. __ _ lti!S I:..:Po;.:: !S hJ~ I TITLE 
I 1-, A f'r.Qf'OSEO 0 All •CTU.OL tX ,·,aoJE~T ?~OJL.:T I 
1979 
l H.U~ r; • i s. c . .. 
1. NAN( (/.JrtJttfy ,( •t•tr ~~~~ncv. '~'101ral 01 locall•bt4ry. or.anizai;.:Jn. or lnst;tul,on r': .. H .. !l!~.oun:nurer thr pr('lt~~t) TE.LEPHO._.[ !Arr• cod~. Nurrber, Falrnaton) 
South Carolina State Library (803) 758-3181; 7)8-3182 
---· -C·:~h.i~E.\:J,IQJ>.t&L i.J·~rns~TIS: (II ''•• "'"'" ,, ":J:J-JCSS (."lutrher, •''••'• ell)' and Stat•) ! ..:ou•nv I ZIP CODE 
? • 0. Box 11469, Columbia, s. c. I Richland 29211 Sta!r, liar 1-, nL ,.b~rJ All 
t·"41 
7.-hAUE OF PROJECT 
Title I. Project III E. Service to Older Americans 
l. P;>OJt.:~ GATES [j1 INITIAL. PROJECT L.JCONT•NUING PJ;O~ECT IF" c--:··N'IN'.II"C PP;:>JCCT, GIVE i'II(\IIOUS f"rl')JECT I•UWB~ -----
.... EH• .. ATFO rouL r• .. c S'"A"' (I·•·"•J 3 It-. P!l~"E·~r C!EGM• 1978 -==-]~- 1'1·0"•;~·.-:-:') Tf;,,;l .. a.Tio"' ca.r£ SeEtember 30, 1 980 
~ ~~.~P~P~L ANO POPULATION OAT_A (Ccnrplotr ~II vf chr ou',·•'•.r.o ur•:•loc•;,/r 10 f/uo ptoJ•UJ ~:_;~_;~ U'.~~~-~-C·IC_:"TE T_'fPE OF P~;:;(C; 
(1) .,IJ:-J~Jl:!r of Persons Served by ProJect u. __ 1 ~~oL..::.v··"""'c ~·-·- .. ~u jr;•; 1 <>•:nnp.cE s~"' ~t: 
.::~. !.'reposed 14,598 b. Actual rl;,-5·~o·-•;~-..... lc•ri~ ....... r••<JR~!cJJL:j~';.7,'·.'Fc .. L ""'ocu:.•"-:; 
----- L! • .L!..{. 
(2) Porul.aticn and Predominant Characteristics of Area ServeJ o1r~~ or .. t n r~,. .. ,,,.J 
(G:-,e best estimate of the number and distribution of r:ersons 1n tl)eareii-serveJ--oy the proJect 
t.:rt-an b. Sub:Jrban c. P.ur<1l 4,6l:i d. TOTAL 14,598 ~· 92983 .. ----- -------
< (1, ,, • .J,.,,,.,, of 
J
t 6. TYP~ ?'" CRVUPt(". hork-~h:;_l>oo ""'c/o brot durtd>ro '·'' !!::'!'_ul•l•cn ur.-•1 tv If",• P' •i•:-1) '7, AG£ G".)Uf" ~(.R,[O ,c;,., brat u''"'''" ol 1/or 
~ _il): __ ; Ec:£:!_0:->ica.!l_y Dis:ldvantu.~cd (2) .~:::.-:i Inst.i.tution<:.lL:ed ""''"'" ,.,.,rl n ,,.,, ,.,, i•<' t,· ., .. ''"''"' :s<r ilrm 41-1~~ 
- ' (-) [ . P1 . . . 11 11 d. d. ,. . ...b r tl "'t 1' s blind 0 I •v""''•G Av<'.' ' 9' . t Ht-:::' ,1) s1ca Y an 1capEe. • v1VC nu .• __ ~ 1... • . • --,--_ 11 c"1'·.£'·"f,.,. iA:r c: 11 , ,_,1 c.•uf'vA H ,.,~ :·-. 11~ • ... 4 
~ 4 Ll ~imit~d Entdish-speahng (5) Ll General Pubhc ....:.l..L:!.!'!..Y ,., rn:• t<-74) 0 y! 654 t41 .tr.~r"~~~,. 6' lltnd o .. r- .. ) 
(6) J}cl Other (Specify) Older Americans (age 60 anc abo·;e) 
·--~;::.~;-~APTICIJ.•ArJNG LIBf~~~~-=;-[$ 
···- · I' GRO"P SEPV~"D (r·; .. b t -t·...,,t.,_ • 'l··-b··r of·------------------.--------------8. Elh .. IC 0:~ P .. :\C AL L,. • .. \. .:. ......... .,c es E.:. 1 ......... ~ 0 • .t" .. : \,_; r ,,, T(~TJ\L!.:O-J·TIOiffrt."ll~(:)f"1tlltlJ} t6,0T•~E:.q A\,..'\Ut:'""'l( l __ pers~)ns served by r2ce or etlmic group) I 44 ''I s"ECI., 
c. Bl.acks 2-;-58F ~· v~ .. -· 
a. tiative A..":l.;;ricans e.--~sh-spcaking ·.,u"'-·~ 39 I. ''J"<>~P·'•'-; 
b. Orientals (Specify) (')i'SCHO'ol.. . (9] conRlC1IO•UL 
-0 '"'' ••l"'or.l. ""''"'"'' .. ' ;(IOJ ~t,:~~~~·~Tt4l. 
4 
(4} \.'OrA TIONAL 
?.. tthit:!s 11 999 TOT~\L (a-f) 
=.L 
18 
14,598 ( j;) ,H, (r,l l , .. _:, ... 
·--r.:-:-:---· ~-----
111/' ut .. ;Q S.C. State Librarv 
SUU!A.-A.RY OF (i"P(NCiliJR!~ •F,If •n Lm- 1 ,,... ''I':~OI'fJ."f."J'' "n•l lmr; 1, ''/\,,,,., .. r•r"'"•·''''''···~ ...., I --- SY CA':'(GORY tCol..:nuo :·7) 
1
~ BY SOURCE (Colu~ns •·II> 
I w lOTAL c::3 PROJECT Sa.LARI_Es BOOKS AUO>c:>-v·~UAL EQUIP .. ENT co•;TRa.CTUAL OT><E~ TOTAL FOP FElJFRAL. I STAT£ I LOCAL. filfw•' rqu•• 
zt-t- '""'0 W»..,F.S "'"'TERIALS SERVICES EXPEN~£5 ,} PPOJ€CT FUNDS FUNDS FVNOS Col. 1) 
~o;( (I) (1) (J) (4) {S) (6) j (7) <,<) 1 19) flO) :11/ 
.. :::: ._, ~ I r ~~'I ' 1 ~~~:1. Proposed 20,000 4,000 4,000 j 4,000 , j./-",J541( }37,354 37,354 ! i 37,354 
"'' >< ' u.; r . -------·- .. - -····---- ·-------- - --· ··--- -·-- •-
2. Aclual l I I 
Ur.t.,,., •"•·""~l··uur ... :,) r.,.,.,. st oJ .• :t., _______ _ 
---
..... (OF HE .. O, Sl"AT('LIBRAR¥ 
, :;!a I CERTIFY that all of th~ informallon j:\ovember 1, 1978 
U Z Q C\)n!o~Jncd h<'C.'"'I IS COI'TCCI IO the be~t 
~g~ ofTToykno .. :c-d~e. Este1lene P. Walker, !..ibrari 
FY 78 Carry-Over Funds 
;'.n ;:;~ - .. c; tS CL''Plr'-'·l (' 
for e;:d1 1lrm :->n t!11s f0rm. · 
"'iHi'Si:~POkl IS FOil TITLE ----




f h . s . c . A d p 
1 
FISCALY-EAR ENO!NG -=-s-=r-A-=r·-=E:--------.,,-:-.,-Ro;.:cr ~::.. 
or 11 u I ond Ill o. 1 e l1brory e••.1ces ond onstructoon <:_'• a~ a"'en ed .L.? ·600 -. n P. h 30 !979 S, IV _ ,Read the lnstruc/r(Jns /;clare comr,Jctm~ th1s ro:por!) ~e, t _m~er • C • A 
1. NAME (ld~r•ti ly il •tal~ oQ~ncy,. t~Cio11al ot locsl llbtaty,. or~onrz•fion, or lnslilut•on t!J.:Jt will Dd.nini&ter lite ptO/f!C t) TEL E P~40N E (A re• cod~. Numb~r. E •tenuol't; 
South Carolina State Library (803L758-3181; 758-3182 
AOORESS cr;umbet, etteel, city and Stale) I COUtHY l ZIP CODE CONGHE5SIONAL OIS': RICTISI (//lu• ,,., .... ., n1 t;,.. 
P 0 11469 
. Srnr~. liot b}· number) 
• • Box , Columb1a, S.C. Richland 29211 All 
2. NAME OF PROJECT 
Title I. Project IV - A, Library Development (Grants-in-aid; also DisadvantAged) 
3. PROJECT OATES [_I INITIAL PROJECT ~ CONTINUitiC PRO~ECT IF CONTINUING PROJECT. GIVE f'REVIOU$ PROJECT I<Ut.taERlv:.x--
~ ... ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME SPAN"(yeoroJ Indefinite I b. PROJECT BEGAN 1973 I<'· PnOPO~-W--TEP'-'I"ATIO"l o.a.rr 1978 
~ -"-"-·~~~P_ .. _I_C_A·~- ANO POPULATION DATA (Comp/et~ ~II ol th~ eub·ilctr.a uf>p/ocDi..la to thi• praj<'~l) 5. FOG TITLE Ill, INDICATE TYPE OF _P_R ... O ... J_E_c._r _________ _ 
o (1) loumber of Persons Served by Project 1nCl BIOLIOGRAP>Hc scnv1cE.s ! IJ>O 'lrJEnENC£ sEPv•cF. 
t; a. Proposed 750,000 (30%) b. Actual m OcoMMUNICA~IC>•·- NEnoRK 1 I·SJU ;~-~~','c1iAL Pr<ocn~~"~ 
~ (2) Population and Predominant Characteristics of Area Served (5J0 oTHER cspwtr> 
~ (Give best estimate of the number and distribution of persons in the area served o==y--::-t.,.,h"""e_,p~r~oc-:!J-:::e'""c'""t=-----
A. . 
, a. Urban 1.211.345 b. Suburban c. Rural.l,265,895 d. TOTAL 2.,477.240 
~ 6. TYPE OF GROUP(Ciieelr lh• bo11 whiclt brot de~ailHa the population serv~d by tho ptojed) 7. AGE GROUP SERVED iCov~ b~•t •stim<Jt,. olth• dos•"t""""'., ( 
5 (1) r-=:J ·- Econor:1ic~llv Disadvantaged (2) .~- .J Inst:ltutionalized P"'"""" ... ,.~rl in the projrcl ~r 11 '~ ~' 0 ";'" (•r• irrm 4Pl} ------B (3) L 1 Physically Handicapped; Give number that is blind ,1 , CHtLDRF.N 1 ,.~,. 0.u1 225 COO n• ~~~~~"'AGT~c,u,.,,. 1 ~--6 .. 32\ 0,000 
0 ~ (4) t=l Limited Ensr.lish-speaking (5) CX:.I General Public (2) YOU T>i (sfr 15-74) 150.000 (41 f.(",~ 0 I At• d' A!td ov--)55, 00 
(6) 0 Other (Specify) 
9. NUMBER OF PARTICIPATING LIB11 .. Rtf.S ANO AGEu:·IES 
8. ETHNIC OR RACIAL GROUP SERVED (Give best estimate of number of (IJ ror·L 1• 1 1, (I 1 E c -c-:------,.. .. "um o lff'nu <~) lhtu I) (6) 0 t1 R A A(j\:.,.1 
persons served by race or etlmic group) 34 r?J sPcc:AL -----
a. Native Americans 700 e. Spanish-speaking PUBLIC 34 ,,1 HOSP1uu 
b. Orientals 800 (SpecJ.fy) 800 CJJ scHooL rtJ caRAte t·l-:c-.-.-~ .. ·-L-----
c • .ll.LaCKS 2l 7 • OOO I • Ut:ll'-'!r JQO . (4) \IOCA TIONAL . ·(I OJ ~rt~~~~~~."-TiAL---~---
d. Whites 530 000 TOTAL {a-f) 750.000 rs).JR. r.ollEVE ---tt"il)w~- -
SUMMARY OF EXP[NOITURES tFilt in Lint- I ftH "I'UOf'OSF.il .. 11ntl Luu• 1 fat ••,1tll'td" C"Jtpf>ndrlutr~, Hot•Jd 1111 ta 111 .,,,,,.. to nt-et 1·sf do~ll.1 r 1 
"' BY CAT"EGORV (Columna 1·7) BY SOURCE (Columns 11·1/) 
1 ~ TOTAL 
C:C;:) PROJECT SALAI'IIES BOOKS AUOI()oVISUAL EQUIPMENT CO~lTRACTUAL OTHER TOTAL FOR FEDERAL STATE LOCAL (folu.r r ""' 
:z:~~ AMO(;,"'GES MATERIALS SERVICES EXPENSES PROJECT FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS Col.~) 
~eo (2) (JJ (4) rs) (6) 1,.-4... (7} ,, (9) (10) : ") 
~~~ L 
~~~ 1• Proposed 25,~31 ~~~,311 34,311 34,311 
2. Actual -7 \ 
.~ ~ 
~ Z o con tamed h~rcrn •s conect to the best .~Y ~-lirA 1 
• ~O I CERTIFY that all o{ the information NAME OF HEAD, STATE"LIBRARY AGENCY (Typ1.-[b_I\TURE ~( d'·. DATE 
.... g~ of my knowlcd~:~· Estellene p. \valker, Librar(aA, ~l'~-1CJ'CY~ L . ' . ·~~ November l, 19i8. 
'' ..... __ - ·~ -~ .) 
FY 78 Carry-Over Funds 
... . -·· ------- -·-···--·-~- -----·- ... ···. ·--- ----- ·------------ -,\n ;,n-,·.vcr is rcquu,:.j 
for C':-:rh ilf'm on t:1is fonn. 
( 
1 tiiS l:i:.f'Ot.:l IS FOI~ TITLE 
PROJECT REPORT [-J ~rio~~~~SEO (iJ AN ACTUAL PROJECT I 
For Titles I and Ill of the Library Services ond Construction Act, o~ amended P.L. ?1-600 FISCAL YEAR ENDING 
STATE rROJECT ,..;). 





























1R,..!d ti•C Instructions IJdorc complctrnR this rcpor!) 
t. NAME (Identity U •t•l• •l•ncy, ~~~i01••l o' local ltbtsty, or••ni~•tion, ot ln~litution th.:Jt w;JI ad:nini&tet th• ptOJ~.:t) TEl.EPHONE {Arc• code, Numb•r, Euenaton} 
South Carolina State Library (803) 758-3181; 758-3182 
A.OOAESS f/'l,_t..r, llteer, city artd St•t•} I COUNTY I ZIP COOE CONGRESSIONAL OISTAICTISJ Cit lui""'""'" .:,. 
P. 0. Box 11469, Columbia, s. c. Richland 29211 Stair, fi1l bynumb.tiAll 
2. HA.I.IE OF PROJECT 
Title I. Proiect V-D. Readers Services-Periodicals (State Wide Program) 
l. PROJECT OA.TES 0 INITIAL PROJECT [3 CONTINUING PROJECT IF coNTINUING PRoJEcT. GIVE PREvious PRoJEcT Nuwa"ERV=-c 
u. ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME SPAN "(re.ra) Indefinite I b. PROJECT BEGAN 1964 lr. PROPOSED TEr>MINa.TION Da.TE InCieHnHe 
~~~~ A.ND POPUI..A.TION OA.TA (Comp/olr 1111 ot rhe aub·ileml uf>plicoble 10 lh/a project} 5. FOR TITLE 111. INDICATE TYPE OF PROJECT 
(1) Number of Persons Served by Project CJJC1 BIOLIOGRAPtiiC Sf.I?VICES ICJJO I'ICFEilENCE SERVICE 
a. Proposed 2,477,240 b. Actual (2) QCOMMUNICATION!. NETWORK f4JCJ :~-~.t-I~I;AL PHOC:LS~ING 
(2) Population and Predominant Characteristics of Area Served (5)0 0Tt1ER (Specrtr) 
(Give best estimate of the number and distribution of persons ~n the area servett oy tne proJec~ 
a. Urban 1 ,211, 345 b. Suburban c. Rural 1,265,895 d. TOTAL 2,477,240 
6. TYPE OF_ GROUP(Ct;erlr the bo• which b~•' de•allw• 1/oe poputaaon aer~•d by""' project) 7. 4GE GROUP SERVEO (Give b~ar r•rim011r ol rho dtsltil~ttlltVI 0 ( 
(1) I=:! Economically Disadvantaged (2) 1- J Institutionalized per•ot'U lif'r-..~d in th\1 prnjrct by.,~ froups (s~• lf("m 4•tl) 
(J)CI Physically Handicapped; Give number that is blind -
(4) t:::• Limited En~lish-speakin~ (5) UCI General Public 
(/I CHILDREN (it~,. O·t4J74 7 69'i 
(2)YOUTH(•fr 15-U} 497,586 
(]) ~~~~~IAGT~GF./(•Cr 1<-64!1,0: 
(41 AGFOf"l• 6J ,.,.d ov-.) 181, I 
50,053 
906 
(6) L_l Other (Seecif:t:) 
'· NUMDER OF PARTICIPATING LIBRA.fiiES AND AGENCIES 
8. (Give best estimate of number of ETHNIC OR RACIAL GROUP SERVED fl} TOTAL (Sum ol il~m• (1) lhlol f/ 1J (6) OThEq ACAOt.,IC 
persons served by race or ethnic group) No 34 (7} SPECIAL 
a. Native Americans 2.123 e. SpaniSh-spealdng PUBLIC 34 (I) HOSPITALS 
b. Orientals 2,581 (Specify) CJ) SCHOOL (t} CORRI:::C 110NAL 
c . .ruacKs 724.725 r. utner 2 232 (4} VOCATIONAL . ·(10} ~!.~~cft~TtAL 
d. Wlutt!S 1.745.594 TOTAL (a-f 2.477,240 (S} JR. COL l L GE 1(/1) OTHf:l< 
SUMMARY OF EXP(NOITURES tFill in Lmf' I t.-.r "I'ROPtJ!\1-:rJ•• nn.t c ;,,. 1 ,.,, ''A•·hml'" ~•pf>nd 1 ruu•!e, llo•••d 1111 enu•unr,.. 10 nt"ttt••sl •l••II.Jt} 
BY CATEGORY rColumno 1·7) BY SOURCE (Columna 6·111 
TOTAL 
PROJECT SALARIES AuDro-vrSUAL CONTRACTUAL BOOKS EQUIPMENT 
OTHER TOTAL FOR FEOERAL STATE LOCAL tltfuwf rqu•l 
ANO WAGES MATERIALS SERVICES EXPENSES PROJECT 
(I) l/1 (7) 
FUN OS FUNDS FUN OS Col. l 1 
(2) (J) (4) (5) (6) (I} l'J (10} (Ill 
~~7 
~· 




~ ~ _l 
I CERTIFY that all or th~ infonnation NAME 0~- HE·AD. ST ... TE.LIBRARY AGENCY (Type) ""'''"" ~~ ~-.w.U 
OATE 
contamcd herein is co"e<:l to the best Estellene P. Walker, .Librarian 11 ~ [J_J211 . November 1. of my knowlrdce. 
=z.d 1--
1978 
\. ' ~ "'-'-cv ,_<:,.,. •••v.n•"'- AI,,,.._.,,..._, 
FY 78 Carry-Over Funds 
~~po;.:l IS FOJ.I TITLE 
PROJECT REPORT (!9 A P<;Qf'OS~ 0 0 All ACTUAL I _ PROJECT P'<OJECT 
--- ·,-,~ -;,;_ .~.-~r-~~-;;.;~;;;;l-----~ ,-"": 
fo~ t"'~:ch J'' m on t:us !:>m1. 
For Titlu I ond Ill of the Librory Services ond Conslrucli<>n Act, o• ornended P.L. 91-60() FISCAL YEAR EHDlNG 
STATE rROJf..CT ~0. 
1"Rrad the lnstrucliiottS bclorc compl<"lin~ this ro::po:!) Sept·.!mber 30, 1979 - . S.C. VI-B 
t. NAME (ld•ntily U ••••~ •l.ncy, r~ciw••l o' lo~•ll•buuy, Drlanizelion, ot Institution lh.Jt Mf.il ed.'Tiinilft•t the P'OI~Ct) TELEPHONE (Arc• cod•, Nu,.bet, E•tetu•on) 
South Carolina State Library (803) 7 58-3181; 758-3182 
ADDRESS (N..,ber, elreel, city and Stele) I COUNTY I ZIP CODE CONGHE!.~IONAL OISTRICTI~I til lue tf"'" rn 
P. 0. Box 11469, Columbia, S.C. Richland 29211 
Stnt~. I••• by numbed All 
t.·,. 
2. NAUE OF PROJECT 
Title I. Project VI-B. Service to Blind and Physically Handicapped 
3. PROJECT DATES i J INITIAL PROJECT ~j CONTINUING PROJECT IF CONTINUING PROJECT, GIVE PREVIOUS PROJECT NUMBER Vf.:rp ,3 
~ 
a. ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME SPAN"(r.,•re) Indefinite I b. PROJECT OEGI.N 1968 I r:. PROPOSEO.TE I!MIN<l TIO"' OA TE' Continuing ... ~~~-~AND POPULATION DATA (Complet• fill ol th" •ul>-il.,me 11/>Pii<eble to lhie proj.,ct) S. FOR TITLE Ill, INDICATE TYPE OF PROJECT 
~ 
0 (1) Number of Persons Served by Project (IJO Bl OLIOGRAI'IiiC SE:RVt CES I (J) 0 RJ:F f' RE"'C~ SE AVICE ... a. Proposed 5,000 b. Actual (Z) ocOMMVNICA no .... ~ NETWORK 1 (.I) a ~~~~ti:'iA ... PffOC Ls~• .. G u 
Ill (2) Population and Predominant Characteristics of Area Served (5JQ OTHER (Sp.,ctly) ~ 
0 (Give best est~te of the number and distribution of persons in the area served by the proJect Ill: 
L a. Urban NA b. Suburban NA c. Rural.NA d. TOTAL 95,849 • 
~ 6. TYPE OF_ GAOUPtCiie".lr rhe 6o• which •••I deacriH• the popul•lion aerv•d by the pro/eel) 7, AGE GROUP SERVED (Ctv" bPst uhm;,IP ol lit• dt S '"IIIIIHHI 0 ' z (l_lCJ Economically Disadvantaged (2) .:-- J Institutionalized pt!tiUWU ,..,,,~d ;" th• prnj~ct by., .. l'oup• (sf"f" il~rn .ftJJ} 0 
j::: ( 3 _l LX.• Ph_ysically Handicapped; Give number that is blind ~9 (II Cttlt..OREN ("~'" 0·14) 856 "1f0JlKif"IG AGF../ u ()I !"oRA OVA Tl (ef:P 1$-4141 
Ill (4) t::l Limited En~lish-speakin& _(5) C::l General Public (:JJ YOU Ttl (•I" IJ•UJ (IJ AGFft(itfe •. S ""d ovr•J WI 
(6)0 Other (Specify) A.:lul t- h. lh.h. ( nn hr P::a lc.:t nt.m ...ava i 1 ::a h 1 e) 
9. NUMDER OF PARliCIPATING LIBRARIES ANO AGE"(IES 
8. ETHNIC OR RACIAL GROUP SERVED (Give best estimate of number of 
(I) TOT <l L (Sum ot ot.,ms (1) lhm (II I 16) OTI•ER AC<lUI::'""'IC 
persons served by race or ethnic group) 10 !7) SPECIAL 
a. Native Americans No figures e. spanish·speaking PUBLIC 5 II) HOSP11 ALS 
b. Orientals available ~Spec1fy) No figures (JJSCHOOL (9) CORRECltON<lL 
C • .H~aCKS r. utuer available (4) VOC<lTION<lL . ·(10) ;(~.~!;~L~ Tt -'L 
ct. Whites TOfAL (a-f) (J) ..IR. COL l r: GE Ill) OHiC.R 5 
SUMMARY OF EXP(HOITURES (Fill in Ltnl' I tnr "I'UOT'O.<F.IJ"' nn.t t '"'" 'lnr •',1• tutti'" ~·p•nd'""'""• lfot•td 1tll ffmt•unr ... lo n~M••sl t#,llt.Jt} 
.,. BY CATEGORY !Columns 1-~) BY SOURCE (Colu'""• I·IIJ 
,w 
TOTAL a:: PROJECT S<lLARIES AUDI()oVISUAL CONTRACTUAL OTHER CO;, BOOKS EQUIPME"'T TOTAL FOR FEDERAL STATE t..OCAt.. (Hurcr ~4•••1 zt-t- A .. D WAGES MATERIALS SERVICES EXPEN!;E$ PRO.IECT FUNDS FUN OS FUNDS Col. 1) o-a:: (I) L _co (:/) (J} (I) (j) (•J (lJ II) (9.1 (10) t II I 
1-Zo.. 
~988 uww 1. Prorosed 6,988 v:z 6,988 6,988 wCL.x vtX Ill (c ~)~- ------2. Actu~l 
I 
u 
I CERTIFY that ~u of the infonnation NAME OF HEAD, STATE'LtBRARY AGENCY (Trp~) ~IGNA TURE £~ "'\ DATE • .,.o 
Uzo c.:>ntaincd herein is co"ec:t to the best - ' ~ n .. n-" ,. .... ~2z or my knowledce. Estellene P. Walker, 1.ibraria~ ~A r1 5<::,.~~1~1 t\ ~ • .A9-= November 1, 1--< 1978 
~ ,~-- --- -- -~- ·- - I •"- - •- - . 
..... _,-
........ 
FY 78 Carry-Over Funds 
- ---------·-·-·- ··------ ----- ------------- -,\n o~n ,;:er 1s rc:ql:lrt.:".J r 
for c:-:ch rlrm on t:1is knn. 
I HI~ RlOPOi-:1 IS FO~ TITLE 
PROJECT REPORT GO A PROPOSED PROJECT 0 AN ACTUAl. P::lOJECT I 
For Titlu I ond Ill of the Librory Services ond Construction Act, o• omended P.L. 91·600 FISCAL YEAR EIWlNCi STATE rR~~~CT NO. 
1'Rcad the fn~<lructions bcfotc complctin~ this rcporO 
September 30, 19 79 -&.c. 
t. NAME (Identify II •t•l• •Ieney, ,~~ion•l., lec•l lib,•ty, ot-anization. ot Institution th.JI will Dd:nit1i&t•r th• prOJ~CI) TELEPUONE (Arc• cod~, Number, Earen••onJ 
South Carolina State Library (803~R-Jl81; Z58-3182 
ADDRESS (Number, etreer, city and State) l COUNTY I ZIP CODE CONGHESSIO>IAL OISTRICTISI/1/lr., tl>an rn' 
P. o. 11469, Statr, li•t by numbul Box Columbia, S.C. Richland 29211 All 
t:,.. 
2. NA._.E OF PROJECT 
Title I. Project VII. Film Program (State Wide Program and Strengthening the State Library Age.!19'j___ ·---
l. PROJECT D4TES ( J INITIAL PROJECT !XJ CONTINUING PROJECT IF CONTINUING PROJECT. GIVE PREVIOUS PROJECT NU.,.BE R ~II 
oC 
""ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME SPAN '(re•r•Jlndefinite I b. PROJECT BEGAN 1974 lc:· PROPOSED--TERMINATION OATE Indefinit~ 
.... ~~~~~AND POPULATION DATA (Complel• fill ol th• •ub·it.,m• upplie~oble to thie project) S. FOR TITLE Ill, INDICATE TYPE OF PROJECT 
oC 
0 (1) Number of Persons Served by Project (J)Q BIOLIOG!UPHIC SEHVICES !OJQ I'II:I'ERENCE SERVICE 
.... a. Proposed 100,000 b. Actual (2) OtOMMUNICATION~ NETWORK (.IJQ l:~~,t;.•;AL PROClSSING u 
"' (2) Population and Predominant Characteristics of Area Served (5)0 OTHER (Specily) ... 
0 
(Give best estimate of the number and distribution of persons in the area servea oy t:ne prOJeCt: "' L Urban 1,232,195 b. Suburban Rural 1,358,321 d. TOTAL 2,590,516 I a. c. 
< 6. TYPE OF. GROUPtCiie.-lr lhe boa whll:h b ... t de•niiH• the pupul•tion serv•d bv tho project) 7. AGE GROUP SERVED (Civ" brat ••rimlltr ol the d•5hrl•u'r•,n o ( 
% (1) 1=:) Economically Disadvantaged (2)_ 1~ • ..J Institutionalized pf'raon• ~~>f'tved in rh• P'Oic-ct by·~~ l'ou;a (sf'f' ilf'm ., t I)) 0 
j: O> r I Physically Handicapped;_ Give number that is blind (It CHILDREN (II~~ O•U) "NO"KING AGF.f u (.11 (oRAOUA Tl.. l•t,. Z~-44) 
"' (4) t::l Limited English-speaking (5) 0(1 General Public (7) YOUTH (•I• IS·U} (.fl AGFO(Jtle 6 f ~~nd ov,.,) ' (6)0 Other (Specify) No records available 
I. NUMBER OF PARTICIPATING LIBniiRIES AND AGENCIES 
8. ETHNIC OR RACIAL GROUP SERVED (Give best estimate of numb~r of (I) TOTAL (Sum ol•tems (2} lhru Ill) 16} 0 ThE 1'1 AC AUI£UIC 
persons served by race or ethnic group) 69 17) SPECIAL 
a. Native Americans e. Span1sh-speal<Ing PUBLIC 39 II) HOSPITALS 4 
b. Orientals (Specify) (JJSCHOOL 19) CORRt::C TIONA\. f. 
C. JU3CKS I. ut::ner (I) VOCATIONAL . ·(/0) ~,\~')~L'".; IAL 5 
d. Wh1t~S No records available TOTAL (a-f) t 5) .JR. <:OL ll: GE 1(11) OTHER ' 5 
SUMMARY OF EXP(NOITUR£S 1Fill In Lmt- I fnr "I'UOI'IJ~f:f>"' t•nd L.m.- '1 tut ••A,·tUIII"' r!apf'odtluH•!C., llo•••d 1111 •nu•tml..- ro n,.,.,,. st ,J.,I/o~r J 
"' 
BY CATEGORY IC<>lurnne 1·7) BY SOU ACE (Columna 1·/1) 
,w
TOTAL 0! PROJECT SALAitiES AUOtQ-VtSUAL cD;:) BOOKS EQUIPMENT CONTRACTUAL OTHER TOTAL FOR FEDERAL STATE l.OCAL (Murol rqultl :zt-t- AND WAGES MATERIALS SERVICES EXPENSES PROJECT FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS Col. 71 o-Ct! (I) (:I) (J} (5} \ _oo (4) (6} (7) (I} (9) ( 10) {1/J 
t-Za.. 




I CERTIFY thai all of the infonnation •••< o• .,.o, ,,..,·c.,•••• •c<•<> ":;(. 
~·ar 
DATE • .,.a 
U:zo contained h,.rcin is correct to the best 
Estellene P. Walker~ Librari wo:z of my knowlcdg,.. ;~1 £,A--_, .- I~ November l. "'~< 'L...il ... 1978 
~ - • fS~~VC,:S.f!> o/ lhl!~ fomJ.) 
FY 78 Carry-Over Funds -.+. .. ---- -.\~- .. n.,:;.~;;;~~q~~.;.:J-.-.-. --.·1 r -







FY 78 Carry-Over Funds 
-.- ----- -·· ·-· ... -- . p--- - - . ·-- --- ------ ----
::- ,.,, • .':t:r 15 ll:'Jt!II,:J f __ __ _ __ I fo~ "·'rh t; !'m on t!w; fonn. 1 __ ----~---
~po;n rs FO~ 1 TITLE 
"'I A P"OPOSEO 0 AU AC'l'uAL III 
~- PR0JECT PROJECT PROJECT REPORT 
For Titlu I ond Ill of the Library Services and Construction Act, o~ amended P.L. 91·60:> 
,R,•.Jd the /nstructic.ns '"~lore comple!in4 t.'·lis rcparl) 
. FISC.A.L Y·E:.R ENDING 
September 30, 1979 
STATE 


















1. NAME (Identity il. at•l., •l•n~y. reCiottel ot l•c•l library. or,;anizelion, or ln5tilution th.JI wtlllld.nini&ter th• prOJeCt) TELEPHONE (Atee codr.tvumber. E.,~n11on) 
South Carolina State Library 
ADORES$ (Number, otreot, clly end Stelo) 
P. 0. Box 11469, Columbia, S.C. 
2. NA~E OF PROJECT 
!'couNTY 
~ichland l. ZIP CODE 29211 
(803) 758-3181; 758-3182 
CONGRE~SfONAL OiSTRICTISI (ltluo '""" rnt; ... 
Storr, liat by nu,.,bcd 3 ' 4 ' 5 
Title III. Project III. Area Reference Resource Centers (Interlibrary Cooperation) 
1. PRoJEcroATEs 0 INITIAL PRoJEcT QcoNTrnuiNc PRoJEcT IF coNTINUING PRoJEcT. GivE PREv1ous PRoJEcT t~uw9£Rftr---
... ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME SPAN'(y.,.ra) 20 yearS b, PROJECT !!EGAN 1968 c. PROPOSEO--TERMINATION DATE 1988 
5. FOR TITLE Ill, INDICATE TYPE OF PROJECT ~~~~~LAND POPULATION DATA (Compl•t., ~II ot thr aub·ilrmo «PPiicable to thia projrcl) 
(1) Number of Persons Served by Project u J 0 Bl oL•o un" r>tu c sF.nv• c E s I o-J-:(KI=x=-<~-r.:_F_e_n_E_N_c_e_s_e_R_v_._c_E __ _ 
a. Proposed 1,057,827 b. Actual (Z) QCOMMUNICATION~ NETWORK I (-IJCJ TFCHNICAI. PFIOClSSI'iC §J"JIVIt"F 
(2) Population and Predominant Characteristics of Area 
(Give best est~mate of the number and distribution 
Served I (5)0 OTHER (Sprcily) 
of persons In the area served by the project 
a. Urban 451,487 · b. Suburban c. Rura1.606,340 d. TOTAL 1,057,827 
6. TYPE OF GROUP(Ciioc-lr lh• boa whidt bP.t deacriiH-a r.~e populetlon utvrd by tha pro/eel) 
(1) t-:=1 ·EconomicallY Disadvantaged (2) , _J Institutionalized 
(3) r I Physically Handicapped; Give number that is blind-
(4)t::l Limited English-speaking (5) ~I General Public 
(6) 0 Other_(Specify) 
7. ACE GROUP SERVED (Give' but utim"''" ot th• d,,,,,u,,,,.,. of 
prr.<::cwu tJ.Prvcd in the prnj~t:t by.,. 1roup• (sPP ilf'm .f 4 1J} 
(11 CHILDREN (it~~ 0-141315,164 
(]) V OV TH (air U•U] 194_,11 7 
NOI>KI>IG AGF.""/ ____ ,4_6_5_ 165 
(J) GRAOUA Tl (•Cr :1~-44 o 
(41 AGFO (~>lr fJ 1111d OVPr) 83 t 381 
9. NUMDER OF PARTICIPATING LIBRARIES AND AGENCIES 
8. ETHNIC OR RACIAL GROUP SERVED (Give best estimate of number of (I) TOTAl. (Sumol•l~m•(1)thru(ll} (6)0TI1EA ACAUI::MIC 9 
persons served by race or ethnic group) No 44 m sPECIAl. 10 
a. Native Americans 706 -- e. Spanish-speaking 1 ·puac.•c !5 
b. OrientalS---~ 510 (Specify) 1 OJ sc HOOI. 
I AI. 6 . 
r:GE :f -d.--lihftes- 788,_779 ·.roTAL-fri~f) 1_L057,827 pi1:1R-:-ccLl • 
SUMMARY OF EXPCNOITURES tFill in l..in' I lnr ,.I'ROPOSF:IJ'' nn•l L,n,. 1 ,,~ .. .,..,.,"'411'' ~•p#"'nd,ttu.-!C., Jloe•ad 1111 bOU•Wtlll IO n~ltfi•Sf c/uii.Jt) 
BY CATEGORY (Columno l·l) BY SOURCE (Columna 11•11 1 
1 W TOTAL 
CO« PROJECT SALARIES IIOOKS AVDtQ-VISUAL EQUIPMENT CONTRACTUAL OTHE~ TOTAL FOR FEOEAAL STATE LOCAL lllfuor rq,.•t 
%~... AND WAGES MATERIALS SERVICES EXPENSES • P'!,9.JECT FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS Col. 7) 
2 0 g (I) W (J) (4) (5) (6) _.[""' f71 (II} (,) (10) ( J1 J 
t-Zil. ~~~ ~ ~ ~ t. Proposed 5, 000 1 _ ..-.- , 00 5, 000 5, 000 
~x / -






I CERTIFY that .,u of the infonnation 
contained hero>in is conect to the best 
of my knowledge. 
NAME OF HEAD, STATE'LIBRARY AGENCY (Typr) 
Estellene P. Walker, Libraria 
~~~~~~~~~ 
OATE 
~-.L~ ~ember 1, 1978 
(Sec ICtiCISC o/ till:< IOtn;} 
~-
FY 78 Carry-Over Funds 
- . . . - --- - -·-··- ----.,~.-;·J~J:;·;:,-~;-;:.;;~.;.:-;-r t /--
---------------------1:;.:;:; for p;.ch--t-lrm x. t!•is form.--- -
IHtmf.oon IS FO~ I TITLE -
PROJECT REPORT 0 ~.fo~~~~SEO 0 ~~tJ~1:~AL III 
For Titlu I and Ill or the Library Services o:ul Construction Act, a~ amended P.L. 91-~00 
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